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ABSTRACT

Romania, through its Agency for Foreign De-
velopment (The Romanian Agency for Interna-
tional Development Cooperation), is looking to 
provide assistance to the Republic of Georgia to 
improve its energy security.

Energy Security is the uninterrupted availabili-
ty of energy sources at an affordable price.

Long-term energy security mainly deals with 
timely investments to supply energy in line with 
economic developments and sustainable envi-
ronmental needs.

Short-term energy security focuses on the 
ability of the energy system to react promptly 
to sudden changes within the supply-demand 
balance. The concern for physical unavailability 
of supply is more prevalent in energy markets 
where transmission systems must be kept in 
constant balance.

To this aim, The Romanian Agency for Inter-
national Development Cooperation (RoAid) has 
retained Ridgeline Industrial to carry out a short 
review of the Georgian energy sector. The in-
tention is to assist the various Georgian energy 
sector stakeholders in their development, and 
to propose next steps for more detailed studies.

Ridgeline Industrial accompanied a Georgian 
delegation during their visit to Romania, meet-
ing with various Romanian companies and insti-
tutions such as:

- The Romanian Ministry of Energy
-  ANRE - the Romanian gas and electricity reg-

ulator
-  Transelectrica - the national transmission op-

erator and national dispatcher
-  OPCOM - the Romanian gas and electricity 

system operator
-  Electrica SA - a Romanian regional electricity 

distribution and supply company

-  CEZ Romania - a Romanian regional electric-
ity distribution and supply company, owned 
by CEZ, the Czech national utility

-  The CEZ Wind Farm - the 600 MW CEZ-owned 
wind farm on the shores of the Black Sea

- The Romanian Commodities Exchange

The visit provided an opportunity to discuss in 
detail the duties and experience of the various 
Romanian entities in the overall energy scheme, 
as well as interest from the Georgian part in the 
development of a viable renewable support 
scheme, details of the operational manage-
ment of a large wind farm and relationship with 
the regulatory authorities, market monitoring 
methodology, specific software and transparent 
trading platforms for gas and electricity. 

Further to this electricity sector related visit, 
a gas sector delegation from Georgia visited at 
the end of November 2018, during which fruitful 
discussions took place with the Romanian Min-
istry of Energy, ANRE, the gas regulator, as well 
as Transgaz (the Romanian high pressure gas 
pipeline operator) and Romgaz, the Romanian 
state-owned natural gas producer. Of particular 
note was the discussion with the Ministry of En-
ergy around the AGRI Project (described in more 
detail in the “Georgia as energy hub and region-
al cooperation in the South Caucasus” chapter).

This document presents a short review of the 
Georgian energy system with selected figures 
highlighting the level of its electricity transmis-
sion grid and potential for exports given the 
good interconnection levels and competitive 
power generation potential.

Georgia has an opportunity to consolidate its 
position not only as an energy hub for both the tran-
sit of hydrocarbons from the Caucasus and Caspian 
Sea region, but also as a transmission nexus derived 
from its reasonably well developed electrical grid 
and the competitive advantage in the generation 
of electricity from renewable sources.
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A promising direction of further development 
is wind resource, after the promising start of its 
first 20 MW Qartli 1 wind farm shows, with it 
having a  2017 capacity factor of 48%. We are 
looking into the scope of a bankable feasibility 
study, which would  help advance the next and 
larger phase of developing the wind farm.

A review of renewable support schemes 
around the world is presented, feed-in-tariffs, 
auctions, a combination of the two, and green 
certificates. It can be seen that a one-size-fits-
all approach doesn’t always work, and depend-
ing on local characteristics, some measures are 
more sustainable than others while encourag-
ing the commercial development of the sector.

Selected details of the financial model re-
quired for the development and construction of 
any energy project are presented, as well as the 
Levelized Cost of Electricity (LCOE) calculations 
and principles.

In conclusion we present suggestions for the 
next concrete steps of assistance to Georgian 
energy sector stakeholders:

•  A bankable feasibility study for the expan-
sion of Quartli wind farm by 100-150 MW 
- assistance in writing specific renewable 
energy support legislation could also be in-
cluded as part of the scope of the study 

•  The implementation of a platform for trans-
parent market monitoring and trading, 
both for natural gas and electricity

•  A study of the potential for flexible gas tur-
bines to balance the grid if larger capacities 
of wind power will be commissioned in the 
coming years

•  A fresh view of the AGRI project, with focus 
on both financial and technical feasibility, 
as well as related security challenges in the 
Black Sea 

As an illustration of good practices, the scope 
and importance of regional cooperation in Cen-
tral and Eastern Europe for energy markets, giv-
en existing energy security challenges, are ana-
lyzed in various November 2018 policy papers 
annexed to this document.
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A REVIEW OF THE GEORGIAN ENERGY SYSTEM

Georgia has a GDP of USD 15.16 bn (2017), 
which has grown by 5% annually over the past 
two years, and a population of approximately 
3.7 million (2017), occupying a surface area of 
69 700 square km (World Bank Data). The total 
primary energy supply (TPES) in 2016 was 4.793 
Mtoe (million tons of oil equivalent), of which 
(selected data): 

The total primary energy supply 2016     Mtoe

TPES 4 793

Production 1376, of which:
  Hydroelectric 802
  Coal 121
  Crude Oil 39
  Biofuels & Waste 388
Imports 3 748
Exports 250

Selected data for final consumption  
(same source of data):

Industry 678
Transport 1448
Other 1902 (of which 1273 residential)

source IEA World Energy Balances 2018

THE ELECTRICITY SECTOR

Over the past decade, electricity consumption 
has grown largely in line with the real GDP growth 
rate and reached 10.8 TWh in 2015 (the Georgian 
National Investment Agency). 78% of its genera-
tion, or 8.5 TWh came from hydroelectric sources 
in 2015, with the balance made up of gas-fired 
generation. Due to the seasonality of hydroelec-
tric power generation, 0.7 TWh were imported 
during winter months, while the same amount 
was exported during the summer months. If this 
growing trend in consumption continues, in 10 
years Georgia will have an electricity genera-
tion deficit. Between 2004 and 2010 as result of 
the renewal and rehabilitation of existing HPPs 

(hydro electric power plants), electricity genera-
tion grew. Since 2012 new HPPs have been com-
missioned, but as consumption continues to rise 
not only in Georgia but in neighboring countries 
as well, there is an opportunity to develop new 
power plants to keep up with the increasing de-
mand. According to estimates, only 25% of Geor-
gia’s energy potential is exploited, meaning that 
there is huge untapped potential, mostly from 
hydro resources, but also from wind, solar, geo-
thermal and biomass sources as well.      

The Electricity Generation -  
Installed Capacity in MW: 3 760

Thermal (gas-fired) power plants 825

Hydro - electric plants 2915

Wind power plants  20

  GROWING DOMESTIC DEMAND AND THE  
SEASONALITY OF HYDRO ELECTRIC GENERA-
TION

Starting from 2004, electricity generation in-
creased significantly, resulting in Georgia be-
coming a net exporter of electricity between 
2007 and 2011. With the completion of the 
HPPs currently under construction, exports are 
expected to grow during the summer months, 
however, during winter, Georgia continues to 
use gas-fired electricity and imported power. 

Without additional power plants Georgia’s 
generation capacity will not be sufficient to 
meet domestic demand during winter, and, in 
the long term, as per capita electricity consump-
tion continues to grow, the estimated deficit by 
2025 should be more than 5 TWh.
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Recent figures for electricity consumption and 
generation in Georgia (TWh):

 Year Consumption Generation

 2011 9.3 10.1
 2012 9.4 9.7
 2013 9.7 10.1
 2014 10.2 10.4
 2015 10.4 10.8

 LIBERALIZED AND DEREGULATED MARKET

From 2008 Georgia started to liberalize and 
deregulate its energy market. Renewable proj-
ects were based on Build-Own-Operate (BOO) 
principles. There are no tariffs set for newly built 
HPPs, with the investor having the possibility to 
negotiate off-take prices. No license is required 
for export and new HPPs have priority access to 
the capacity on the new interconnection to Tur-
key and also generation and export activities are 
exempt from VAT tax.

ELECTRICITY EXPORT OPPORTUNITIES

With an abundance of high mountains and 
fast-flowing rivers, Georgia has a competitive 
advantage over neighbors in terms of the cost 
of generating electricity. An attractive and large 
export market is Turkey, who experiences elec-
tricity shortage during summer months, while 
Georgia has a surplus. For instance, Turkey’s 
electricity consumption in 2014 was 257.22 
TWh, with a generation deficit of 5.2 TWh. The 
Turkish Electricity Transmission Company (TE-
IAS) forecasts that Turkish electricity consump-
tion will grow by 5.5% on average annually, so 
even with the recent Turkish slowdown, there 
is ample scope for exporting power to Turkey. 
Almost 80% of Turkey’s electricity was generat-
ed by gas, and coal-fired power plants. With an 
improving energy mix, it is expected that Geor-
gia’s electricity sector could have a competitive 
advantage in this regard.

Electricity Consumption vs. Generation in 
Turkey, TWh:

 Year Consumption Generation

 2010 210 211
 2011 230 229
 2012 242 239
 2013 246 240
 2014 257 252

Recent figures for Georgia’s Electricity Imports 
and Exports (TWh):

 Year Consumption Generation

 2011 0.5 0.9
 2012 0.6 0.5
 2013 0.5 0.5
 2014 0.8 0.6
 2015 0.7 0.7

ELECTRICITY GRID 

Georgia has a reasonably developed trans-
mission grid infrastructure with the territory of 
Georgia having over 3,000 km high, medium 
and low voltage lines and about 100 substa-
tions. In 2013, a new 400 KV line with HVDC (high 
voltage direct current) back-to-back substation 
connecting Georgia with Turkey was commis-
sioned, adding to already significant transmis-
sion capacity with all neighboring countries.

Cross Border Transmission Capacity in MW:

Georgia - Russia  960
Georgia - Azerbaijan  250
Georgia - Turkey*  430
Georgia - Armenia  290

* the 2013 commissioned Black Sea Transmission Network (BSTN)

In 2015, The Ten-Year Network Development 
Plan (a map of which is displayed later in the 
document) was approved by the government, 
which will ensure continuous improvement of 
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grid and seamless integration new generation 
capacities.

ELECTRICITY TARIFFS

In 2018, Tbilisi-based Electricity producer Telasi  
is supplying power at (EUR equivalent before  
VAT):  

Type of consumer EUR/Mwh (equivalent)

Residential less than  
110 kWh/month  42.55
Residential  
110 - 301 kWh/month 55.71
Residential  
301+ kWh/month  70.41

Industrial 220/380 V  44.46
Industrial 6 - 10 kV  41.37
Industrial 35 - 110 kV  23.87

Distribution Tariffs:

Industrial 220/380 V  26
Industrial 6 - 10 kV  23.40
Industrial 35 - 110 kV  5.9
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  GEORGIA AS ENERGY HUB AND REGIONAL 
COOPERATION IN THE SOUTH CAUCASUS

Georgia’s location in the South Caucasus, as a 
transit corridor bordering the Black Sea, and the 
energy resources of the Caspian Sea, provide at-
tractive cooperation opportunities between the 
South Caucasus Countries. This is valid for both 
hydrocarbons as well as electricity regional co-
operation.

Good examples are the South Caucasus Gas 
Pipeline (SCP), Baku-Tbilisi-Ceyhan (BTC) and 
Baku-Tbilisi-Supsa pipelines, where Azerbaijan, 
Georgia and Turkey have successfully built stra-
tegic partnerships. 

The following maps of South-Caucasus oil and 
gas pipelines illustrate the Georgian transit cor-
ridor.

Figure 1. South Caucasus Gas Pipelines

   
Figure 2. Oil pipelines in the Black Sea Region and South East 
Europe

 Opportunities for cooperation have been fo-
cused on the energy resources of the Caspian 
Sea and the role of the South Caucasus as both a 
source-rich area and a transit corridor for trans-
portation of hydrocarbons to Europe. 

The AGRI LNG Project

The AGRI (Azerbaijan - Georgia - Romania In-
terconnector) project envisages transportation 
of Azerbaijani gas to the Black Sea coast of Geor-
gia via gas pipelines. Azerbaijani gas delivered 
to Georgia’s Black Sea coast will be liquefied at 
a gas liquefaction terminal and following this, 
will be delivered in LNG tankers to a terminal at 
the Romanian port of Constanta. Once in Con-
stanta, it will be brought to its gaseous state 
and delivered via the Romanian gas infrastruc-
ture to meet the demands of Romania and oth-
er European countries. The construction of the 
BRUA gas pipeline linking Bulgaria, the Roma-
nian Black Sea Coast, and Hungary will be able 
to comfortably accommodate any natural gas 
coming through the AGRI project.

The shareholders in the 2011 established AGRI 
project company are SOCAR, Georgia’s Oil and 
Gas Corporation, as well as MVM (Hungary) and 
Romgaz (Romania), each with a 25% stake. 

The capacity of the project is between 2 and 8 
bcm per annum, with an estimated cost of be-
tween EUR 1.2 and 4.5bn.

Recent concerns regarding available natural 
gas capacity in Azerbaijan (see the section on 
the Southern Gas Corridor), security issues in the 
Black Sea following the occupation of Crimea by 
the Russian Federation, as well as cost concerns, 
have put this project on standby. A reduction in 
regasification infrastructure costs on the Roma-
nian side, such as using a Floating Storage Re-
gasification Unit (FSRU) are being considered in 
order to improve the economics.
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Figure 3. The AGRI Project 

 
THE SOUTHERN GAS CORRIDOR

The Southern Gas Corridor stretches over 
3,500 kilometres, crossing seven countries and 
involves more than a dozen major energy com-
panies. It comprises several separate energy 
projects:

•  The Shah Denis 2 gas development, which 
involves drilling wells and producing gas off-
shore in the Caspian Sea

•  The expansion of the natural gas processing 
plant at the Sangachal Terminal, on the Cas-
pian Sea coast in Azerbaijan

• Three pipeline projects:
 o   The South-Caucasus Pipeline – Azer-

baijan, Georgia
 o  The Trans-Anatolian Pipeline – Turkey
 o   The Trans Adriatic Pipeline (TAP) – 

Greece, Albania, Italy
•  Expansion of the Italian Gas Transmission 

Network
•  Possibilities for further connection to gas net-

works in South Eastern, Central and Western 
Europe.

The South Caucasus Pipeline (SCP) was built to 
export Shah Deniz gas from Azerbaijan to Geor-
gia and Turkey. The pipeline starts from the San-
gachal terminal near Baku. It then  follows the 
route of the Baku-Tbilisi-Ceyhan crude oil pipe-
line through Azerbaijan and Georgia to Turkey, 

where it is linked to the Turkish gas distribution 
system. 

The South-Caucasus Pipeline has been oper-
ational since late 2006, transporting Shah Den-
iz gas to Azerbaijan, Georgia and Turkey. The 
length of the pipeline is 691km, with 443 km in 
Azerbaijan and 248 km in Georgia.

As part of the advancement in Southern Gas 
Corridor, the South Caucasus Pipeline is getting 
an expansion in relation to the Shah Deniz Full 
Field Development project. This expansion in-
volves the laying of new pipeline across Azer-
baijan and the construction of two new com-
pressor stations in Georgia. This will triple the 
gas volumes exported through the pipeline to 
over 20 billion cubic metres per year.

 
Figure 4. The Southern Gas Corridor

In recent decades, opportunities for cooper-
ation in electricity have also been significantly 
explored. Governments embarked on a path to 
power sector reform through focusing on the 
management and sustainability of their energy 
supply systems, which were a part of an inte-
grated Trans-Caucasus system during the Soviet 
era and had never been designed to function as 
separate grids. 

Since starting power sector reform, all three 
South Caucasus states have made progress, in-
cluding efforts towards developing trilateral co-
operation based on mutual assistance. As a re-
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sult, the current level of electricity cooperation 
in the form of trilateral trade between particular 
South Caucasus countries has already helped 
develop physical interconnections and com-
mercial relations. However, the South Caucasus 
has substantial potential for broader electricity 
trade and there is still scope for further expan-
sion. The estimated large generation potential 
in the region is one of the most important con-
ditions to develop electricity trade, in order to 
meet rapidly growing electricity demand in Tur-
key and offset deficits in other markets of the 
region. 

Due to its favorable geographical location as a 
connecting bridge for the East-West and North-
South energy routes in the Caucasus, Georgia is 
the only country with good electricity connec-
tions with all South Caucasus states, including 
Azerbaijan and Armenia as well as Russia and 
Turkey. As a result, Georgia could become a re-
gional transmission hub for power trade in the 
South Caucasus, as illustrated by the Black Sea 
Transmission Network Project.

The Black Sea Transmission Network Project, 
supported by a number of international donor 
organizations (including the European Com-
mission Neighborhood Investment Fund - EC 
NIF, the European Bank for Reconstruction and 
Development - EBRD, the European Investment 
Bank -EIB, KfW - the German Development Bank) 
and co-funded by GSE, the Georgian Transmis-
sion Operator, was started in 2009, to create an 
asynchronous interconnection between the 500 
kV network of Georgia and the 400 kV network 
of Turkey. 

The aim of the Project was to stabilize Geor-
gia’s power transmission network as well as to 
facilitate transfer of bulk power and large-scale 
electricity trading between Georgia, the other 
Southern Caucasus countries and the countries 
of the Black Sea Power Transmission Network, 
particularly Turkey. Additionally the project will 
establish an important precondition for the 
commercial development of Georgia’s vast re-
newable sources, particularly hydropower.  

  Figure 5. Georgia Power System’ Ten Year Development Plan
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These energy sector development initiatives 
could be further inspired by recent efforts in 
Central and Eastern Europe, where regional 
cooperation has become one of the genuine 
pillars of European energy policy. Cooperation 
is pursued in all five dimensions of the Energy 
Union: security of energy supply, internal ener-
gy market, energy efficiency, climate policy, and 
research and development. 

Preventive and emergency plans for an energy 
crisis, coordination and data exchange on pow-

er flows, regional action plans for inter-connec-
tions, deployment of cross-border smart grids 
or joint renewables projects or support schemes 
- they are all different facets of the regional ap-
proach in building the Energy Union.

The specifics of various regional cooperation 
projects were presented in various policy papers 
presented at the recent Central Europe Day of En-
ergy, on 5-Nov-2018. These papers are presented 
in detail in the final section of this document.
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WIND ENERGY POTENTIAL IN GEORGIA

Georgia national authorities estimate an an-
nual wind generation capacity of 4 billion kilo-
watt-hours, which could cover 50 - 70% of future 
consumption. Wind power is complementary to 
the hydroelectric plants because it is predomi-
nant in winter when hydro generation is lower.

 
In terms of natural wind energy potential, 

Georgia is divided into four zones:

1.  A high-speed zone - mountainous regions 
of Southern Georgia, Kakhaberi Vake and 
the central region of Kolkheti Valley. The ef-
fective operating period is more than 5000 
hours per year.

2.  A partly high speed and low speed zone 
- the Mtkvari gorge from Mtskheta to Rus-
tavi, Southern part of Javakheti, Black Sea 
line from Poti to Kakhaber Vake: 4500-5000 
hours per year.

3.  A low speed mountain range effective ex-
ploitation zone - Gagra mountain range, 
Kolkheti Valley and Eastern Georgian low-
lands.

4.  A low speed mountain range limited ex-
ploitation zone - Iori Zegani and Sioni water 
reservoir. 

  
The first wind project, the 20 MW Qartli 1 de-

veloped by the Georgian Energy Development 
Fund, although quite recent, has had a promis-
ing operating life, which bodes well for the de-
velopment of a larger second phase. In 2017, its 
6 Vestas V117 3.45MW wind turbines produced 
88 000 MWh, for a capacity factor of 48%, this 
translates into an effective annual full capacity 
of 4 250 hours.

A bankable feasibility study, once complete, 
should allow for the development and construc-
tion of further wind farms with private funding. 
Such a study should include:

•    The IFC (International Finance Corporation)/
World Bank compliant Environmental Im-
pact Assessment (EIA)

•   The wind resource study - the Georgia Wind 
Energy Atlas, as well as the recent perfor-
mance of the Qartly 1 wind farm will provide 
valuable data points for assessing the de-
tailed wind resource at the site of the future 
development

•  The geotechnical study

•  The topography study

•  The grid connection study

•  The detailed financial model

The strict scope of the feasibility study could 
exclude:

•   The specific permitting of the wind farm 
(heavy on resources when developing on 
agricultural land)

•   The tendering for wind turbine equipment, 
electrical equipment, and civil works

The latter activities are part of the develop-
ment process but could be included in the larg-
er scope of a study.
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 ENERGY POLICY - RENEWABLE SUPPORT  
SCHEMES

FEED-IN-TARIFF (FIT)

A feed-in tariff (FIT) is a policy mechanism de-
signed to accelerate investment in renewable en-
ergy technologies. It achieves this by offering long-
term contracts to renewable energy producers, 
typically based on the cost of generation of each 
technology. Rather than pay an equal amount for 
energy, however generated, technologies such as 
wind power and solar PV, for instance, are award-
ed a lower per-kWh price, while technologies such 
as tidal power are offered a higher price, reflecting 
costs that are higher at that time

In addition, feed-in tariffs often include “tariff 
degression”, a mechanism where the price (or 
tariff) ratchets down over time. This is done in 
order to track and encourage technological cost 
reductions. The goal of feed-in tariffs is to offer 
cost-based compensation to renewable energy 
producers, therefore providing price certainty and 
long-term contracts that help finance renewable 
energy investments.

Feed-in tariff policies have been put in place  in 
numerous countries, including Algeria, Australia, 
Austria, Belgium, Brazil, Canada, China, Cyprus, the 
Czech Republic, Denmark, Estonia, France, Germa-
ny, Greece, Hungary, Iran, Republic of Ireland, Is-
rael, Italy, Kenya, the Republic of Korea, Lithuania, 
Luxembourg, the Netherlands, Pakistan, Portugal, 
South Africa, Spain, Switzerland, Tanzania, Thai-
land, Turkey and the United Kingdom. Some FIT 
schemes are combined with the auction system. 
A few schemes, however,  proved to be unsus-
tainable at a certain point for certain countries, for 
instance in early 2012 in Spain the Rajoy adminis-
tration suspended the feed-in tariff for new proj-
ects. Nevertheless, Spain became a world leader of 
solar and wind generation.

Feed-in tariffs have been proven to be the most 
efficient and effective support schemes for pro-
moting renewable electricity as illustrated in EU 

studies, the International Energy Agency, The 
European Federation for Renewable Energy, and 
Deutsche Bank. 

 AUCTIONS

Renewable energy auctions sometimes also 
called ‘demand auctions’ or ‘procurement auc-
tions’ are a type of support mechanism for re-
newable energy technologies. In most cases 
the renewable energy auctions are organized 
by the government of a country, or a designat-
ed state-owned entity. They will specify the ca-
pacity (MW) or the electricity generation (MWh), 
which is up for auction, as well as the genera-
tion technology and sometimes the generation 
location. Project developers can then submit a 
bid to the auction, outlining their project pro-
posal and stating the price per unit of electricity 
at which they will be able to realize their project. 
The government then evaluates the different 
offers, ranking them based on their price and 
other criteria. The best candidates are then se-
lected, and the government signs a power pur-
chasing agreement with the successful bidders. 
Auctions are very flexible and can be organized 
in many different ways. In order for an auction 
to succeed it is important that it is adapted to 
the country’s specific circumstances, these de-
pend on the goals the country wants to achieve 
through the auction.

Countries that have successfully implemented 
the auction process are Mexico, Brazil, Moroc-
co, South Africa, Oman, the US and to a certain 
extent China. These are places with generous 
and well-known wind resources and the auction 
process allows for both a sustainable level of tar-
iff and acceptable returns for the investors.
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Figure 6. FIT and Auction Schemes

GREEN CERTIFICATES

A green certificate is a tradable commodity, 
which proves that certain electricity is generat-
ed using renewable resources. One certificate 
could represent the generation of one Mega-
watt-hour of electricity, or it could differ be-
tween various types of renewable technologies, 
such as in Romania. 

In Romania when the scheme was introduced 
wind generation received 2 certificates for 1 
Mwh produced, solar received 6 certificates, 
small hydro 2-3, etc.

Green certificates represent the environ-
mental value of renewable energy generated 
and the certificates can be traded separately 
from the energy produced. Several countries 
use green certificates as a means to support of 
green electricity generation closer to a market 
economy instead of more bureaucratic invest-
ment support and feed-in tariffs. Such national 
trading schemes are in use in Poland, Romania, 
Sweden, Italy, Belgium (Wallonia and Flanders), 
and some US states.

The green certificate scheme contributed 
greatly to the development of renewable gen-
eration in Romania, with 4000+ MW wind and 
solar having been installed since 2008 when it 
was introduced. The scheme has now ceased, as 
it proved in the end to be unsustainable, both 
for the investor and the end consumer [who 
was paying for it in the electricity invoice]. As 
the capital costs for wind and solar energy have 
significantly decreased, other options are now 
considered, such as contracts for differences, 
auctions, etc.
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THE FINANCIAL MODEL

A detailed financial model is required in order 
to calculate the financial viability of the wind 
power project. This is important for both equity 
and debt investors and depending on their risk 
appetite it will determine the amount of debt 
the project can support. 

Selected inputs for the financial model are the 
upfront costs that are incurred until the project 
starts generating revenues:

• Development costs:

 o Detailed feasibility study costs
 o Permitting costs
 o Tendering costs
 o  Other costs including personnel and lo-

gistics not included in the above

•  Construction costs:

 o Turbine equipment and installation
 o  Civil works including access roads, plat-

forms and foundations
 o  Electrical works including substation 

equipment and grid interconnection
 o Other construction costs

Project management costs - these are higher 
when the developer/investor manages the var-
ious construction contractors through a project 
management company, and lower when the 
turbine supplier undertakes a full EPC (Engi-
neering, Procure and Construct) contract with a 
higher overall cost, this type of contract usually 
reduces the potential risk for the investor

•  Financing Costs - if there is debt financing, 
there will be financing fees and interest 
during construction incurred and capitalized 
during the construction period;

Wind farms do not have fuel costs but there 
will be operating and maintenance costs during 
the project’s operational life, which will also in-
clude parts replacement.

There will be personnel costs, as well as admin-
istrative and financing costs during operations. 
Of utmost importance during the operational 
section of the financial model is the projected 
capacity factor derived from the wind resource 
study. 

The financing section will include the calcu-
lations for the repayment of the various loans, 
debt service reserve calculations, loan life  
cover ratio calculation, other ratios required by 
the various banking institutions. 

The financial reports, the cash flow statement, 
the balance sheet, the profit & loss account, tax 
payments, dividend distribution are all modeled 
for the projected lifetime of the wind farm.

The financial model will also calculate the lev-
elized cost of electricity (LCOE).

The LCOE measures lifetime costs divided by 
energy production. Upfront costs do not paint 
a complete picture. Wind energy has zero fuel 
cost, but will have higher upfront capital costs 
that fossil fuel fired projects.

The LCOE calculates the present value of the 
total cost of building and operating a power 
producing installation over an assumed lifetime. 
It allows the comparison of different technolo-
gies, such as wind, solar, gas, coal, which have 
unequal life spans, project size, different capital 
costs, risk, return and capacities.

The LCOE is crucial to making an informed 
decision to proceed with the development of a 
commercial scale project such as a wind farm.
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NEXT STEPS

Here are the next possible steps in in assist-
ing the Georgian energy sector stakeholders for 
specific developments of the energy sector:

1.  Assistance to the Georgian Development 
Fund for the optimization and finalization of 
a bankable feasibility study for the increase 
of the Quartli Wind Farm to 100 - 150 MW, 
to include:

 
 •  Environmental Study Impact Assess-

ment (IFC compliant)
 • Wind Resource Assessment
 • Geotechnical Study
 • Topographical Study
 • Grid Study including Interconnection
 • Detailed Financial Modeling;
 •  Permitting and tendering - optional  

elements, as these are usually part of 
the development process

Assistance in writing specific renewable ener-
gy support legislation could also be included as 
part of the scope of the study.

2.  Assistance in the development of market 
monitoring methodology, specific software, 
trading platforms, in cooperation with the 
Romanian Commodity Exchange (Bursa 
Românǎ de Mǎrfuri).

3.  Assistance to [the Georgian Development 
Fund] and the Georgian Energy System for 
the development of flexible gas (dual fuel) 
fired turbine generators for balancing the 
electrical grid - feasibility study.

4.  A fresh view of the AGRI project, with focus 
on both financial and technical feasibility, 
as well as related security challenges in the 
Black Sea. 

A review of the Georgian Energy Sector and Development Opportunities
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 GOOD PRACTICES - ENERGY SECURITY AND 
REGIONAL ENERGY COOPERATION IN CEN-
TRAL AND EASTERN EUROPE

Annexed to this review, one can find policy 
papers published in November 2018, which 
highlight the scope and importance of regional 
cooperation for energy markets given current 
energy security challenges:

1.  Cross border energy cooperation in Cen-
tral Europe - towards flexible, secure and 
sustainable regional energy markets - Cen-
tral Europe Energy Partners, www.ceep.be 
- published with the permission of the au-
thor, for further info please contact Maciej 
Jakubik, Maciej.Jakubik@ceep.be.

2.  Taking stock Romania’s cross-border coop-
eration in energy - Romania Energy Center - 
published with the permission of the the au-
thor, RoEC, Bucharest, for further info please 
contact Eugenia Gusilov, gina.gusilov@roec.
biz.

3.  Poland in regional cooperation - Institut 
Sobieskiego - published with the permission 
of the author, for further info please contact 
Mateusz Zawistowski, mateusz.zawistowski@
whitecase.com.

4.  Croatia in regional cooperation - Institute 
for Development and International Rela-
tions - published with the permission of the 
author, for further info please contact Antun 
DujmoviC, antun@irmo.hr.

5.  Energy security risks and gas diversifica-
tion in the Central and Eastern European 
Countries - Center for the study of democra-
cy, Bulgaria, published with the permission 
of the author, for further info please con-
tact Milena Yordanova at the Center for the 
Study of Democracy, www.csd.bg, milena.
yordanova@online.bg.

6.  Cross border energy cooperation in Central 
Europe - the Slovak case - Slovak Foreign 
Policy Association - published with the per-
mission of the author, for further info please 
contact Matúš Mišík (misik5@uniba.sk) and 
Veronika Oravcová (oravcova@sfpa.sk).
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IntroductIon

Regional cooperation has become one of the genuine pillars of European energy policy. It is pursued 
in all five dimensions of the Energy Union: security of energy supply, internal energy market, energy 
efficiency, climate policy and research and development.  Preventive and emergency plans for an ener-
gy crisis, coordination and data exchange on power flows, regional action plans for interconnections, 
deployment of cross-border smart grids or joint renewables projects or support schemes – they are all 
different manifestations of the regional approach in building Energy Union. 

Central Europe is also a party to this regionalization trend. In recent years countries in Central Eu-
rope have engaged in numerous cooperation projects. As a result, the region is becoming increasin-
gly interconnected, integrated and resilient. The Central European states have developed numerous 
initiatives, which further enhanced functioning of energy systems in particular states. The main aim of 
these efforts has been to take care of the development of the gas and electricity sectors both in terms 
of infrastructure and liquidity of the markets. They surpassed cooperation limited merely to hard infra-
structure development (mostly related to gas sector) and currently, they increasingly focus on market 
integration and reliable functioning of the electricity sector and energy related innovations. This is a 
big qualitative change that proves increasing maturity and durability of cooperation in Central Europe. 
It is worth noting that effectiveness of the implementation of the European acquis on a national level 
depends on its synergies with particular objectives of certain member states. In the case of cross-border 
energy cooperation, Central Europe provides several examples of such synergies. 

This analytical paper is based on contributions of CEEP’s partner institutions: Romania Energy Center, 
Sobieski Institute (PL), Slovak Foreign Policy Association, Center for Study of Democracy (BG), Institute 
for Development and International Relations (HR), Foundation for Regional Policy Cooperation in Ener-
gy and Infrastructure – REKK (HU), Vytautas Magnus University (LT), Center for energy Studies – Masaryk 
University (CZ). Its aim is to present a broad picture of the regional energy cooperation in Central Euro-
pe. First, we present different fora for facilitating cooperation both vertically and horizontally. Secondly, 
we review the main achievements of regional cooperation in gas and electricity sectors that stem from 
a natural belief that infrastructure development is a necessary prerequisite to market integration and 
increasing security of supply. Another element of our inquiry is research and development where nu-
merous specific projects are analysed. The article concludes with recommendations on how to further 
strengthen regional cooperation within Central Europe and how to integrate the region within the 
context of the broader European energy market. 
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INSTITUTIONAL FORUMS OF REGIONAL 
COOPERATION 

TOP-DOWN DIMENSION OF THE REGIONAL  
COOPERATION  

The European Union is actively supporting 
energy projects that are particularly relevant to 
cooperation plans between the Member States. 
Regional cooperation is seen as an important buil-
ding block of the Energy Union and a viable way 
of countering cases of supply interruptions in the 
future by means of increasing market liquidity and 
interconnectedness. Furthermore joint actions 
can bring greater benefits to the EU economy and 
strengthen relations between its participants. The 
driving player in this process is the European Com-
mission, which can provide essential elements of 
coordination and financial support. 

The EU financial instruments, namely European 
Energy Programme for Recovery (EEPR), European 
Regional Development Fund (ERDF) and Connec-
ting Europe Facility (CEF) that is guided by Projects 
of Common Interest (PCI) lists, do have a critical 
role to play in this context. They facilitate numero-
us - mainly infrastructure - projects and help to tip 
the overall balance for the projects which would 
not be feasible based on economic considerations 
alone. 

HIGH LEVEL GROUPS IN ENERGY SECTORS 

High Level Groups bring together representati-
ves from EU countries in the region, transmission 
system operators, and regulators. They provide a 
political platform helpful for strategic steering and 
policy guidance on technical topics. Their proce-
edings are facilitated by the EC, DG Energy. For 
energy cooperation in Central Europe, two groups 
are of paramount importance: Baltic Energy Mar-
ket Interconnection Plan (BEMIP) and Central and 
South Eastern Europe Energy Connectivity (CE-
SEC).

BEMIP was established in 2009 and includes 
Denmark, Germany, Estonia, Latvia, Lithuania, Po-
land, Finland, and Sweden, facilitated by the Eu-
ropean Commission. The goal of the BEMIP is to 
achieve open and integrated regional electricity 
and gas markets between EU countries in the Bal-
tic Sea region, inter alia to end the energy isolation 
of the Baltic States. A number of cross-border and 
domestic infrastructure projects have been com-
pleted across the Baltic States to further develop 
their electricity markets. The completion of key 
electricity infrastructure projects such as Estlink, 

Nordbalt and LitPol Link (connecting the Baltic 
States with Finland, Sweden and Poland) signifi-
cantly improved the Baltic countries’ integration 
in the EU energy market and their security of sup-
ply. They are now among the best electricity inter-
connected countries in Europe.

Map 1. BEMIP 

Source: European Commission, Infrastructure Transparency Platform

The flagship projects carried out under the BE-
MIP umbrella are the synchronization of the Baltic 
power grids with the EU. After several years’ deba-
tes among the Baltic States, PSE, the Polish TSO, on 
request of the Baltic TSOs, submitted an applica-
tion to the European Network of Transmission Sys-
tem Operators (ENTSO-E) for the extension of the 
Continental Europe Synchronous Area. In October 
2018, Lithuania’s Litgrid, Latvia’s AST and Estonia’s 
Elering submitted an application to CEF for €432 
million in funding for the project’s first stage. The 
expected deadline for completion of the synchro-
nization of the Baltic power grid with the continen-
tal European network is 2025, and it will be carried 
out through alternating current (AC) LitPol Link 
between Lithuania and Poland and direct current 
(DC) submarine cable between these countries. In 
order to ensure energy security, other stabilization 
mechanisms, such as synchronization compensa-
tors will be employed. The total estimated cost of 
the project is between 770-960 million EUR, 75% 
of which is expected to be covered by the EU.

To further implement the goals set out in the 
BEMIP, the Polish TSO, GAZ-SYSTEM, together with 
the Lithuanian TSO Amber-Grid, currently work 
on Gas Interconnector Poland – Lithuania (GIPL). 
The project includes construction of over 500 km 
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of gas pipelines. Once completed in 2021, it will 
end the gas isolation of Baltic States and allow a 
significant increase in the gas trade between Po-
land and Lithuania. With respect to Poland, the 
BEMIP also assumes construction of a gas pipeline 
extension of the LNG terminal in Świnoujście and 
extension of entry points to the Yamal pipeline in 
Lwówek and Włocławek – Gustorzyn node. 

Map 2. Main investments in the transmission system in Poland

Source: Gaz System, Development Plan 2014-2023

CESEC was launched by governments of Austria, 
Bulgaria, Croatia, Greece, Hungary, Italy, Romania, 
Slovakia and Slovenia in 2015, with the support of 
the European Commission. It was further exten-
ded by the Energy Community Secretariat and its 
contracting parties to include Serbia, Macedonia, 
Albania, Bosnia and Herzegovina, Montenegro, 
Ukraine and Moldova. The main goal of this format 
is to ensure gas source diversification and security 
of supply in Central and South Eastern Europe. CE-
SEC is a tool for debating cooperation and moni-
toring the implementation process of the priority 
projects. In 2017 it was decided to extend the co-
operation within the group to the electricity sec-
tor and energy efficiency.

Map 3. CESEC 

Source: Romania Business Journal 

LIST OF PROJECTS OF COMMON INTEREST 
(PCIs) AND CONNECTING  
EUROPE FACILITY (CEF)

Projects of common interest are key cross-bor-
der infrastructure projects that link the energy 
systems of EU countries. Selected projects have 
significant impacts on energy markets and market 
integration in at least two Member States. The sta-
tus of a PCI allows a project promoter to apply for 
financial support from Connecting Europe Facility 
Instrument, which has a budget of 5.85 billion EUR 
between 2014 and 2020. CEF is a key EU funding 
instrument for connecting the markets through 
targeted infrastructure investments. PCIs have 
proven to be an important and viable tool used to 
support development of the integrated EU-wide 
energy market. 

The selection process of the PCIs is conducted 
within pre-identified Trans-European Networks 
for Energy (TEN-E) strategy regional groupings – 
infrastructure corridors. There are four corridors 
concerning the electricity sector, four dedicated 
to the gas sector, one for the oil sector, and three 
thematic groups. Central European states partici-
pate in: North-south electricity interconnections 
in Central Eastern and South Eastern Europe, the 
Baltic Energy Market Interconnection Plan in elec-
tricity, North-south gas interconnections in Cen-
tral Eastern and South Eastern Europe, Southern 
Gas Corridor, the Baltic Energy Market Intercon-
nection Plan in gas, and oil supply connections 
in CEE. Investments in infrastructure of pre-iden-
tified corridors are crucial for development of a 
well-connected and integrated internal energy 
market. PCI eligible projects have to be enlisted in 
ten-year network development plans (TYNDP) and 
have cross-border effect. 

In November 2017 the Commission published 
the third list of PCI projects (updated every two 
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years) which includes: 106 electricity transmission 
and storage projects, 4 smart grid deployment 
projects, 53 gas projects, 6 oil projects and 4 cross-
-border carbon dioxide networks.  

Central Europeans countries have been very 
successful in using the CEF financial support – 
currently approximately 80 projects have already 
received support from the CEF. It proves the out-
standing absorption potential of CEE to witness 
the multitude of projects that are being develo-
ped in the region. 

Table 1: PCI projects from Central Europe included in the 
Third PCI List

Country Numbers of PCI Projects
Bulgaria 5 in Electricity, 5 in Gas
Poland 4 in Electricity, 10 in Gas, 3 in Oil
Hungary 2 in Electricity, 6 in Gas
Latvia 4 in Electricity, 2 in Gas
Lithuania 3 in Electricity, 2 in Gas
Estonia 8 in Electricity, 2 in Gas
Slovakia 2 in Electricity, 4 in gas, 1 in Oil, 1 

in Grids Deployment
Czech Republic 5 in Electricity, 3 in gas, 1 in Grids 

Deployment, 1 in Oil
Slovenia 1 in Electricity, 4 in Gas, 1 Smart 

Grid
Romania 6 in Electricity, 6 in Gas
Croatia 5 in Gas, 1 in Grids Deployment

Source: European Commission, Third PCI List

SECURITY OF GAS SUPPLY MECHANISMS

Amended Security of Gas Supply Regulation 
(2017/1938) requires EU countries to cooperate 
with each other in regional risk groups to carry 
out common Risk Assessments and to develop 
and agree on joint preventive and emergency me-
asures (to be reflected in their national Preventi-
ve Action Plans and Emergency Plans)1. The new 
regulation also requires that in the event of a re-
gional emergency, the TSOs should cooperate and 
exchange information using the ReCo (Regional 

1   Within legislative works on this file, the EU MS decided to replace the initial EC idea of cooperation in a fixed regional group with the risk groups 
depending on possible supply risks. Central European MS are in several different groups: Eastern gas supply risk groups: 
(a) Ukraine: Bulgaria, Czech Republic, Germany, Greece, Croatia, Italy, Luxembourg, Hungary, Austria, Poland, Romania, Slovenia, Slovakia; 
(b) Belarus: Belgium, Czech Republic, Germany, Estonia, Latvia, Lithuania, Luxembourg, Netherlands, Poland, Slovakia; 
(c) Baltic Sea: Belgium, Czech Republic, Denmark, Germany, France, Luxembourg, Netherlands, Austria, Slovakia, Sweden; 
(d) North-Eastern: Estonia, Latvia, Lithuania, Finland; 
(e) Trans-Balkan: Bulgaria, Greece, Romania
South East Gas Supply risk group: 
a) Southern gas corridor— Caspian: Bulgaria, Greece, Croatia, Italy, Hungary, Malta, Austria, Romania, Slovenia, Slovakia;

Cooperation) System for gas established by ENT-
SO-G. Europe is split into four regions. 

Cooperation between parties worked several 
times. For example, during the cold spell in Febru-
ary 2017, the members of ReCo Teams East and 
North-West met to plan and exchange informa-
tion. In December 2017, the ReCo Team East held 
two virtual meetings due to the incident at the 
Baumgarten hub in Austria that caused disruption 
of gas flows from Slovakia to Austria, and from Au-
stria to Hungary, Italy, Slovenia and Croatia.

Map 4. Risk Group envisaged in the Gas Supply Regulation 
(2017/1938) 

Source: IEA, Global Gas Security Review 2017

EUROPEAN NETWORK OF TRANSMISSION 
SYSTEM OPERATORS - ELECTRICITY AND 
GAS

A key role for facilitating regional cooperation 
has been filled by ENTSO-E and ENTSO-G, associa-
tions of the European transmission system ope-
rators for electricity and gas, respectively. These 
institutions provide a forum for horizontal coope-
ration by the respective TSOs. Hence, both asso-
ciations actively cooperate on the development 
of the EU-wide network planning, by means of, in-
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ter alia, the ten-year network development plans 
(TYNDP) and regional investment plans. Invest-
ment included within TYNDP may apply to receive 
the status of a PCI. The role played by these entities 
is indispensable for advancing market integration, 
solving every day operational and security issues 
and facilitating regional cooperation.

In the case of gas, Development of Gas Regional 
Investment Plans (GRIP) within ENTSO-G requires 
coordination among national TSOs within regio-
nal groups. Central European states are included 
in Central Eastern Europe, coordinated by 2 TSOs: 
BOG (AT) and GAZ-SYSTEM (PL), BEMIP – coordina-
ted by Amber Grid (LT) and Southern gas corridor. 
Overall the role of 

ENTSO-G is to facilitate and enhance coopera-
tion among national gas TSOs across Europe in or-
der to ensure the development of a pan-European 
transmission system.

With regard to the electricity market, ENTSO-E 
developed Regional groups based on synchro-
nous areas, which ensure compatibility between 
system operations on the one side and market 
solutions and system development on the other. 
Moreover, they address technical and operational 
aspects which include: enhancing and developing 
operational processes; investigation of frequency 
deviations; enhancement and maintaining of ne-
twork models, compliance monitoring and enfor-
cement, and integrating internal and interconnec-
ting external systems2. 

Map 5: ENTSO-E Regions 

Source: ENTSO-E

2    Katharina Umpfenbach, Andreas Graf, Camilla Bausch, “Regional cooperation in the context of the new 2030 energy governance”, Ecologic 
Institute, January 30, 2015, p.10-11.

Furthermore, within the ENTSO-E, Regional Se-
curity Coordination (RSC), entities have been laun-
ched for contingency information sharing and 
power flow management. TSOs operate the po-
wer grids in real time, supported in this respect by 
information and strategies provided by the RSCs. 
Starting from 2016, participation in RSC became 
mandatory.

Map 6. Expected structure of the 6 electricity RSCs by end of 
2017

Source: FTI-CL report for Entso-E

ACER

The Agency for the Cooperation of Energy Re-
gulators plays also an important role in promoting 
regional cooperation. Within ACER have been 
developed Regional Initiatives framing coopera-
tion among the National Regulatory Authorities, 
or energy regulators (NRAs), transmission system 
operators, the European Commission, national go-
vernments, and energy companies. The purpose 
of this format is to spur capacity allocation me-
chanisms, infrastructure development and contri-
bute to market integration. Central European MS 
are included in the South South-East Gas Regional 
Initiative. Work in this format is co-chaired by Ser-
bian regulator AERS and Czech ERU. 

BOTTOM-UP DIMENSION OF REGIONAL  
COOPERATION  

Energy has become an important and recurring 
subject of horizontal cooperation among Central 
European EU member states. In this regard, they 
share similar perceptions of the vulnerabilities of 
their energy systems mostly related to underde-
veloped infrastructure and lack of systemic inter-
connections along the North – South axis. The 
examples discussed above prove that Central Eu-
ropean states were able to develop durable regio-
nal formats, identify key projects and to find ways 
to implement them. Furthermore, they were able 
to use EU financial resources and to gain support 
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from the EU for key initiatives. 

VISEGRAD GROUP

The longest, but also the most developed and 
important regional cooperation in Central Euro-
pe is the Visegrad group. Energy has been for a 
long time an important cross-sectional topic for 
the Czech Republic, Hungary, Poland and Slova-
kia with the North–South energy corridor being 
one of the main priorities of the group not only 
in the energy area, but also in transportation and 
telecommunications. Energy security (and diversi-
fication of sources of energy supplies as its crucial 
component) is considered to be a long-term prio-
rity of the group. The program of the current Slo-
vak V4 presidency for 2018 – 2019 defines energy 
security as one of the strategic priorities of the V4 
countries with regard to their common high de-
pendence on the import of energy sources from 
third countries3. 

The cooperation of Visegrad countries touches 
upon various areas related to energy policy and 
engages further in developing a common ap-
proach towards the EU legislation proposals. The 
program of the current Slovak V4 presidency, for 
example, calls for promotion of projects streng-
thening energy security and closer cooperation in 
the renewables sector and stresses the importance 
of North-South energy corridor completion in the 
natural gas sector. It also defines electricity loop 
flows as the main obstacle to further development 
of the electricity market in Central and Eastern Eu-
rope, and identifies nuclear energy as the crucial 
tool for achieving EU’s greenhouse gas emissions 
goals4. The cooperation of Visegrad countries en-
compasses regular coordination negotiations be-
fore formal and informal Councils at the level of 
ministers or state secretaries, energy working gro-
ups or workshops at the expert level.

A big step forward was achieved in 2016 when 
the Permanent Forum of Energy Regulators was 
established. Within this format, in 2017, two me-
etings of the Visegrad countries’ regulators took 
place. In addition, V4 countries regularly hold in-
ternational conferences on energy security and 
gas supply, have a functioning expert working 
group on energy and have recently launched their 
energy think tank platform, supported by the In-
ternational Visegrad Fund.

3   http://www.visegradgroup.eu/documents/presidency-programs
4    http://www.visegradgroup.eu/documents/presidency-programs

BALTIC SINGLE GAS MARKET

The prime ministers of Baltic countries signed a 
declaration on creating a single, regional natural 
gas market on 9th December 2016. This document 
states that the Regional Gas Market Coordination 
Group (RGMCG), consisting of relevant ministries, 
regulators, and operators of the gas infrastructure 
of regional importance, will prepare market rules 
that market participants will follow.

These rules require: access to the network, 
properly addressing balancing and trading should 
be properly addressed, ensuring coordinated joint 
balancing zone with an efficient capacity alloca-
tion mechanism, a properly functioning market 
area, a convenient virtual trading hub and regio-
nal gas market. An entry-exit system with a com-
mon gas transmission tariff regime also should be 
created, complemented with an effective inter-
-transmission system compensation mechanism. 
Another benefit of the single regional market in 
the Baltics is that it will secure an improved access 
to Klaipeda LNG terminal and other alternative so-
urces of gas supply to every country in the region. 

A milestone for the integration process was the 
establishment of an implicit capacity allocation 
model with Latvia’s Conexus, Lithuania’s Amber 
Grid and Estonia’s Elering in July, 2017. In 2018, 
a memorandum between Estonia and Latvia for 
commitment towards the Baltic single Gas Market 
was agreed upon, and this was a step toward ena-
bling adoption of the necessary legislative amen-
dments in national legislations and ensuring that 
single regional gas market becomes operational in 
2020.

THREE SEAS INITIATIVE

The purpose of the Three Seas Initiative (3SI) is 
to introduce new high-level platform of regional 
cooperation and increase coherence of the loosely 
economically and politically related region of Cen-
tral Europe. This goal is translated into develop-
ment of energy, transport and digital infrastructu-
re corridors among countries, thereby increasing 
the interconnectivity of the entire region stret-
ching from Estonia in the North, to Croatia and 
Bulgaria in the South. 

Concerning energy, the 3SI is to provide high-
-level political backing in order to implement key 
infrastructure projects. The 3SI could be a suitable 
platform for creating an economically stronger re-
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gion. During the Bucharest Summit in September 
2018, heads of state adopted a list of priority pro-
jects including5: 

Priority multilateral projects in the energy field: 

• Gas Interconnector Poland - Lithuania (GIPL)
• Bulgaria - Romania - Hungary -Austria pipe-

line (BRUA)
• Slovakia - Hungary - Romania - Bulgaria pipe-

line (Eastring)
• Integration and synchronisation of the Bal-

tic States’ electricity system with continental 
European networks

• Romanian-Hungarian-Slovak gas transmis-
sion corridor

• Diversification of gas supply sources and in-
tegration of gas infrastructure in the Three 
Seas Region with the implementation of the 
Baltic Pipe project and cross-border inter-
connections between Poland-Slovakia and 
Poland-Ukraine

• Ionic Adriatic Pipeline (IAP)
• LNG Terminal on the Island of Krk with eva-

cuation pipeline

Bilateral and national projects with international 
potential:

• Hungary-Slovenia gas interconnector
• Smart grid project implemented by Croatia 

and Slovenia: SINCRO.GRID
• Commissioning of the regional LNG terminal 

in Paldiski, Estonia
• Construction of the 500MW Estonian hydro 

pumped storage
• “Compressor station 1“ at the Croatian gas 

transmission system
• Purchase of the Floating Storage Regasifica-

tion Unit Independence (Klaipeda LNG) 
Furthermore, an important step was underta-

ken to develop the initiative and secure financing 
through the Three Seas Fund, which would be cre-
ated by the developments banks of six countries: 
Croatia, Czech Republic, Latvia, Poland, Romania 
and Slovakia with initial capital of up to €5 billion. 

5 http://three-seas.eu/three-seas-initiative-short-list-of-priority-interconnection-projects/ 
6 CEEP together with Atlantic Council have been one of the initiators of this concept: https://www.ceep.be/www/wp-content/uploads/2014/11/
Completing-Europe_Report.pdf 

REGIONAL COOPERATION WITHIN  
GAS SECTOR

INFRASTRUCTURE DEVELOPMENT

The Russian-Ukrainian gas conflict in 2009 hi-
ghlighted infrastructure vulnerabilities of Central 
European states and their dependency on their 
main supplier. Development of systemic intercon-
nection became the paradigm for regional coope-
ration in the following years. Currently, with many 
projects completed or underway, Central Europe-
an states have shifted their focus to physical di-
versification of supply possible thanks to projects 
such as LNG terminals or pipelines opening access 
to alternative sources of supply: Baltic Pipe, BRUA 
pipeline, Gas Interconnector Greece – Bulgaria 
(IGB). 

For guaranteeing the security of gas supply, 
the system development planning process has 
key importance. Prepared by the TSO and DSO, 
the development plan with the scope of satisfy-
ing the current and future demand for gas, inc-
ludes in particular the anticipated extent of gas 
supply, projects related to modernization, expan-
sion or construction of the network and planned 
new sources of gas, as well as modernization and 
extension projects or building connections with 
gas systems of other countries. To guarantee the 
coherence of such planning, ENTSO-G supports 
jointly developed TYNDP, which contribute to in-
creased interconnectivity within the EU. To help 
prevent potential supply disruptions, EU legisla-
tion creates common standards and indicators to 
measure serious threats and define how much gas 
EU countries need to be able to supply to house-
holds and other vulnerable consumers.

In this context, an ambitious plan for the con-
struction of the North-South Gas Corridor - a set 
of interrelated gas transmission infrastructure pro-
jects that connect Central and Eastern European 
markets from the Baltic to the Adriatic and the 
Black Seas - is particularly important6. Its imple-
mentation requires the cooperation of public ad-
ministrations, national regulatory agencies and 
private undertakings. North-South Gas Corridor 
itself was also recognized at the EU level. It has be-
come one of the priority gas corridors within the 
Trans-European Network for Energy (TEN-E) stra-
tegy.

Its key elements are LNG terminal in Świnouj-
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ście with 5 bcm capacity, operational since 2016. 
Planned expansion of the terminal up to 7.5 bcm 
by the end 2022 obtained the PCI status. Another 
terminal on the Baltic Sea - LNG Terminal Indepen-
dence in Klaipeda was launched in 2015. 

The LNG terminal to be located on the Croatian 
island of Krk, which is scheduled to be operational 
in 2020, has also been included on the PCI list from 
2013 and on Croatia’s list of projects for strategic 
investment since 2015. To the project has been al-
located 102.4 million euros from CEF in 2017. The-
se three terminals represent the main entry points 
of a transmission network of pipelines and inter-
connectors in the corridor. 

Map 7. 

Source: CEEP

Another significant project for the corridor - 
Poland-Slovakia Gas Interconnection - aims to 
connect the natural gas transmission networks of 
these two countries. The project is expected to be 
finished by the end of 20217. The main aim of the 
pipeline is to enhance diversification and security 
of gas supply of both countries8 and the EU sup-
ports this project through CEF in the amount of 
107.7 million EUR9. Moreover, it will connect Slova-
kia to LNG terminal in Świnoujście that would also 
diversify sources of gas for Central Europe. 

A similar project is the expansion of the inter-
connector (STORK II) between Poland and Czech 
Republic. It has been included on the list of PCI 
projects since 2013. STORK II is currently envisaged 
as a bi-directional interconnector with capacity of 

7 https://www.mhsr.sk/uploads/files/UiknENpe.pdf
8 https://ec.europa.eu/energy/en/topics/infrastructure/trans-european-networks-energy
9 https://ec.europa.eu/inea/en/connecting-europe-facility/cef-energy/6.2.1-0019-skpl-w-m-16

5 (PL-CZ) and 6.7 bcm (CZ-PL) per year. Recently all 
necessary steps are being taken in order to initia-
te the permitting proceedings, while construction 
and execution are planned after 2022.

Another key diversification project with high 
impact on Central Europe is the Baltic Pipe. It is a 
strategic infrastructure project implemented by 
the Polish TSO Gaz-System in partnership with the 
Danish TSO Energinet, aimed at creating a new gas 
supply corridor from Norway to Poland and Cen-
tral European market. The gas pipeline, which by 
2022 should connect the gas systems of the coun-
tries and allow the transmission of up to 10 bcm 
of gas, will be a real alternative to the existing gas 
routes. The Baltic Pipe Project has a status of PCI 
and in 2018 received an additional €18.3 million in 
EU funding for pre-investment work. 

Map 8. Baltic pipe project map

Source: https://www.baltic-pipe.eu

The other important project is the BG-RO-HU-
-AT gas corridor (commonly known as the BRUA 
pipeline), which secured financing of 100 million 
EUR from the European Investment Bank (EIB), and 
was awarded 179 million EUR grant under the CEF.  
The project would ensure interconnection of the 
gas transmission systems of Bulgaria and Romania 
with that of Hungary. The pipeline would allow 
access to future major gas infrastructure projects 
such as TAP, gas sources from Central European 
gas hubs and potential gas transportation from 
Black Sea deposits, and provide a new export ro-
ute for future natural gas exploitation.

Another noteworthy project is Eastring – 1,208 
km bidirectional gas pipeline with 20 bcm capaci-
ty to connect Central and South-Eastern Europe-
an region which was also granted PCI status. The 
planned pipeline, promoted by EU stream – Slo-
vak TSO and partners from Hungary, Romania and 
Bulgaria is at an early stage of preparations. Its 
feasibility study has been supported by CEF and 
presented on 20th of September 2018. 
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MARKET INTEGRATION

Infrastructure is the backbone of the internal 
energy market. It allows countries to take advan-
tage of security of supply arrangements and to 
increase cross-border trade eventually leading to 
different forms of market integration.  Nowadays 
there is a general consensus that the functioning 
of the EU’s internal gas market is improving: mar-
ket liquidity has been increasing, competition at 
the wholesale level is intense and wholesale prices 
are converging. However, in Central and South-E-
ast Europe, market inefficiencies are still observa-
ble due to missing infrastructure, source depen-
dency and distortive tariffs at certain borders.

Since 2009 considerable conceptual work has 
been done, engaging research institutions from 
all V4 countries, which was followed up by concre-
te actions. Within the V4 Group, in October, 2012 
a Memorandum of Understanding on gas market 
integration was signed, followed by the Roadmap 
towards Regional Gas Market Integration among 
V4 countries (2013). This strategy itself was reco-
gnized by ACER, which integrated it into the Re-
gional Gas Initiatives – South, South, East Region 
(SSE). The strategy is based on two pillars – firstly 
it foresees physical interconnection of the region 
along the North-South corridor complemented by 
the second pillar - market design and integration. 

A good example of cross-border energy co-
operation in Central Europe is GET Baltic Project 
- a licensed natural gas market operator with a 
status of Registered Reporting Mechanism status 
provided by the ACER. The Company administers 
the electronic trading system for trading spot and 
forward natural gas products with physical delive-
ry in the market areas located in Lithuania, Latvia, 
and Estonia. Such initiatives are intended to im-
prove the regional security of supply by diversify-
ing gas sources and to enable interconnection of 
the Baltic countries and their integration with the 
EU’s common energy market.

A big step toward intensifying efforts at cross-
-borders energy cooperation in Central Europe 
was launched in 2015 by FGSZ (owner and ope-
rator of the Hungarian high-pressure natural gas 
pipeline system servicing gas distribution compa-
nies, power plants and large industrial consumers), 
the first international capacity trading service in 
the region under the name of Regional Booking 
Platform (RBP). This platform supports integration 
of the neighbouring gas markets, because its use 
guarantees synchronization of the capacities of re-
spective entry and exit sides across the borders in 
question.

Map 9. The main regional gas infrastructure projects in Baltic 
Countries

Source: Amber Grid

Map 10. The countries participating in the Regional Booking 
Platform (RBF)

Source: RBP

REGIONAL COOPERATION WITHIN  
THE ELECTRICITY SECTOR

INFRASTRUCTURE 

The TYNDP for electricity is an ENTSO-E do-
cument aimed at monitoring supply potential, 
market integration and security of supply, and 
analyzing future scenarios for electricity. ENTSO-
-E publishes the TYNDP in every even year, which 
acts as a basis to derive the PCI list. TYNDP defi-
nes four TEN-E electricity priority corridors. Cen-
tral European states are included in two corridors: 
North-south electricity interconnections in central 
eastern and south eastern Europe (‘NSI East Elec-
tricity’) and BEMIP Electricity. TYNDP 2018 outlines 
future capacity needs of the Regions given the 
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expected structural changes in the future power 
system. The long-term 2040 capacity needs are 
particularly analysed in the Regional Investment 
Plans, which were published at the end of 2017 by 
the six regional groups responsible for grid plan-
ning and other system development tasks. 

The common challenge for Central European 
states is to strengthen interconnections and inter-
nal lines in north-south and east-west directions 
to complete the EU internal energy market and 
accommodate development of renewable ener-
gy sources. One of the key challenges for Central 
European States is the unscheduled power flows 
which - due to suboptimal market and bidding 
zones structure - significantly compromise cross-
-border capacities. It leads to a situation where re-
latively high degrees of interconnectivity are not 
serving development of regional trade. 

Table 2. Interconnection levels by Member State as measu-
red by nominal electricity interconnection capacity to peak 
load in 2030

Country Vision 3 Vision 4
Slovenia 455% 440%
Poland 42% 40%
Lithuania 254% 219%
Estonia 191% 177%
Latvia 387% 317%
Croatia 282% 289%
Slovakia 212% 205%
Bulgaria 90% 83%
Romania 75% 73%
Hungary 218% 203%
Czech Republic 153% 124%

Source: Towards a sustainable and integrated Europe, Report of the 
Commission Expert Group on electricity interconnection targets, 
2017

10 The report introduces new formulas of measurement of interconnection level: a) the ratio of the nominal transmission capacity to the peak load 
(demand) and b) the ratio of the nominal transmission capacity to the installed renewable generation capacity (supply). The Member States were 
divided on three categories: below 30% between 30%-60% and above 60%. Countries below 30% should consider to develop the interconnec-
tions. Report available at: 
https://ec.europa.eu/energy/sites/ener/files/documents/report_of_the_commission_expert_group_on_electricity_interconnection_targets.pdf

Table 3. Interconnection levels by Member State as measured 
by nominal electricity interconnection capacity to installed 
renewable generation capacity in 2030 

Country Vision 3 Vision 4
Slovenia 409% 293%
Poland 41% 45%
Lithuania 163% 170%
Estonia 176% 196%
Latvia 162% 168%
Croatia 205% 176%
Slovakia 187 % 170 %
Bulgaria 73% 72%
Romania 37% 30%
Hungary 544% 157%
Czech Republic 206% 206%

Source: Towards a sustainable and integrated Europe, Report of the 
Commission Expert Group on electricity interconnection targets, 
201710

The latest Market Monitoring Report by ACER 
from 2018 points out that the CEE region still has 
(almost) the lowest ratio of available tradable ca-
pacity to benchmark capacity on HVAC borders. 

Figure 1. Ratio of available capacity to benchmark capacity on 
HVAC borders per Capacity Calculation Region – 2017%

Source: NRAs, Nord Pool, ENTSOE-E CGM (2017) and ACER cal-
culations (2018)

In the coming years however, we may expect an 
increasing number of interconnections. All Central 
European states recognize a need to strengthen 
the transmission capacities of their internal ener-
gy systems. The main challenge remains a mar-
ket structure with uncertainties that accompany 
cross-border capacity calculations and allocations 
in the highly meshed grid of the region. Still, the 
countries recognize the importance of infrastruc-
ture development, as can be observed in the main 
cross-border projects listed in the following table.
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Table 4. Main planned interconnections projects in CEE region 

Project name Cluster of which it is part of Corridor

400 kV overhead line (OHL) Cernavoda 
– Stalpu

Bulgaria–Romania capacity increase Black Sea Corridor

400 kV overhead line (OHL) Gutinas – 
Smardan

Bulgaria–Romania capacity increase Black Sea Corridor

400 kV overhead line (OHL) Suceava – 
Gadalin

Bulgaria–Romania capacity increase Black Sea Corridor

Interconnection between Resita (RO) 
and Pancevo (RS)

Cluster Romania – Serbia between Resita and 
Pancevo

Mid Continental East Corridor

Internal line between Portile de Fier 
and Resita (RO)

Cluster Romania – Serbia between Resita and 
Pancevo

Mid Continental East Corridor

Internal line between Resita and Timi-
soara/Sacalaz (RO)

Cluster Romania – Serbia between Resita and 
Pancevo

Mid Continental East Corridor

Interconnection between Gabčíkovo 
(SK) and Gönyü (HU) and Veľký Ďur (SK) 
(cross-border lines 2x400 kV)

Slovakia-Hungary cross-border capacity incre-
ase

North-South electricity interconnections in 
Central Eastern and South Eastern Europe

Interconnection between Sajoivánka 
(HU) and Rimavská Sobota (SK) (cross-
-border lines 2x400 kV)

Slovakia-Hungary cross-border capacity 
increase and support existing market coupling 
between the Czech Republic, Slovakia, Hunga-
ry and Romania

North-South electricity interconnections in 
Central Eastern and South Eastern Europe

Internal line between Krajnik and 
Baczyna (PL)

Increase of the transmission capacity between 
Germany and Poland

„GerPol Power Bridge”

Internal line between Mikułowa and 
Świebodzice (PL)

Increase of the transmission capacity between 
Germany and Poland

„GerPol Power Bridge”

Internal line between Baczyna and 
Plewiska (PL)

Increase of the transmission capacity between 
Germany and Poland

Baltic synchronization covering a new 
projects for internal grid reinforce-
ments - new 330 kV and 400 kV AC 
lines, voltage stabilizer units, upgrades 
of PSS in power stations, internal 110 
kV network reinforcement and separa-
tion of the 110kV Baltic grid from the 
IPS/UPS system, DC convertor stations 
on the borders with Russia, Belarus and 
Kaliningrad

Baltic Synchro with CE with AST,ELERING and 
LITGRID

Synchronization of the Baltic power grids with 
the Continental European system

Internal line between Vernéřov-Vítkov Cross-border capacity increase and support 
existing market coupling

Czech Republic’s north-western and southern 
borders

Internal line between Vítkov-Přeštice Cross-border capacity increase and support 
existing market coupling

Czech Republic’s north-western and southern 
borders

Internal line between Přeštice-Kočín Cross-border capacity increase and support 
existing market coupling

Czech Republic’s north-western and southern 
borders

Internal line between Kočín-Mírovka Cross-border capacity increase and support 
existing market coupling

Czech Republic’s north-western and southern 
borders

Internal line between Mírovka-Čebín Cross-border capacity increase and support 
existing market coupling

Czech Republic’s north-western and southern 
borders

Interconnection between Žerjavenec 
(HR)/ Hévíz (HU) and Cirkovce (SI)

Croatia cross-border capacity increase Corridor North-South Electricity Interconnec-
tions in Central Eastern and South Europe

Slovenia-Hungary/Croatia intercon-
nection

Slovenia-Hungary/Croatia capacity increase

Source: European Commission, Third PCI List.  
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MARKET INTEGRATION AND SECURITY  
OF SUPPLY

Network codes 

For the time being, the network codes are con-
sidered to be a tool that may work out most of the 
electricity market issues. Network Codes consist of 
eight legal acts, whose main objective is to facili-
tate harmonization, integration and efficiency of 
the European electricity market.

However, the network codes indeed represent 
a huge pool of rules that have to be implemen-
ted. First of all, it should be noted that the process 
of building up operation of the network codes 
has taken significantly longer than was originally 
expected. They were initiated in the beginning of 
2011, but the last of them were adopted at the end 
of 2017. Currently, TSOs and NRAs are busy imple-
menting them, and the implementation effort will 
take at least until 2020. The reason for that is the 
very complexity of implementation process.

One of the main tasks for TSOs within the im-
plementation process was to develop and create 
the capacity calculation regions (CCR). In effect 10 
CCRs were created. The biggest one is the Core 
CCR created by 16 TSOs from 13 countries, cove-
ring the largest part of central continental Euro-
pe. The CCRs are obliged to cooperate and deve-
lop methodologies as envisaged in the network 
codes, so that the NRAs may adapt them. Within 
CCRs, common implementation of requirements, 
i.e. network codes, is taking place with a view to 
harmonising the operational procedures and cre-
ating a single electricity market. The key element 
of this harmonisation is preparation of the metho-
dologies for transmission capacity calculation and 
allocation based on physical flows (i.e. the flow-
-based methodology, as well as a methodology 
for cost sharing of remedial action needed to keep 
the system secure in view of the growing volumes 
of the loopflows), in order for the day-ahead and 
intraday markets to operate effectively.

11 http://www.ote-cr.cz/o-spolecnosti/files-novinky/pcr-pr-4m-mc-launch.pdf

Map 11. Core Capacity Calculation Region

Source: https://www.tscnet.eu/tag/capacity-calculation/

Network Codes implementation requires har-
monisation of operation of the wholesale elec-
tricity markets including: Long-term markets, 
Day-Ahead Market (DAM), Intraday Market (IDM) 
and Balancing Market. In terms of DAM, the Mul-
ti-Regional Coupling (MRC) project is in the midst 
of implementation, which encompasses 23 coun-
tries where the Market Coupling mechanism has 
been used. In the case of Intraday Market, there 
is the Cross-Border Intraday Market (XBID) project, 
which was launched in June 2018 in 14 EU coun-
tries and is being developed further with the aim 
of the second wave going live in June 2019. XBID 
aims to enable continuous cross-zonal trading and 
increase the overall efficiency of Intraday trading 
across the single cross-zonal Intraday EU market. 
Work is also underway on balancing markets and 
balancing services according to the Electricity Ba-
lancing Guideline (projects named Mari, Picasso, 
Terre and IGCC).

MARKET COUPLING IN CENTRAL EUROPE

In November 2014 4M Market Coupling (4M MC) 
was launched which has integrated the markets of 
four countries: Czech Republic, Hungary, Romania 
and Slovakia, run by respective power exchanges 
OTE, HUXP, OPCOM and OKTE11. The 4M MC has 
been considered as one step towards the single 
European power market and an intermediate step 
in the regional market coupling solution. 4M MC 
is an ATC based day-ahead auction with implicit 
allocation, aiming to be compatible with the EU 
target model to the highest possible standard. 

The project aimed at the implementation of the 
Price Coupling of Regions (PCR) solution. The PCR 
initiative has allowed market participants to trade 
on the day-ahead market in the Czech Republic 
under the same conditions as in Western Europe. 
This solution is also seen as a starting point for im-
plementation of a uniform target solution in Eu-
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rope within the scope of the plan for the joint im-
plementation and performance of the functions of 
Market Coupling Operator in line with the CACM 
Regulation. 

In addition, the Market Operator strives to seek 
out other possibilities for expansion, with a priori-
ty goal of coupling 4M MC with the already inte-
grated Western European region (MRC). Further-
more, in connection with the implementation of 
the Cross-Border Intraday Market Project – XBID, 
which serves as a basis for the coupling of intra-
day electricity markets, cooperation has been 
launched with the transmission system operators 
and the appointed NEMOs active in Austria, Czech 
Republic, Germany, Poland, Hungary, Romania, 
Croatia and Slovenia, regarding a local implemen-
tation project aimed at the integration of the re-
levant intraday electricity markets.

Poland is coupled with Lithuania via LitPol link 
and with the Nordic part of Europe via SwePol un-
dersea DC link.

Moreover, Croatia and Slovenia, with their re-
gulatory authorities involved, have launched the 
Market Coupling Project (MRC) in June 2018. The 
border between Croatia and Slovenia, which be-
came a part of the Multi Regional Coupling, is from 
June onwards allocated through Price Coupling of 
Regions (PCR) solution for the Day-Ahead markets. 

Market coupling is intended to achieve a hi-
gher efficiency of trading and capacity allocation, 
which leads to a higher security of supply, higher 
liquidity and lower price volatility.

REGIONAL SECURITY COORDINATORS 

Starting in 2008 TSOs began to develop Regio-
nal Security Cooperation Initiatives (RSCIs), also 
known as Regional Security Coordinators (RSC). 
The RSCs are companies owned by the TSOs. They 
perform services for the TSOs, such as providing 
coordinated operational safety assessments, 
short- and medium-term system adequacy pro-
jections, coordinated capacity calculation, coor-
dinated outage planning and common network 
models.

Based on a multilateral agreement signed in 
December 2015, all TSOs in ENTSO-E are required 
to join a RSC. Due to the complexity of these tasks 
and the emerging IT difficulties, the initial deadli-
ne for joining a RSC was first extended until the 
end of 2018, and then until the end of 2019.

Map 12. Current state of play of single day ahead Coupling 
(July 2018)

Source: https://docstore.entsoe.eu

Most of Central European countries are part 
of RSC TSCNET, which was established in 2008. 
It serves Austria, the Czech Republic, Slovenia, 
Denmark, Croatia, Germany, Hungary, the Nether-
lands, Poland, and Switzerland, as well as Slovakia 
and Romania from 2018. The company provides 
technical support services for TSOs in operational 
planning processes and support for the imple-
mentation of conceptual tasks carried out as part 
of the TSO Security Cooperation regional initiative.

Baltic countries are included in the separate 
Baltic RSC, which was created based on the Baltic 
Regional Security Coordinator Agreement signed 
in October 2016. 
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Map 13. Regional Network Security Cooperation Initiatives

Source: ENTSO-E vision package

LOOP FLOWS AS A PROBLEM FOR REGIONAL 
COOPERATION AND SECURITY OF SUPPLY

One of the main challenges for Central Europe, 
which is undermining regional cooperation in the 
electricity sector, are loop flows. To a limited le-
vel, loop flows are natural for any highly meshed 
synchronous grid. In Central Europe though, they 
are mainly a result of congestions within the in-
ternal grid of Germany, which is unable effectively 
to transit electricity from renewable sources (ma-
inly from wind farms in the north) to the south of 
Germany and further down to Austria and to so-
uthern Europe. As a consequence, the power grids 
of Poland, Czech Republic, Slovakia and Hungary 
are congested by these unscheduled flows. Also, 
they block a significant portion of transmission 
capacities on the borders of the CEE countries, 
making them available for the local traders only to 
a limited degree. Loop flows are an integral part 
of the zonal market model applied in Europe. The 
more the bidding zones in the EU are inadequately 
defined, i.e. not based on congestions, but rather 
an inheritance of national borders, the more signi-
ficant disproportions in size and internal grid un-
derdevelopment are the result. 

However, there are some solutions to the pro-
blem of unscheduled flows. One of the latest key 
achievements which could help the development 
of cooperation was the split of the Germany-
-Austrian-Luxembourg bidding zone into DE-LU 
/ AT. Currently, regional TSOs are working on the 
rules for cross-border flow based capacity calcu-
lation in the Core region. Effective coordination 
and improvement in methodology of capacity cal-
culation and allocation can contribute to solving 
problems of unscheduled transit flows in Central 

Europe. Also, reinforcements of the grid within 
zones to minimize the gap between the assumed 
copperplate and reality, or splitting the zones into 
smaller ones to better reflect energy systems ca-
pability can also help. 

Map 14. Loopflows in Central Europe

Source: O.Koch, DG Energy presentation, https://www.slideshare.net/
FSRenergy/completing-the-internal-energy-market 

INNOVATION DRIVEN COOPERATION

Analyzing region wide cross-border projects 
related to electricity mostly within Horizon 2020 
program, a majority of these research projects 
have wide geographic coverage. The analysis of 
these projects shows that the entities from Central 
Europe are usually participating in projects that 
involve partners beyond the region, from all over 
Europe. Therefore, the research activities ensure 
the possibility of spreading the latest innovative 
knowledge all over the continent. Concerning the 
projects’ topics, we see that they are dealing with 
very different areas; however, research related to 
smart networks and developing software for incre-
asing energy efficiency and smart network optimi-
zation are the most common ones. Within a wide 
range of different projects, several had a strictly 
Central European focus. 

Another interesting project, included on PCI 
list, is ACON (Again Connected Networks) be-
tween the Czech Republic and Slovakia. The main 
goal of ACON is to foster the integration of Czech 
and Slovak electricity markets, increase compe-
tition in the region, and ensure adequate quality, 
safety and reliability of electricity supply. The exi-
sting distribution network will be modernized and 
improved before basing a smart grids pilot project 
on it.
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SINCRO.GRID is on the PCI list from 2015, the 
project has been allocated 40.5 million euros by 
the CEF in 2017, and that amount represents 51% 
of the project’s value. The project aims to increase 
the security of supply and tackle the problem of 
voltage in the 220kV and 400kV electricity grids 
in transmission systems in Croatia and Slovenia, 
together with transit flows in both countries. This 
problem cannot be approached individually but 
rather in cooperation by both countries. 

Another good example of innovation-driven 
cooperation in Central Europe is a project named 
CROSSBOW. Border management of variable rene-
wable energies and storage units enabling a tran-
snational wholesale market is a project within the 
framework of the Horizon 2020 program. CROSS-
BOW is a multi-partner project implemented by 
TSOs and the consortium involves 24 partners: 
academic, commercial and non-profit. Partici-
pants in the CROSSBOW project are from Austria, 
Bosnia and Herzegovina, Bulgaria, Croatia, Ger-
many, Greece, Macedonia, Montenegro, Romania, 
Serbia, Slovenia, Spain, Ukraine, and TSOs repre-
senting eight countries located in South-Eastern 
Europe. The duration of the project is 48 months 
from November 2017 until October 2021, and its 
budget is 22 million euros, with an EC contribution 
of 17.2 million euros. At this moment, CROSSBOW 
is one of the most relevant innovation projects in 
the field of smart grids in the EU.

V4 could also play the role of a platform for co-
operation concerning innovation. Czech Republic, 
Slovakia, Poland and Hungary take part in the Vi-
segrad Initiative for Nuclear Cooperation (VINCO), 
which led to the inception of the Allegro projects. 
Allegro is an experimental fast reactor cooled with 
Helium, being developed by the European V4G4 
Consortium “V4G4 Centre of Excellence” of the 
nuclear research organizations of the Czech Re-
public, Hungary, Poland and Slovakia associated 
with CEA, France. Its development is an important 
step on the way to the Gas-cooled Fast Reactor, 
one of the six concepts selected by the Generation 
IV International Forum, and one of the three fast 
reactors supported by the European Sustainable 
Nuclear Energy Technology Platform. 

A possible platform for regional cooperation is 
European Battery Alliance (EBA), which was laun-
ched by the EC with Member States and industry in 
October 2017. The direct objective of this platform 
is to create a competitive production value cha-
in in Europe, with sustainable battery cells at its 
core. This cooperative platform nowadays gathers 
together the EC, interested EU countries, the EIB 
and over 260 industrial and innovation stakehol-

ders. For Europe, battery production is a strategic 
imperative for the transition to clean energy and 
modernization and competitiveness of its indu-
stries, including the automotive sector. 

Central European countries are top manufac-
turers of vehicle components, and therefore acti-
vely interested in the development of e-mobility. 
Several entities from Central Europe have joined 
EBA and are engaged in the different work stre-
ams of this organization. These are namely from: 
Czech Republic - HE3DA, MES; Poland - PKN Orlen, 
Lotos Lab, Rafako, KGHM, Grupa Azoty, Polish De-
velopment Fund; Lithuania - Invest in Lithuania 
Agency. Moreover, Central European countries 
are recipients of massive foreign investments in 
battery technologies, mostly at e-vehicle battery 
manufacturing sites. Poland attracted LG Chem’s 
investment in a lithium-ion batteries factory worth 
330 million EUR, while Umicore decided also to 
invest 660 million EUR in the factory of cathode. 
Another important destination is Hungary, which 
attracted SK Innovation investment of 656 million 
EUR and Samsung SDI invested 320 million EUR 
in another factory. Slovakia is competing for the 
Tesla car production site. CEE countries are on a 
good track to becoming an important element in 
the global supply chain of battery technologies. 
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CONCLUSIONS AND 
RECOMMENDATIONS

Central European countries are fully engaged in 
regional cooperation both within the EU initiati-
ves as well as along horizontal lines within V4 or 
Three Seas Initiative. Crucially, such cooperation 
is already brining tangible results that are visible 
for example, in already constructed infrastructure 
projects and market integration. Clearly, Central 
European states are the winners in regional co-
operation and further tightening of this process 
is in their vital interest. It is a means of increasing 
performance of their domestic markets and their 
resilience to supply shocks.  

An important role in this process is played by 
EU bodies, which through the implementation of 
various programs and initiatives support it in or-
der to create significant synergies for achieving 
the objectives of the EU energy policy. These inc-
lude synergies in such areas as: security of supply 
and diversification of energy sources, compe-
titiveness and unification of the internal energy 
market, increase in energy efficiency, sustainable 
development, research and development of in-
novative technologies of energy production and 
transmission, and construction of new energy in-
frastructure, including connections between na-
tional systems. 

In order to further improve energy cooperation 
in Central Europe, CEEP recommends:

• EU financial support in the form of CEF and 
other funding mechanisms adds a crucial im-
petus to development of new infrastructure 
in Central Europe. PCI status is a prerequisite 
for successful implementation of diversifica-
tion projects. The EU support serves as ca-
talyst for regional cooperation. Thus in finan-
cial planning for 2021-2027 budget the EU 
should spearhead and designate sufficient 
resources for programs like CEF or ERDF. 

• The regional cooperation should follow bot-
tom-up logic rather than top-down. In this 
regard the EU coordination is one of deci-
ding factors facilitating it. Flexibility is the 
key feature supporting it. A good example 
of following this pattern is activation of the 
Regional Security Coordinators, which were 
initiated among TSOs and were responses to 
clearly visible problems in the grids. A clear-
ly identified necessity drove their develop-
ment and determined their importance. On 
the other hand, administratively imposed 
obligations and measures like the proposed 
Regional Operation Centres would not gu-
arantee the desired outcomes.  

• Improving the Central European cross-bor-
der market will require progress in all do-
mains: grid investments, better bidding 
zone delimitation and better coordination 
of cross-border trade. The most effective 
implementation of solutions to problems re-
lated to the transmission and supply is pos-
sible mostly at the regional level. Therefore, 
the development of a regional platform/in-
dustry association which would discuss the 
specific regional challenges for CEE should 
be supported.

• Governance of the Energy Union regula-
tion could bring the qualitative change in 
the approach to the coordination of energy 
policies in the region. Consultation and co-
operation at the regional basis, prior to the 
adoption of INECPs are necessary to ensure 
that national choices regarding energy po-
licy do not affect stability of energy systems 
of neighbouring states or harm their security 
of supply levels.

• Governance should remain a key element of 
the implementation of the EU energy and 
climate policies, providing stable regulatory 
framework till 2030 and beyond. However, 
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it shall be introduced according to the sub-
sidiarity principle and stay in line with the 
technology neutrality and cost-effectiveness 
principles.

• With regard to electricity, loop flows origi-
nating in Germany are the most prominent 
problem in the regional context. Over the 
short term, the safety and reliability of the 
transmission system’s operation is being 
ensured through modernization of intercon-
nectors and their reinforcement, with the 
phase shifting transformers onto the most 
heavily loaded lines. On the other hand, long 
term solutions such as redesign of the inter-
nal market rules are needed, as only those 
would eventually remedy the loop flows. 

• In the gas sector, implementation of the 
projects aimed at diversification of sources 
of supply and routes is a clear priority for 
the region. Regarding those infrastructure 
projects that are characterised by diverging 
interests of different countries within the re-
gion, a fair risk mitigation process should be 
applied and competition on an infrastructu-
re-to-infrastructure level should be avoided. 
Similarly, close cooperation is needed to take 
full advantage of the existing EU security of 
supply arrangements. 

• Visegrad group presents an important plat-
form for discussion of energy policy among 
Central European countries. Although the-
re are natural divergences among V4 sta-
tes, there are also important synergies that 
enable fruitful cooperation. In the coming 

years, energy cooperation should be further 
strengthened within the V4 format. It might 
be a useful platform for joint planning on 
energy sector developments and to facilita-
te data sharing in order to pave the way for 
enhanced cross-border energy cooperation.

• The Three Seas Initiative may provide a wi-
der platform for energy related cooperation 
in order to foster synergies among many co-
untries of the region. The concept may provi-
de a venue for regional energy businesses to 
meet and seek political involvement to help 
the energy identity of the region to emerge.  

• The area where cooperation is still not suf-
ficiently exploited is innovation. As most of 
the Central European companies share the 
same challenges and problems related to 
the need to update their technology - be 
it grid or generation, and to adapt them to 
environmental standards, they should find 
synergies in common approaches. Moreover, 
the wider spread of e-mobility and batteries 
production seems to offer a clear, singular fo-
cus for the whole region. The EU legislation 
and financing should be aimed at facilitating 
such cooperation and creating the essential 
ingredient of flexibility, as nobody can pre-
dict future developments in technology.
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1.	 Introduction 

The Romanian energy sector is in need of massive investments. The latest draft of Romania’s 
energy strategy puts the investment requirement for the period 2018-2030 between 15 and 35 
Billion EUR. Both Transelectrica and Transgaz have planned ambitious investment projects, 
which are about to begin or under development. Transelectrica is a member of the European 
Network of Transmission System Operators for Electricity (ENTSO-E) and Transgaz - a member 
of the European Network of Transmission System Operators for Gas (ENTSO-G). Both sectors 
are in the process of implementing the Network Codes. The development of hard infrastructure, 
as well as the implementation of network codes seems more advanced in electricity than in 
natural gas.  
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2.	 Institutional cooperation 

• Top – down: EU initiatives regarding regional cooperation (CESEC) 

• Horizontal: Cooperation within specialized entities and associations (ENTSO-E, 
ENTSO-G) 

• Bottom-up: Other forms of institutionalized cooperation (3SI)  

 

Integration of regional markets is seen as a precursor to an EU-wide energy market. However, the 
South East European (SEE) region has been slow in organizing itself. Romania, in particular, 
seems to respond better to top-down (CESEC) and horizontal initiatives (ENTSO-E, ENTSO-G) 
than to bottom-up ones (which require leadership and initiative). The Three Seas Initiative (3SI) 
could be considered as one such bottom-up institutionalized cooperation. All three (ENTSO-E, 
ENTSO-G and ACER) are the “children” of the 2009 Third Energy Package and were established 
to facilitate regional cooperation, increase cross-border flows and assist with European energy 
market integration.  

In ENTSO-E, regional cooperation takes place within six Regional Security Coordinators (RSCs) 
(see map below). Romania participates in two regional groups: Continental Central East and 
Continental South East.  
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Until about 3 years ago, Romania was not in any of these, with its TSO (Transelectrica) buying 
services from TSC (the oldest of the RSCs) which included TSOs from Germany, Austria, the 
Czech Republic, Slovenia, Denmark, Croatia, Hungary, Switzerland, and the Netherlands.1 
ENTSO-E’s target design for RSCs by the end of 2017 looked like this: 

	
Expected	structure	of	the	6	electricity	RSCs	by	end	of	2017	

	

Source:	FTI-CL	report	for	Entso-e	

An exploratory study by the Berlin-based Ecological Institute2 mapping the existent (at that time, 
early 2015) institutional landscape for regional cooperation in electricity has identified the 
regional groups within ENTSO-E and ACER as key platforms for regional cooperation. ACER 
has been invited to monitor and coordinate the work of the seven electricity regional initiatives 
(RI) that were set up under its precursor - European Regulators’ Group for Electricity and Gas 
(ERGEG) - active between 2006 and 2010. The RIs provided “an ‘umbrella framework’ for the 
                                                
1 http://annualreport2016.entsoe.eu/regions/  
2 Katharina Umpfenbach, Andreas Graf, Camilla Bausch, “Regional cooperation in the context of the new 2030 energy 
governance”, Ecologic Institute, January 30, 2015.  
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coordination of regional projects towards a single market (…), the strongest progress has been 
seen in those regions where political support for integration is the strongest. The Central-West 
and Northern regions, in particular, have served as pioneers, testing new solutions for the first 
time”. (p. 14). Scandinavia and the NW European region have seen more intense cooperation, 
especially with government involvement, while countries such as France, Germany and Poland 
have been, simultaneously, part of several cooperation formats. “By contrast, Bulgaria and 
Romania are not formally members of any initiative [EG emphasis] although they participate in 
the Visegrad group ad-hoc [on energy as part of the Visegrad Plus format - EG]”, revealed the 
study at that time.  

	
	
	
	

Geographical	boundaries	of	regional	political	fora	identified	in	the	study:	

	
Source:	Ecological	Institute	(January	2015)	

Since then, things have evolved considerably. At the initiative of the European Union, the 
Central and South Eastern Europe Energy Connectivity (CESEC) High Level Group was 
organized in February 2015 by the European Commission. In the energy sector, there are 
currently 4 such High Level Groups3, which are set up in regions were cooperation is deemed to 
be of high priority: 

§ Central and South Eastern Europe Energy Connectivity (CESEC); 
§ North Seas Energy Cooperation;  
§ South-West Europe;  

                                                
3 https://ec.europa.eu/energy/en/topics/infrastructure/high-level-groups  
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§ Baltic Energy Market Interconnection Plan (BEMIP).  
Romania is among the CESEC group founders. Initially, CESEC was created to accelerate the 
integration of the regional gas market, but has extended the cooperation to include electricity, 
energy efficiencand RES development (MoU signed at the 4th CESEC ministerial meeting in 
Bucharest, in September 2017). 
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4 http://three-seas.eu/wp-content/uploads/2018/09/LIST-OF-PRIORITY-INTERCONNECTION-PROJECTS-2018.pdf  

The Three Seas Initiative (3SI), 
still in its infancy (launched in 
2016), aims to bring more 
interconnectivity between 12 
states located between the 
Adriatic, the Baltic and the Black 
Seas, with a special focus on 
infrastructure, energy, and digital 
interconnectivity. In terms of 
energy projects, the key project 
supported and financed by the 
European Commission in 
Romania is the BRUA gas 
pipeline. On the 3SI list of 
priority infrastructure, prepared 
for the 2018 Bucharest Summit4, 
there are 48 projects in total 
(energy, digital and transport 
sectors). Of these, 14 are energy 
projects: 8 multilateral and 6 
bilateral and national projects 
with international potential. Of all 
these 16 energy projects, 
Romania has (and is involved) 
only in one: BRUA. Moreover, 
the short list of 12 priority 
projects that was announced by 
Romania’s president Klaus EU 
Regulation no. 1388/2016 
(DCC) 

Network Code on Demand Connection 

EU Regulation no. 1719/2016 Guideline on forward capacity allocation 

EU Regulation no. 1222/2015 Guideline on capacity allocation and congestion 
management 

EU Regulation no. 2196/2017 Network code on electricity emergency and restoration 

EU Regulation no. 2195/2017 Guideline on electricity balancing 

EU Regulation no. 1485/2017 Guideline on electricity transmission system operation 
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3.	 Internal	energy	market	

Cross border integration is more advanced in the electricity market than in the gas market.   
Electricity: Romania currently has an interconnection capacity of 7% and aims to reach 10% by 
2020. As the 15% EU target for 2030 regards, Romania plans to make use mainly of EU funds to 
construct its PCIs. Romania intends to connect not only with Bulgaria, Hungary and Serbia (e.g.: 
Romania announced as one of its four priority projects the construction of the Turnu-Magurele-
Nicopole HPP), but also with Moldova and Ukraine. Since 2014, Romania is part of the 4M MC 
coupled market (Romania, Hungary, Slovakia and the Czech Republic). Romania is in the 
process of implementing the new Network Codes (NC) in electricity. 

Pan	European	Codes	in	Electricity	

§ 	
§ PICASSO	 –	 Platform	 for	 the	 International	 Coordination	 of	 Automated	 Frequency	 Restoration	 and	

Stable	 System	 Operation	 (implementing	 a	 European	 balancing	 platform	 for	 exchanges	 between	
Transmission	and	System	Operators	of	automatic	frequency	restoration	reserves);	

§ IGCC	 –	 International	 Grid	 Control	 Cooperation	 (Imbalance	 Netting;	 creating	 a	 unique	 European	
platform	for	real-time	imbalance	netting,	in	order	to	reduce	costs	with	balancing).5		

Natural	gas:	As	in	the	electricity	sector,	ENTSO-G	has	also	developed	a	number	of	Pan-European	Codes	
in	the	natural	gas	sector	

                                                
5 Lavinia Iancu, interview with Transelectrica CEO: Adrian Constantin Rusu: 3 Keys to Transelectrica evolution – Investment-
Innovation-Progress, in Energy Industry Review, September 2018 issue. 

Regulation	number	and	year	 Content	

EU	Regulation	no.	631/2016	(RfG)	 Network	code	(NC)	on	requirements	for	grid	connection	of	generators	

EU	Regulation	no.	1447/2016	(HVDC)	 Network	code	on	requirements	for	grid	connection	of	high	voltage	direct	
current	systems	and	direct	current-connected	power	park	modules	

Regulation	number	and	year	 Network	Code	on:			

CMP	GL	was	published	as	Annex	I	to	
Regulation	(EU)	No	715 / 2009	

Congestion	Management	Procedures	Guidelines	(CMP	GL).			
Most	CMP-rules	were	implemented	by	October	2013	at	EU	
level.		

EU	Regulation	no	984 / 2013	(CAM	
NC)	

Capacity	Allocation	Mechanism	(CAM	NC)	–	ENTSO-G’s	first	
NC	–	was	implemented	by	November	2015	

EU	Regulation	no	312/2014	(BAL	 Gas	 Balancing	 of	 Transmission	 Networks	 (BAL	 NC)	 was		
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According to the implementation speed (2015, 2016 or 2019), EU member states were grouped 
into 3 implementation clusters: the 2015 cluster (UK, France, Denmark) successfully enabled the 
short-term market, the 2016 cluster (Italy, Spain, Portugal) - with valid progress and the 2019 
cluster (Romania, Greece, Bulgaria) - with little progress. In early 2017, the situation did not look 
so good. “Unfortunately, Romania lags behind in the implementation of almost all NCs, either 
due to the lack of resources or necessary infrastructure”- this was how Romania’s situation was 
described by a Romanian analyst in January 2017.6 The same analyst said that Romania will 
apply CAM auctions as of 2017 on all Interconnection Points (IP) on its territory while still 
experiencing “‘contractual congestion’ at its IP with Bulgaria.” Until 2019, for balancing, 
Romania has “chosen to use Interim Measures, to ensure o smooth transition to a balanced 
transmission network. Basically, nowadays, Romania does not have a Virtual Trading Point in 
place, which is one of the most fundamental enablers of the short-term wholesale market.” 
(Lavinia Tănase, 2017).  

During the last couple of years, Romanian gas experts (such as Dumitru Chisăliṭă) have identified 
the key issues that prevent a functional gas market in Romania. Among them, the current physical 
configuration of the national gas network was identified as one of the main obstacles to 
implementing the Gas Target Model in Romania. Many EU countries have on their territory a gas 
network that has developed reflecting the status of a transit country. Unlike them, the most part of 
Romania’s Gas Transport System (GTS) has developed not for transit purposes, but for the 
distribution of domestically produced gas to Romanian customers. Therefore, significant parts of 
the natural gas transmission system, although labelled as “transmission network”, are in fact a 
“distribution network”. This will make the application of the EU rules (designed for transmission 
networks) to the distribution networks difficult in practice.  

In June 2017, a joint workshop between the European Commission and the Romanian side was 
conducted in Bucharest to try to identify the issues blocking the implementation of the entry-exit 
                                                
6 Lavinia Tănase, Romania and the network codes for the European Gas Transmission System, in Energy Industry Review, 
January 22, 2017: https://energyindustryreview.com/opinion/romania-and-the-network-codes-for-the-european-gas-transmission-
system/  

NC)	 ENTSOG’s	 second	 NC	 and	 was	 implemented	 by	 October	
2016	

EC	Regulation	no	459/2017	(CAM	
NC)	

	

Capacity	 Allocation	Mechanism	 (CAM	NC);	 Amendment	 for	
Incremental	 capacity	 -	 the	 first	 amendment	 of	 the	 NC,	
entered	 in	 force	 on	 6	 April	 2017.	 The	 first	 incremental	
capacity	process	commenced	in	April	2017.			

EU	Regulation	No	703 /2015	
(INT  NC)	

Network	Code	on	Interoperability	and	Data	Exchange	Rules,	
was	implemented	by	May	2016	

EU	Regulation	460/2017	(Tariffs	
NC)	

Harmonized	 Transmission	 Tariffs	 Structures	 for	 Gas	 (Tariffs	
NC)	 -	 ENTSOG’s	 latest	 NC.	 ENTSO-G	 expects	 full	
implementation	by	end	of	May	2019.		
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system in Romania. It was a multi-stakeholder engagement that involved all interested parties 
(regulator, ministry, parliament, TSO, market participants, analysts). Following that workshop, 
the TSO has proposed a new set of revisions to the network code. Over the summer of 2018, the 
Romanian regulator (ANRE) has conducted further consultations on this new version of the Code 
and, finally, the new Network Code for natural gas transport was published and came into force 
on October 1, 2018.  
 
Hailed as a step forward towards a functioning market7, it details commercial rules for entry/exit 
processes and for the functioning of the VTP. However, there still remains some reluctance as to 
whether this code will be entirely enforceable. The lack of flexible market mechanisms on the gas 
market (for instance, unavailability of commercial gas storage, i.e.: storage is used in Romania 
for seasonality, not for demand-supply variations) and other market tools will add to the gap 
between what is demanded by the EU (and required on paper) and what is possible on the ground 
from a system engineering point of view. This gross incompatibility between the design of the 
Romanian GTS and the EU entry-exit system will continue to create problems in the 
implementation of the Gas Target Model in Romania. According to Chisăliṭă, due to 
inconsistencies in the previous version of the Code, Romanian consumers were prejudiced by an 
estimated 50 million EUR in the last 10 years alone.8  

4. Infrastructure development 

Electricity: For 2020, the EU has defined 12 priority infrastructure corridors (Regulation 
#347/2013). Romania is part of the priority corridor #3: ‘North-south electricity interconnections 
in Central Eastern and South Eastern Europe’ (NSI). A part of this priority electricity corridor, 
Transelectrica has six Projects of Common Interest (PCIs) worth ca. 1 billion RON within the 
‘Black Sea Corridor’ and ‘Mid Continental East Corridor’ clusters: 

Project	name		 Cluster	of	which	it	is	part	of	 Corridor	

400	 kV	 overhead	 line	 (OHL)	
Cernavodă	–	Stâlpu	

Bulgaria–Romania	capacity	increase	 Black	Sea	Corridor	

400	 kV	 overhead	 line	 (OHL)	
Gutinaş	–	Smârdan	

Bulgaria–Romania	capacity	increase	 Black	Sea	Corridor	

400	 kV	 overhead	 line	 (OHL)	
Suceava	–	Gădălin	

Bulgaria–Romania	capacity	increase	 Black	Sea	Corridor	

Interconnection	 between	 Reşiṭa	
(RO)	and	Pancevo	(RS)	

Cluster	 Romania	 –	 Serbia	 between	
Reşiṭa	and	Pancevo	

Mid	Continental	East	Corridor	

                                                
7 Dumitru Chisăliṭă, Noul Cod al Reţelei de transport gaze, un pas mare spre funcţionalitate, Adevărul, September 30, 
2018:https://adevarul.ro/economie/stiri-economice/noul-cod-retelei-transport-gaze-pas-mare-functionalitate-
1_5bb11595df52022f7504b803/index.html  
8 The new gas Network Code is ready, but not quite! Public consultation until July 31 and other debates at ANRE, July 11, 2018, 
InvestEnergy, http://www.investenergy.ro/noul-cod-al-retelei-de-gaze-este-gata-si-nu-prea-consultare-publica-pana-la-31-iulie-si-
alte-dezbateri-la-anre/  
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Internal	 line	 between	 Porṭile	 de	
Fier	and	Reşiṭa	(RO)	

Cluster	 Romania	 –	 Serbia	 between	
Reşiṭa		and	Pancevo	

Mid	Continental	East	Corridor	

Internal	 line	 between	 Reşiṭa	 and	
Timişoara/Săcălaz	(RO)	

Cluster	 Romania	 –	 Serbia	 between	
Reşiṭa	and	Pancevo	

Mid	Continental	East	Corridor	

	
Transelectrica already obtained co-funding of 27mln EUR for building the 400 kV OHL 
Cernavodă – Stâlpu, of which the first instalment (2.2mln EUR) was received in May 2018.  
According to Transelectrica’s new CEO Adrian Constantin Rusu, “The Cernavodă – Stâlpu line 
will contribute to increasing the interconnection capacity between Romania and Bulgaria and to 
integrating wind energy from Dobrogea area (…) The new 400 kV line will have a length of 
around 160 km, and for its commissioning it is necessary to build the Substation 400 kV Stâlpu, 
and to extend the Cernavodă and Gura Ialomiṭei substations.”9 

Funding for OHL Gutinaş – Smârdan is yet to be obtained. As of September, the application for 
financing with European structural funds was under preparation. The 400 kV OHL Gădălin – 
Suceava is in the design and permitting phase. The 400 kV OHL interconnecting Reşiṭa 
(Romania) – Pancevo (Serbia) was completed in Q1 of 2018, achieving interconnection with 
Serbia. An investment of over 98 mln RON, the line will increase the transfer capacity between 
Romania and Serbia, and in the entire Central and South-Eastern Europe. Work on the switch to 
400 kV of the Banat Axis (especially the Anina-Reşiṭa section) is in progress and scheduled for 
completion by 2021. According to Transelectrica, the Porṭile de Fier – Anina –Reşiṭa section is 
essential for closing Romania’s 400-kV ring.  

In addition to these 6 PCIs at European level, Romania has major projects of domestic 
infrastructure that focus on: 

• closing Romania’s 400-kV ring (currently at 64% rate of completion);  
• retrofitting and upgrade of substations (e.g.: the 400/220/110/20 kV Suceava substation, 

completed this year, ensures electricity supply to the northern part of Romanian Moldavia, 
allows the closure of the 400-kV ring, enables the future connection of Moldavia and 
Transylvania, and the future interconnection of Romania and Republic of Moldova power 
systems);  

• completing the 400 kV OHL Oradea–Bekescsaba (RO-HU interconnector) - a project 
which was blocked in the last 10 years  - and re-started this year;  

• interconnection with the Republic of Moldova (a project dubbed as ‘strategic” by 
Transelectrica).  

Natural gas: Four years ago, the Romanian gas TSO identified 5 infrastructure priority projects, 
of which the BG-RO-HU-AT gas corridor (commonly known as the BRUA pipeline) is 
considered the most important one. The FID on BRUA (stage 1+2) has been taken; construction 
is underway and expected to be completed by 2020-2022. The BRUA project secured financing 
                                                
9  Lavinia Iancu, interview with Transelectrica CEO, in Energy Industry Review, September 2018 issue, available at: 
https://energyindustryreview.com/interview/adrian-rusu-3-keys-to-transelectrica-evolution-investment-innovation-progress/  
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of €100 million from the European Investment Bank (EIB), backed by the European Fund for 
Strategic Investments under the Investment Plan for Europe (Juncker Plan), and was awarded a 
€179 million grant under the Connecting Europe Facility (CEF). Under the Commission’s 
Initiative on Central and South-Eastern European Energy Connectivity, Romania features with 
“reinforcement of the Romanian transmission system (part of the ‘BRUA’ corridor)” as an on-
going priority gas project.10  

Transgaz’s Ten Year Network Development Plan (TYNDP) for 2014-2023 outlined 5 priority 
infrastructure projects11:  

Bulgaria-Romania-Hungary-Austria pipeline (BRUA) – Stage 1 of this project has to do with 
completing the regional infrastructure interconnectivity between Bulgaria, Romania and 
Hungary: Podişor-Recaş pipeline (479 km, 63 bar) and 3 compressor stations at Jupa, Bibeşti and 
Podişor. BRUA stage 1 is a strategic regional priority (on the CESEC list of priority projects) and 
has received financial support of the European Commission: EUR 179 million EUR (40%) of the 
total 478 million EUR. Work on BRUA stage 1 (pipeline and compressor stations) has started in 
spring 2018. This stage concerns the putting in place the missing infrastructure: the compressor 
stations that enable reverse gas flow from Romania to Bulgaria (1.5 bcm/year) and to Hungary 
(1.75 bcm) – all things that should have been operational since a long time ago. For instance, the 
short Romanian-Bulgarian interconnector (only 25 km), on which work started in 2009, should 
have been completed by the end of 2013, not in 2016. The Hungarian-Romanian interconnector, 
although finalized in 2010, has no reverse flow capacity (it is unidirectional, meaning that, 
currently, it allows gas imports from Hungary to Romania, but not the other way around, i.e.: gas 
exports) despite the commitment made by the Romanian government to have bi-directional flow 
in place by the end of 2012 (back then, in the context of the Nabucco project). Re-packaged as 
part of BRUA, construction work on the Romanian-Hungarian interconnector reverse flow (part 
of BRUA stage 1) is under way with ENTSO-G considering it “on-time” and “advanced” (should 
be ready by end of 2019). 

BRUA stage 2 (69 million EUR) is seen as a commercial stage, since it is about the injection of 
the Black Sea gas into the national gas transport system (Tuzla – Podişor pipeline) and about the 
scale up of gas export capacity (from 1.75 to 4.4 bcm/year of the Romanian-Hungarian 
interconnector).  

Tuzla – Podişor pipeline (part of BRUA stage 2) is the 285 km long pipeline that will inject the 
Black Sea gas into the national transport system;   

Connecting International transit to National Gas Transport System (NGTS) relates to 
reverse flow implementation between line I and NGTS;  

                                                
10 European Commission, The Three Seas Initiative Summit: European Commission Investments in Connectivity Projects, 
Bucharest, Romania, 17-18 September 2018: https://ec.europa.eu/commission/sites/beta-
political/files/the_three_seas_initiative_summit_en.pdf  
11 This section draws heavily on the article Tracking Romania’s cross-border cooperation in gas, written by Eugenia Guşilov, 
September 28, 2018.    
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Strengthening NGTS in the North-East (Moldova) to enable gas exports to Republic of 
Moldova;  

Central Transportation Corridor for Black Sea gas: seen as a long term project (planned to be 
commissioned the earliest in 2023, and the latest in 2028) and as a second route for the Black Sea 
gas, if necessary. It is related to Romania’s interest to participate in the Eastring project, which 
aims to “bring gas from new sources from Caspian/eastern Mediterranean/Middle East region”.12 
In fact, the Eastring project is planned for commissioning in 2023-2028 in all 4 countries, but 
ENTSO-G considers it “less advanced” in Bulgaria, Hungary and Romania, and “advanced” only 
in Slovakia.    
 

Romanian	gas	infrastructure	in	regional	context	

	
Source:	ENTSO-G	map,	July	2017	

	
5.	 Security	of	supply		
	
Regional cooperation in gas: According to the Security of Supply Regulation #1938/2017 of Oct 
25, 2017 (Annex I), Romania belongs to 3 regional cooperation groups:  

1. Eastern gas supply risk group: (a) Ukraine 
1. Eastern gas supply risk group: (e) Trans-Balkan 
4. South-East gas supply risk group: (a) Southern Gas Corridor- Caspian 

                                                
12 Eastring Booklet 2018, pg. 2. 
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At the moment of writing (early October 2018), Romania’s Preventive action plan had been 
drafted and awaits approval through a Government Decree (GD).  

Regional cooperation in electricity: Romania has joined the ownership of RSCC and is in the 
process of joining JAO. In particular, in June 2018, Transelectrica became affiliated to the 
Regional Security Coordination Centre (RSCC) TSCNET Service GmbH, ending the 
situation in which Romania was the only country in the CORE region not part of it. Similarly, 
Romania (through Transelectrica) is currently preparing its affiliation to the European Centre for 
Cross-border Transmission Capacity – Joint Allocation Office (JAO).13 
	
7.	 Lessons	learned	and	recommendations		
	
Of the two state-owned Romanian TSOs (Transgaz and Transelectrica), the latter can be 
considered more of a success story.  
 
Transelectrica has major projects in progress: closing the 400kV ring, projects of common 
interest (PCIs) on the European level, as well as projects of domestic focus such as retrofitting 
and upgrade of substations. In addition, the company wants to focus on strengthening the 
Bucharest metropolitan power network (where the increase in electricity consumption is higher 
than the average per country), which means new 400/110 kV stations and a 400-kV ring of the 
Capital. The company targets to raise the interconnection capacity from 7% of the production 
capacity currently installed to 10% in 2020 and 15% in 2030.  
 
Transgaz, on the other hand, has moved much slower due to a combination of factors, the most 
important of which is staffing of the TSO with incompetent people for political reasons (which, in 
turn, increased the company’s deadweight and decreased the level of professionalism) as well as 
deliberate stalling in building the export related infrastructure. Although, lately, the speed has 
somewhat picked up at Transgaz due to the EU driven and financed BRUA project (Romania’s 
flagship investment project), Transelectrica seems to be doing much better by comparison. 
Transgaz’s inaction and inertia will inevitably spell into further delays and will act as a brake on 
greater and faster regional market integration. Due to EU pressure, Romania will connect to its 
Western neighbours, but cooperation with its largest neighbour (Ukraine) will be addressed at a 
much later date.  

In both cases (electricity and natural gas), Romania’s engagement on a regional level will depend 
on its ability to carry out planned domestic infrastructure investments on time. The ability to 
interconnect and export depends in many cases on completing the missing export infrastructure 
and consolidation of the domestic network to enable the potential exports and increased cross-
border flows.  

                                                
13 Lavinia Iancu, interview with Transelectrica CEO, Adrian Constantin Rusu: 3 Keys to Transelectrica evolution – Investment-
Innovation-Progress, Energy Industry Review, September 2018 issue, available at: 
https://energyindustryreview.com/interview/adrian-rusu-3-keys-to-transelectrica-evolution-investment-innovation-progress/  
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Recommendation on how to improve future regional cooperation: start at home. Only then, when 
Romania will put its own house in order, will it be able to contribute in a meaningful way to the 
regional energy security and the regional market integration.  
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Introduction	

Due	to	various	socio-political	reasons,	for	many	years,	the	energy	market	in	Poland	was	based	
on	two	fossil	fuels	–	coal	from	domestic	extraction,	and	natural	gas	from	domestic	deposits	and	
imported	from	Russia.	

In	 recent	 years,	 Poland	 decided	 to	 adopt	 a	 diversification	 strategy,	 which	 includes	 the	
significant	 development	 of	 infrastructure	 connecting	 the	 Polish	 energy	 market	 with	
neighbouring	 countries.	On	 the	political	 and	 strategic	 level,	 due	 to	 its	 geographical	 location,	
Poland’s	 energy	 strategy	 is	 focused	 on	making	 Poland	 a	 transit	 country,	 both	 on	 the	 north-
south	and	east-west	axis,	and	on	developing	the	potential	of	the	Polish	energy	market,	which	
can	be	used	to	integrate	local	energy	markets	in	CEE	and	become	a	key	element	of	a	coherent	
regional	energy	policy.		

Rapid	expansion	of	the	interconnection	infrastructure	in	the	upcoming	years	should	also	result	
in	fostering	competition	on	the	electricity	and	gas	markets	and	ultimately	provide	consumers	
with	cheaper	energy	and	more	a	stable	gas	supply.	Therefore,	it	is	worth	taking	a	quick	look	at	
Poland’s	 position	 within	 CEE	 and	 assessing	 which	 projects	 will	 have	 the	 biggest	 impact	 on	
regional	cooperation	in	the	near	future.		

	

Institutional	cooperation	

Baltic	Energy	Market	Interconnection	Plan	(BEMIP)		

Poland	is	one	of	the	founding	member	states	of	the	Baltic	Energy	Market	Interconnection	Plan	
(BEMIP),	 together	 with	 the	 European	 Commission	 and	 Denmark,	 Germany,	 Estonia,	 Latvia,	
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Lithuania,	 Poland,	 Finland,	 and	 Sweden.	 The	 goal	 of	 the	 BEMIP	 is	 to	 achieve	 an	 open	 and	
integrated	regional	electricity	and	gas	market	between	EU	countries	 in	the	Baltic	Sea	region,	
ending	energy	 isolation.	A	number	of	cross-border	and	domestic	 infrastructure	projects	have	
been	 completed	 across	 the	 Baltic	 States	 to	 further	 develop	 their	 electricity	 markets.	 The	
completion	of	key	electricity	 infrastructure	projects,	such	as	Estlink,	Nordbalt	and	LitPol	Link	
(connecting	the	Baltic	States	with	Finland,	Sweden	and	Poland),	has	significantly	improved	the	
Baltic	countries'	 integration	 in	 the	EU	energy	market,	and	their	 security	of	 supply.	The	Baltic	
States	 are	 now	 among	 the	 best	 interconnected	 countries	 in	 Europe	with	 an	 interconnection	
level	of	23%.		

	

Source:	European	Commission		

Interconnection	projects	 in	 the	Baltic	 countries	will	 be	 expanded	under	 the	memorandum	of	
understanding	on	the	planning	and	coordination	of	the	development	of	transmission	systems	
in	the	Baltic	region	signed	in	2008	by	Poland’s	PSE	and	the	five	transmission	system	operators	
from	Lithuania,	Latvia,	Estonia,	Finland	and	Sweden.	

To	 further	 implement	 the	 goals	 set	 out	 in	 the	 BEMIP,	 the	 Polish	 gas	 transmission	 system	
operator	 (TSO),	 GAZ-SYSTEM	 S.A.,	 together	 with	 AB	 Amber-Grid	 (the	 Lithuanian	 TSO),	 is	
currently	working	on	 the	Gas	 Interconnector	Poland	 –	 Lithuania	 (GIPL).	 The	project	 includes	
the	 construction	 of	 over	 500	 km	 of	 gas	 pipelines.	 Once	 completed	 in	 2021,	 the	 project	 will	
permit	a	significant	increase	in	the	gas	trade	between	Poland	and	Lithuania.	
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With	respect	to	Poland,	the	BEMIP	also	assumes	the	construction	of	a	gas	pipeline	extension	of	
the	 LNG	 terminal	 in	 Świnoujście	 and	 the	 extension	 of	 entry	 points	 to	 the	 Jamal	 pipeline	 in	
Lwówek	and	Włocławek.	

ENTSO-E	and	ENTSO-G	

Both	Polish	TSOs	(Polskie	Sieci	Energetyczne	S.A.	(PSE)	and	GAZ-SYSTEM)	have	been	active	
members	of	the	European	Network	of	Transmission	System	Operators	for	Electricity	(ENTSO-
E)	 and	 the	 European	 Network	 of	 Transmission	 System	 Operators	 for	 Gas	 (ENTSO-G)	 since	
2009.		

The	 European	 Network	 Codes,	 which	 are	 a	 specific	 tool	 for	 the	 implementation	 of	 a	 single	
energy	market	in	the	EU,	include	common	rules	for	the	functioning	and	management	of	energy	
systems	 aimed	 at	 eliminating	 technical	 barriers	 to	 further	market	 integration	 formulated	 by	
ENTSO-E	and	ENTSO-G,	and	are	later	incorporated	by	the	TSOs	in	the	Polish	grid	codes.	

Ten-Year	Network	Development	Plan	(TYNDP)		

The	 TYNDP	 for	 gas	 and	 electricity	 is	 a	 document	 of	 ENTSO-E	 and	 ENTSO-G,	 based	 on	
Regulation	 (EC)	 715/2009,	 aimed	 at	 monitoring	 supply	 potential,	 market	 integration	 and	
security	of	supply,	and	analysing	future	scenarios	for	electricity	and	gas	supply.	

Both	PSE,	as	a	member	of	ENTSO-E,	and	GAZ-SYSTEM,	as	a	member	of	ENTSO-G,	participate	
in	 the	 TYNDP,	 under	 which	 PSE	 will	 consider	 several	 interconnection	 projects	 in	 the	 near	
future:	

• Baltic	 Synchro	 with	 CE	 -	 with	 AST,	 ELERING	 and	 LITGRID	 –	 the	 Baltic	
synchronization	 project	 covering	 a	 number	 of	 new	 projects	 for	 internal	 grid	
reinforcements:	new	330	kV	and	400	kV	AC	lines,	voltage	stabilizer	units,	upgrades	
of	 PSS	 in	 power	 stations,	 internal	 110	 kV	 network	 reinforcement	 required	 for	
synchronization	and	separation	of	 the	110kV	Baltic	grid	 from	the	 IPS/UPS	system,	
DC	convertor	stations	on	the	borders	with	Russia,	Belarus	and	Kaliningrad;	

• HVDC	connection	between	Denmark	and	Poland	in	cooperation	with	Energinet;		

• GerPol	Power	Bridge	in	cooperation	with	50Hertz,	with	subsequent	investments	in	
Western	Poland;	

Electricity	Regional	Initiative	(ERI)	of	ERGEG.	

Since	2006,	PSE	has	been	involved	in	cooperation	with	a	group	of	eight	TSOs	from	the	Central	
and	Eastern	European	region,	covering	parts	of	Germany,	Austria,	Poland,	the	Czech	Republic,	
Slovenia,	Hungary	and	Slovakia.	The	operators	--	PSE	S.A.,	ČEPS,	a.s.,	VE-T	GmbH,	SEPS,	a.s.,	
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E-ON	Netz	GmbH,	MAVIR,	 APG	 and	 ELES	 --	 cooperate	with	 the	 regulators	 from	 the	 region	
within	the	working	structures	set	up	by	ERGEG	for	ERI	via	the	annual	Mini-forum	and	meetings	
of	the	Implementation	Group.	The	operators	from	the	CEE	region	participate	in	a	coordinated	
congestion	 management	 mechanism	 for	 the	 cross-border	 exchange	 and	 the	 allocation	 of	
transmission	capacity	 to	market	participants	by	auctions.	The	 transmission	system	operators	
have	 established	 the	 Central	 Allocation	 Office	 based	 in	 Freising,	 Germany,	 which	 conducts	
preparatory	work	for	the	implementation	of	the	flow-based	allocation	method	and	managing	
cross-border	 congestion	with	 the	 use	 of	 an	 appropriate	 IT	 infrastructure.	 The	 cooperation	 is	
aimed	at	improving	the	operational	security	of	the	integrated	transmission	systems	of	Central	
Europe.	

In	December	2008,	eleven	transmission	system	operators	from	the	Czech	Republic,	Germany,	
Austria,	 the	 Netherlands,	 Switzerland	 and	 Poland	 entered	 into	 an	 agreement	 on	 the	
improvement	 of	 operational	 security	 of	 the	 integrated	 transmission	 systems	 in	 the	 Central	
European	 region.	 The	 project	 was	 initiated	 due	 to:	 i)	 increasing	 requirements	 regarding	
operation	in	connection	with	the	rapid	development	of	the	wind	power	industry,	ii)	the	growth	
of	cross-border	 trade,	and	 iii)	 the	growing	need	 for	 transmission	of	electricity.	The	operators	
participating	 in	 the	 initiative	 declared	 their	 intent	 to	 develop	 common	 criteria	 for	 the	
assessment	of	operational	security	of	the	integrated	systems	and	to	ensure	free	data	exchange.	
The	 achievement	 of	 those	 goals	will	 be	 aided	 by	 an	 IT	 platform	 as	 a	 common	 tool	 for	 data	
sharing	 and	 security	 assessment,	 and	 the	 use	 of	 the	 data	 for	 the	 identification	 of	 remedial	
measures.	Through	the	structures	established,	the	representatives	of	PSE	actively	participate	
in	 the	 Steering	 Committee,	 the	 expert	 group	 for	 system	 operation	 security,	 and	 in	 working	
groups.	

TSO	Security	Cooperation	(TSC)	

PSE,	along	with	ten	other	TSOs	from	Central	Europe,	has	established	a	regional	group	called	
Transmission	 System	 Operators	 Security	 Cooperation	 (TSC)	 in	 2008	 and	 undertook	 to	
cooperate	 for	 the	 purposes	 of	 increasing	 the	 secure	 operation	 of	 the	 inter-connected	 power	
systems	in	the	region.	

Since	2015,	PSE,	along	with	12	European	transmission	system	operators1,	has	been	one	of	
the	 shareholders	 of	 TSCNET	 Services	 GmbH,	 a	 company	 providing	 technical	 support	
services	for	transmission	system	operators	 in	operational	planning	processes	and	support	
in	 the	 implementation	 of	 conceptual	 tasks	 carried	 out	 as	 part	 of	 the	 TSO	 Security	
Cooperation	regional	initiative.	

                                                
1 The shareholders of TSCNET Services GmbH are: 50HzT (Germany), Amprion (Germany), APG (Austria), 
ČEPS (Czech Republic), ELES (Slovenia), Energinet.dk (Denmark), HOPS (Croatia), MAVIR (Hungary), PSE 
S.A. (Poland), Swissgrid (Switzerland), TenneT TSO (Germany), TenneT TSO (Netherlands) and TransnetBW 
(Germany). 
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Internal	energy	market	

Capacity	market	

In	 2018,	 Poland	 has	 significantly	 changed	 its	 electricity	 market	 by	 introducing	 a	 capacity	
market.	The	capacity	market	will	operate	 in	parallel	with	the	energy	market,	without	 limiting	
its	operation	or	replacing	supply	and	demand-based	price	formation	on	the	energy	market.		

The	aim	of	the	capacity	market	is	to	generate	necessary	investment	incentives	supporting	the	
construction	of	 new	generating	 capacity,	 restoration	of	withdrawn	 capacity	 and	upgrades	 of	
existing	 units.	 It	 should	 also	make	 it	 possible	 to	 implement	 an	 effective,	 competition-based	
mechanism	 for	 the	 coordination	 of	 the	 construction	 and	withdrawal	 of	 generating	 capacity,	
and	the	development	of	the	interruptible	load	service,	while	ensuring	the	minimization	of	costs	
incurred	 by	 final	 consumers.	 Polish	 capacity	 mechanism	 allows	 units	 from	 the	 EU	 Member	
States,	 whose	 electricity	 systems	 are	 directly	 connected	 to	 the	 Polish	 electricity	 system,	 to	
participate	in	the	capacity	market	if	the	TSOs	from	both	countries	(?)	The	TSOs	from	such	EU	
Member	States	may	also	participate	 in	the	capacity	market	themselves,	offering	the	capacity	
to	the	Polish	TSO.		

Infrastructure	development	

Poland	 has	 recently	 launched	 several	 projects	 aimed	 at	 the	 development	 of	 interconnection	
with	the	neighbouring	energy	markets.		

Synchronization	of	the	Baltic	power	grids	with	the	Continental	European	system	

As	mentioned	above,	the	project	for	the	synchronization	of	the	Baltic	power	grids	is	included	in	
the	 Baltic	 Energy	 Market	 Interconnection	 Plan	 (BEMIP).	 The	 Baltic	 and	 Polish	 transmission	
system	operators	submitted	an	application	to	the	European	Network	of	Transmission	System	
Operators	 (ENTSO-E)	 for	 the	 extension	 of	 the	 Continental	 Europe	 Synchronous	 Area.	 In	
October	2018,	Lithuania's	Litgrid,	Latvia's	AST	and	Estonia's	Elering	submitted	an	application	
to	the	Connecting	Europe	Facility	(CEF)	for	€432	million	in	funding	for	the	project's	first	stage.	

The	 deadline	 for	 the	 completion	 of	 the	 synchronization	 of	 the	 Baltic	 power	 grid	 with	 the	
continental	 European	 network	 is	 2025,	 and	 it	 will	 be	 carried	 out	 through	 a	 1,000-megawatt	
alternating	 current	 LitPol	 Link	 between	 Lithuania	 and	 Poland	 and	 a	 700-megawatt	 direct	
current	 submarine	 cable.	 In	order	 to	 ensure	energy	 security,	 other	 stabilization	mechanisms,	
such	as	synchronization	compensators	and	electricity	system	stabilizers,	will	be	established.		

The	total	estimated	cost	of	the	project	is	€1.4	billion,	75%	of	which	will	be	covered	by	the	EU.	

The	Baltic	Pipe	Project	
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The	 Baltic	 Pipe	 Project	 is	 an	 infrastructural	 pipeline	 project	 set	 up	 by	 the	 Danish	 gas	 and	
electricity	 transmission	 system	 operator	 Energinet	 and	 the	 Polish	 gas	 transmission	 system	
operator	 GAZ-SYSTEM.	 Energinet	 is	 responsible	 for	 the	 development	 of	 the	 first	 three	
components	 in	Denmark,	and	GAZ	SYSTEM	is	 in	charge	of	constructing	the	offshore	pipeline	
between	Denmark	and	Poland	and	the	expansion	of	the	Polish	gas	transmission	system.		

The	Baltic	Pipe	Project	consists	of	5	major	components:	(i)	the	North	Sea	offshore	pipeline,	(ii)	
Onshore	Denmark,	 (iii)	 Compressor	 station	 in	Denmark,	 (iv)	 the	Baltic	 Sea	offshore	pipeline,	
and	(v)	Onshore	Poland.	

	

The	main	objectives	of	the	Project	are	to	strengthen	the	diversification	of	supply,	gas	market	
integration,	 price	 harmonization	 and	 ensuring	 the	 security	 of	 supply	 primarily	 in	 Poland	 and	
Denmark,	 as	 well	 as	 in	 Central	 and	 Eastern	 Europe	 and	 the	 Baltic	 Sea	 region.	 The	 first	 fuel	
deliveries	are	to	flow	in	the	autumn	of	2022.	The	gas	pipeline	is	to	be	operated	for	50	years.	The	
approximate	transmission	capacity	of	the	Baltic	Pipe	to	Poland	is	supposed	to	be	9	bcm.	

GIPL	-	Gas	Interconnector	between	Poland	and	Lithuania	

GAZ-SYSTEM	S.A.,	together	with	AB	Amber-Grid,	the	Lithuanian	TSO,	is	currently	building	the	
Gas	 Interconnector	Poland	–	Lithuania	 (GIPL)	with	total	construction	costs	of	€558	million.	 In	
2014,	GIPL	obtained	co-financing	under	the	Connecting	Europe	Facility	(CEF)	of	approx.	€300	
mln.	Created	capacity	will	allow	about	27	TWh	(2.4	bcm)	of	gas	to	be	transported	to	the	Baltic	
States	 per	 year	 and	 reverse	 flow	 to	 Poland	 could	 be	 up	 to	 19	 TWh	 (1.7	 bcm)	 per	 year.	 The	
pipeline	will	be	534	km	long,	including	177	km	in	Lithuania.	
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Source:	Gaz-System	

The	GIPL	aims	to	connect	the	Baltic	and	Finnish	gas	networks	with	the	continental	European	
gas	network	by	the	end	of	2021.	The	project	will	allow	Finland	and	the	Baltic	States	to	diversify	
their	 gas	 sources,	 providing	 alternative	 routes	 and	 increasing	 the	 security	 of	 gas	 supply	 and	
energy	market	integration	in	the	region.		

Projects	of	Common	Interest	(PCI)	

Both	 Polish	 TSOs	 are	 engaged	 in	 the	 implementation	 of	 several	 infrastructure	 projects,	
classified	by	the	European	Commission	as	“Projects	of	Common	Interest”:		

a) Internal	reinforcements	in	Poland	(part	of	the	cluster	currently	known	as	"GerPol	Power	
Bridge"),	including	the	following:	

• Internal	line	between	Krajnik	and	Baczyna	(PL),	

• Internal	line	between	Mikułowa	and	Świebodzice	(PL),	

• Internal	line	between	Baczyna	and	Plewiska	(PL),	

b) Interconnection	 between	Poland,	 Slovakia,	 the	Czech	Republic	 and	Hungary	with	 the	
related	internal	reinforcements:	

• Poland	—	Slovakia	interconnection,	

• North	–	South	Gas	Corridor	in	Eastern	Poland,	

• Poland	–	Czech	Republic	interconnection	(currently	known	as	"Stork	II"),	

• North	–	South	Gas	Corridor	in	Western	Poland,	
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• Tvrdonice-Libhošť	pipeline,	including	upgrade	of	CS	Břeclav	(CZ),	

• Increase	of	the	transmission	capacity	at	the	Slovakia	–	Hungary	interconnection,	

• Enhancement	 of	 the	 Hungarian	 transmission	 system	 between	 Vecsés	 and	
Városföld	 required	 for	 the	 increased	 capacity	 at	 the	 Slovakia-Hungary	
interconnection;	

c) Cluster	infrastructure,	including	the	following	PCIs:	

• Reinforcement	of	Nybro	—	Poland/Denmark	Interconnection,	

• Poland–Denmark	interconnection;	

d) Poland-Lithuania	interconnection	(GIPL);	

e) Capacity	extension	of	the	Świnoujście	LNG	terminal	in	Poland;	

f) Adamowo	—	Brody	pipeline:	pipeline	connecting	the	JSC	Uktransnafta’s	handling	site	in	
Brody	(Ukraine)	and	the	Adamowo	Tank	Farm	(Poland);	

g) Cluster	Pomeranian	pipeline	(Poland),	including	the	following	PCIs:	

• Construction	of	an	oil	terminal	in	Gdańsk	(phase	II);	

• Expansion	of	the	Pomeranian	pipeline	(the	second	segment	of	the	pipeline).	

Four	of	the	following	investment	projects	of	GAZ-SYSTEM	are	also	co-financed	by	the	Trans-
European	Networks-Energy	Programme.2	

Connecting	Europe	Facility	(CEF)	

Many	 of	 the	 interconnection	 projects	 that	 are	 being	 implemented	 in	 Poland	 receive	 support	
from	 the	 CEF.	 Apart	 from	 the	 Baltic	 Pipe,	 GIPL	 and	 Poland-Slovakia	 Gas	 Interconnection,	
projects	 supported	by	 the	CEF	 include:	 (i)	 preparatory	 studies	 for	 the	Poland-Czech	Republic	
interconnection	 Libhost	 (CZ)	 –	 Hat’	 (CZ-PL)	 –	 Kędzierzyn	 (PL)	 -	 Stork	 II,	 (ii)	 a	 study	 on	 the	
dynamic	 behavior	 of	 synchronously	 interconnected	 Baltic	 States	 and	 Continental	 European	
electricity	network,	and	(iii)	the	small-scale	LNG	Reloading	Terminal	in	Gdansk	and	bunkering	
services.	

European	Energy	Programme	for	Recovery	(EEPR)	

                                                
2 They are: (i) the Baltic Pipe, (ii) GIPL, (iii) Poland-Slovakia interconnection and (iv) Poland–Germany 

interconnection. 
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Poland	 also	 implements	 various	 projects	 supported	 by	 the	 European	 Energy	 Programme	 for	
Recovery:	

• Gas	 interconnection	 Baltic	 –	 Poland,	 EEPR	 support:	 €50	 mln	 (the	 aim	 of	 the	
project	 is	 to	 strengthen	 the	 Polish	 gas	 transmission	 system.	 It	 covers	 the	
procurement	 and	 construction	 of	 a	 natural	 gas	 pipeline	 that	 extends	 from	
Świnoujście	to	Szczecin	and	a	compressor	station	in	Goleniow	in	Poland.);	

• LNG	 terminal	 in	Poland	 (Swinoujscie),	EEPR	support:	€79,561	mln	 (this	project	
involves	the	construction	of	 the	 infrastructure	 for	a	 liquefied	natural	gas	 (LNG)	
terminal.	 It	 consists	 of	 four	 parts:	 an	 LNG	 terminal,	 a	 docking	 area,	 a	 gas	
connection	 pipeline,	 and	 infrastructure	 providing	 access	 to	 the	 external	 port,	
including	 the	 breakwater.	 Once	 completed,	 it	 will	 provide	 important	 synergy	
with	other	planned	infrastructure	projects);	

• Gas	interconnection	Czech	-	Poland	-	reverse	flow	(RF	CZ-PL),	EEPR	support:	€14	
mln	(this	project	covers	the	construction	of	a	high-pressure	natural	gas	pipeline	
interconnection	 between	 Poland	 and	 the	 Czech	 Republic	 (Třanovice–Cieszyn–
Skoczów;	 the	 pipeline	 will	 allow	 gas	 flows	 of	 0.5	 billion	 cubic	 meters	 in	 both	
directions);	

• Gas	 interconnection	Poland	 -	 reverse	 flow	 (RF	PL),	EEPR	 support:	 €14,405,248	
(this	project	is	aimed	at	enhancing	the	Polish	natural	gas	transmission	system	at	
the	 cross-border	 connection	 point	 between	 Poland	 and	 Germany;	 the	 project	
includes	 the	 development	 of	 the	 network	 connection	 point	 at	 Lasow,	 the	
modernization	 of	 the	 Dziwiszów–Taczalin	 pipeline,	 the	 construction	 of	 the	
Jeleniow–Jeleniow	 and	 the	 Taczalin–Radakowice	 pipelines,	 the	 engineering	
phase	 of	 the	 compressor	 station	 in	 Jeleniow	 II	 and	 the	 construction	 of	 the	
Radakowice–Galow	pipeline);	

• CO2	Capture	and	Storage	(CCS),	Bełchatów	-	EEPR	support:	€180	mln,	of	which	
€21.3	mln	was	actually	paid	 (the	Commission	 terminated	 the	project	on	May	6	
2013	at	the	request	of	the	promoter	due	to	the	absence	of	a	realistic	plan	to	close	
the	gap	in	the	financial	structure	of	the	project,	the	technical	risks	and	the	failure	
of	Poland	to	transpose	the	CCS	Directive	in	a	timely	manner,	which	resulted	in	a	
lack	of	a	suitable	legal	framework	for	onshore	CO2	storage;	the	project	delivered	
a	 study	 covering	 the	 whole	 CCS	 project	 to	 the	 European	 CCS	 Demonstration	
Project	Network.)	
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Security	of	supply		

Preventive	Action	Plans	and	Emergency	Plans	from	Member	States	

EU	 countries	 must	 adopt	 and	 update,	 every	 four	 years,	 a	 Preventive	 Action	 Plan	 with	 the	
necessary	measures	to	remove	or	mitigate	the	gas	supply	risks	identified	in	their	national	and	
common	 (regional)	 risk	 assessments.	 The	 latest	 Preventive	Action	Plan	 and	Emergency	Plan	
were	adopted	in	Poland	in	2016.	The	Plans	set	out	the	public	service	obligations	related	to	the	
security	of	natural	gas	supplies	as	required	by	the	Energy	Law	and	the	Act	on	Fuel	Reserves.		

The	security	of	gas	fuel	supply	 is	also	ensured	by	the	way	 in	which	operators	plan	to	develop	
their	systems.	Prepared	by	the	transmission	system	operator	and	distribution	system	operator,	
the	 development	 plan	 in	 the	 scope	 of	 satisfying	 the	 current	 and	 future	 demand	 for	 gaseous	
fuels	 includes,	 in	 particular,	 the	 anticipated	 scope	 of	 gas	 fuel	 supply,	 projects	 related	 to	
modernization,	expansion	or	construction	of	the	network,	and	planned	new	sources	of	gaseous	
fuels,	as	well	as	modernization	and	extension	projects	or	building	connections	with	gas	systems	
of	other	countries.	The	 transmission	system	operator's	plan	 is	drawn	up	 for	10	years	and	 the	
distribution	system	operator’s	plan	 -	 for	5	years.	The	plans	are	prepared	 in	close	cooperation	
with	 the	 interested	 entities	 -	 entities	 connected	 to	 the	 network,	 municipalities	 and	 (for	 the	
transmission	 system	operator	plan)	 the	 local	 government	body	of	 the	 voivodship,	where	 the	
investment	project	is	planned	to	be	implemented.	

To	 help	 prevent	 potential	 supply	 disruptions,	 EU	 legislation	 creates	 common	 standards	 and	
indicators	to	measure	serious	threats	and	define	how	much	gas	EU	countries	need	to	be	able	to	
supply	to	households	and	other	vulnerable	consumers.	A	Gas	Coordination	Group	also	provides	
a	 forum	 to	 discuss	 gas	 supply	 issues.	 In	 2017,	 a	 new	 Security	 of	 Gas	 Supply	 Regulation	was	
introduced,	which:	

• requires	 the	 European	 Network	 for	 Transmission	 System	 Operators	 for	 Gas	
(ENTSO-G)	 to	 perform	 an	 EU-wide	 gas	 supply	 and	 infrastructure	 disruption	
simulation	in	order	to	provide	a	high	level	overview	of	the	major	supply	risks	for	
the	EU	

• requires	EU	countries	to	cooperate	with	each	other	in	regional	groups	to	assess	
common	supply	risks	together	(common	Risk	Assessments)	and	to	develop	and	
agree	 on	 joint	 preventive	 and	 emergency	 measures		 (to	 be	 reflected	 in	 their	
Preventive	Action	Plans	and	Emergency	Plans)	

• introduces	the	solidarity	principle:	EU	countries	must	help	each	other	to	always	
guarantee	gas	supply	to	the	most	vulnerable	consumers,	even	in	severe	gas	crisis	
situations	
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• improves	 transparency:	 natural	 gas	 companies	 must	 officially	 notify	 their	
appropriate	national	authority	about	their	major	long-term	supply	contracts	that	
may	be	 relevant	 to	security	of	 supply	 (if	a	contract	exceeds	28%	of	 the	annual	
gas	consumption	in	the	Member	State)				

• ensures	 that	 decisions	 on	 whether	 pipelines	 should	 have	 permanent	 bi-
directional	 capacity	 (reverse	 flow)	 take	 into	 consideration	 the	 views	 of	 all	 EU	
countries	that	could	potentially	benefit.	

Each	Member	State	must	appoint	a	public	authority	responsible	for	the	implementation	
of	EU	 legislation	concerning	 security	of	 supply	 -	 in	Poland	 the	competent	authority	 is	
the	Ministry	of	the	Energy.		

Cooperation	 to	 improve	 the	 operational	 security	 of	 the	 integrated	 transmission	 systems	 of	
Central	Europe	

In	December	2008,	eleven	transmission	system	operators	from	the	Czech	Republic,	Germany,	
Austria,	 the	 Netherlands,	 Switzerland	 and	 Poland	 entered	 into	 an	 agreement	 on	 the	
improvement	 of	 operational	 security	 of	 the	 integrated	 transmission	 systems	 in	 the	 Central	
European	 region.	 The	 project	 was	 initiated	 due	 to:	 i)	 the	 increasing	 requirements	 regarding		
operation	in	connection	with	the	rapid	development	of	the	wind	power	industry,	ii)	the	growth	
of	 cross-border	 trade,	 and	 iii)	 the	 growing	 need	 for	 the	 transmission	 of	 electricity.	 The	
operators	participating	in	the	initiative	declared	their	intent	to	develop	common	criteria	for	the	
assessment	of	operational	security	of	the	integrated	systems	and	to	ensure	free	data	exchange.	
The	achievement	of	 those	goals	will	 be	helped	by	an	 IT	platform	as	a	 common	 tool	 for	data	
sharing	 and	 security	 assessment,	 and	 the	 use	 of	 the	 data	 for	 the	 identification	 of	 remedial	
measures.	Through	the	structures	established,	the	representatives	of	PSE	actively	participate	
in	 the	 Steering	 Committee,	 the	 expert	 group	 for	 system	 operation	 security,	 and	 in	 working	
groups.	

Research,	innovation	and	competitiveness		

Smart	grids	

Since	 2017,	 PSE,	 together	 with	 ENERGA	 (a	 Polish	 energy	 company)	 and	 Hitachi,	 has	 been	
carrying	out	a	 smart	grid	project	aimed	at	 improving	 the	power	system	protection	 in	case	of	
major	 use	 of	 renewable	 energy.	 The	 project	 assumes	 the	 construction	 of	 a	 hybrid	 battery	
storage	with	a	power	of	approx.	6	MW	and	a	capacity	of	approx.	27	MWh.	

The	Polish-Japanese	partnership	in	this	project	is	the	result	of	a	cooperation	initiated	in	2014	by	
the	 Japanese	 government	 organization	 NEDO	 (New	 Energy	 and	 Industrial	 Technology	
Development	Organization)	and	the	Ministry	of	Economy	of	Poland.	
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Moreover,	most	of	the	Polish	energy	distribution	companies	are	carrying	out	various	smart	grid	
projects	targeted	to	the	end	users.	

Energy	clusters	

In	 2016,	 Poland	 introduced	 the	 concept	 of	 an	 energy	 cluster	 into	 Polish	 law.	 Clusters	 are	
supposed	 to	 be	 a	 group	 of	 interrelated	 entities	 involved	 in	 the	 generation,	 balancing	 and	
trading	of	energy	mainly	from	renewable	sources.	Clusters	are	to	contribute	to	ensuring	energy	
security	for	local	communities	and	to	stimulate	consumer-produced	energy.	Their	aim	is	also	to	
lower	energy	costs	for	end	users.	Currently,	33	cluster	pilot	projects	are	being	implemented	
with	the	support	of	the	Ministry	of	Energy.		

Electromobility	

The	Electromobility	Development	Program	 is	one	of	 the	 flagship	projects	of	 the	Strategy	 for	
Responsible	Development	being	implemented	by	the	Polish	government.	The	Electromobility	
Development	 Program	 aims	 to	 create	 conditions	 for	 the	 development	 of	 electromobility	 by	
popularizing	vehicle	charging	infrastructure	and	incentives	to	purchase	electric	vehicles.	It	also	
assumes	the	stabilization	of	the	power	grid	by	integrating	vehicles	with	the	network.	In	order	to	
achieve	 the	 intended	 objectives,	 the	 Electromobility	 Development	 Program	 pointed	 to	 the	
need	for	measures	to	change	regulatory	conditions	for	the	development	of	electromobility	and	
the	adaptation	of	the	energy	network	in	the	upcoming	years.	

Summary	

It	 is	clear	that,	once	most	of	the	infrastructure	projects	described	above	are	completed	in	the	
next	 few	years,	Poland	will	 finalize	 its	huge	 leap	from	being	an	 isolated	 island	to	becoming	a	
highly	interconnected	country.		

However,	one	should	note	that	there	are	still	various	cross-border	issues	limiting	the	utilization	
of	the	interconnections.	In	its	analysis	of	the	European	electricity	market	from	June	2018,	PSE	
identified	 several	 issues	 which	 are	 the	 biggest	 obstacles	 to	 a	 more	 complete	 cross-border	
integration	 of	 the	 energy	 markets.3	 Among	 others,	 PSE	 has	 indicated	 that	 incorrectly	
designated	market	areas	(zones),	whose	boundaries	are	difficult	to	adjust	and	causing	the	loop	
flows	 (power	 flows	 within	 the	 transmission	 network	 of	 one	 operator	 caused	 by	 commercial	
transactions	in	the	area	controlled	by	neighbouring	operators),	and	the	issue	of	redispatching	
(a	measure	used	by	one	or	several	TSOs	through	a	change	in	the	production	schedule	or	load	to	
change	physical	flows	within	the	transmission	system	and	reduce	constraints)	are	the	biggest	
challenges	facing	local	regulators	and	transmission	system	operators.	

                                                
3 https://www.pse.pl/documents/20182/30599076/PSE_Diagnoza_wersja_pelna_FINAL_PL.pdf 
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Moreover,	 technical	 progress	 has	 to	 accompany	 the	 development	 of	 the	 internal	 energy	
market.	 Currently,	 except	 for	 the	 National	 Energy	 Policy	 2030,	 which	 is	 the	 last	 strategic	
document	 adopted	 by	 the	 Council	 of	 Ministers	 in	 2009,	 the	 Polish	 government	 has	 not	
published	any	strategic	roadmap	for	the	energy	market.	In	the	last	several	years,	many	foreign	
energy	companies	have	decided	to	leave	Poland	and,	as	a	result,	the	Polish	electricity	and	gas	
market	has	become	a	highly	concentrated	market	on	which	the	majority	of	players	are	state-
controlled	 entities.	 It	 seems	 that	 there	 is	 no	 clear	 concept	 on	 either	 the	 regional	 or	 national	
level	 on	 how	 to	 convert	 the	 regional	 cooperation	 focused	 on	 the	 new	 interconnection	
infrastructure	into	the	regional	energy	market.		

Therefore,	despite	the	 impressive	 infrastructure	development	 in	recent	years,	Poland	still	has	
much	to	do.		
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Introduction	

Croatia	was	integrated	into	the	European	energy	market	and	its	energy	acquis	communautaire	
prior	to	its	accession	to	the	EU	in	2013.	Croatian	electricity	and	gas	transmission	operators	have	
joined	 ENTSO-E	 and	 ENTSO-G,	 and	 consequently	 the	market	 of	 South	 Eastern	 Europe	was	
integrated	into	the	European	market.	Croatia	also	has	six	projects	on	the	PCI	list,	and	two	are	
co-financed	by	 the	Connecting	European	Facility	 (CEF).	Croatia	 set	 the	goal	of	 reaching	10%	
interconnection	 capacity	 of	 electricity,	 and	 interconnectors	 allowing	 reverse	 flow	 between	
Croatia,	Slovenia	and	Hungary	should	further	integrate	the	gas	market.	However,	the	biggest	
energy	project	in	Croatia,	the	LNG	terminal	on	the	island	of	Krk,	which	is	on	the	PCI	list	and	is	
co-financed	by	the	CEF,	has	still	not	reached	the	construction	phase.	With	the	Ionian–Adriatic	
pipeline	as	a	tie-in	to	the	Trans-Adriatic	Pipeline	not	on	the	PCI	list,	and	the	LNG	terminal	not	
close	to	realization,	Croatia	is	missing	the	chance	of	becoming	an	important	energy	hub	in	the	
Adriatic	 and	 the	 Mediterranean.	 It	 also	 decreases	 Croatia’s	 importance	 in	 the	 Three	 Seas	
Initiative	and	in	the	Central	European	energy	market.	

Institutional	cooperation	

In	June	2017,	Croatia	and	Hungary	signed	the	Memorandum	of	Understanding	on	reverse	flows	
of	 gas,	 thus	 enabling	 the	 bidirectional	 use	 of	 their	 interconnection	 point	 and	 enabling	 the	
preconditions	 for	 deliveries	 of	 gas	 from	 the	 LNG	 terminal	 on	 the	 Croatian	 island	 of	 Krk	 to	
Hungary	 in	 the	 mid-term.	 The	 Memorandum	 was	 signed	 within	 Cooperation	 under	 the	
Commission	 Initiative	 on	 Central	 and	 South	 Eastern	 European	 Energy	 Connectivity	 (CESEC)	
launched	in	2015.	

HOPS	 d.o.o.	 is	 the	 Croatian	member	within	 ENTSO-E.	 In	October	 2004,	 the	 Croatian	 entity	
joined	UCTE,	which	was	later	replaced	by	ENTSO-E,	thus	connecting	the	power	grids	of	Central	
Europe	 to	 South	 Eastern	 Europe.	With	 this	 connection,	 Europe	was	 again	 unified	 in	 a	 single	
continental	 transmission	 system	 after	 13	 years	 of	 division	 due	 to	 damage	 caused	 by	wars	 in	
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Croatia	and	the	SEE	region	in	the	1990s.	Plinacro	d.o.o.	has	been	the	Croatian	member	within	
ENTSO-G	since	December	2011.	

The	internal	energy	market	

Croatia	 seeks	 to	 integrate	 both	 its	 electricity	 and	 gas	 markets	 primarily	 with	 Hungary	 and	
Slovenia.	In	the	electricity	market,	Croatia,	Hungary	and	Slovenia	have	currently	set	a	target	of	
having	a	minimum	of	10%	of	electrical	power	transmitted	across	the	border	and	reaching	10%	
interconnection	capacity.	The	level	of	interconnection	in	Croatia	was	52%	in	2018,	and	by	2020	
this	 level	 will	 grow	 to	 102%.	 In	 the	 gas	 market,	 interconnection	 of	 Croatia	 and	 Slovenia	 in	
Rogatec,	as	well	as	 the	 interconnection	of	Croatia	and	Hungary	 in	Donji	Miholjac,	will	be	 the	
points	 of	 reverse	 flow	of	 gas	 upon	 completion	of	 the	Krk	 LNG	 terminal,	with	 envisaged	 first	
deliveries	of	gas	in	2020.	

Croatia	and	Slovenia,	with	the	involvement	of	their	regulatory	authorities,	launched	the	Market	
Coupling	Project	(MRC)	in	June	2018.	The	border	between	Croatia	and	Slovenia,	which	became	
a	 part	 of	 the	 Multi	 Regional	 Coupling,	 is,	 from	 June	 onwards,	 allocated	 through	 the	 Price	
Coupling	of	Regions	(PCR)	solution	for	the	Day-Ahead	markets.	

In	the	gas	market,	the	implementing	of	network	codes	only	on	interconnection	points	will	not	
bring	the	added	value	for	market	integration,	which	needs	full	implementation	and	reciprocity.	
The	electricity	network	 code,	Guideline	on	Capacity	Allocation	and	Congestion	Management	
(Regulation	on	market	coupling	–	CACM),	needs	a	common	market	coupling	for	the	region	of	
South	Eastern	Europe.	The	Treaty	Establishing	the	Energy	Community	should	be	reformed	and	
introduce	formal	legal	reciprocity.	

Croatian	 legislation	 is	 harmonized	 with	 the	 EU,	 but	 the	 European	 Commission	 encourages	
Croatia	 to	 cooperate	more	 with	 other	member	 states	 in	 crisis	management	 and	 to	 adopt	 a	
regional	approach	to	adoption	of	action	plans.	

Infrastructure	development	

Croatia	is	currently	engaged	in	six	Projects	of	Common	Interest	(PCIs):	

In	 Priority	 Corridor	 North-South	 Electricity	 Interconnections	 in	 Central	 Eastern	 and	 South	
Europe	(Corridor	III,	‘NSI	East	Electricity’):	

1.Interconnection	 between	 Žerjavenec	 (HR)/Hévíz	 (HU)	 and	 Cirkovce	 (SI)	 with	 PCI	 number	
3.9.1.	

In	 Priority	 Corridor	 North-South	 Gas	 Interconnections	 in	 Central	 Eastern	 and	 South	 Eastern	
Europe	(Corridor	VI,	‘NSI	East	Gas’)	there	are	four	projects.	Three	are	connected	to	the	cluster	
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Krk	 LNG	 terminal	 (PCI	 6.5)	 with	 connecting	 and	 evacuation	 pipelines	 towards	 Hungary	 and	
beyond,	including	the	following	PCIs:	

2.	 Development	 of	 a	 LNG	 terminal	 in	 Krk	 (HR)	 up	 to	 2.6	bcm/a	 –	 Phase	 I	 and	 connecting	
pipeline	Omišalj	–	Zlobin	(HR),	(PCI	6.5.1)	

3.	Compressor	station	1	at	the	Croatian	gas	transmission	system,	(PCI	6.55)	

4.	Expansion	of	LNG	terminal	on	Krk	(HR)	above	2.6	bcm/a	–	Phase	II	and	evacuation	pipelines	
Zlobin–Bosiljevo–Sisak–Kozarac–Slobodnica	(HR),	(PCI	6.5.6)	

One	 project	 is	 within	 the	 cluster	 Croatia–Slovenia–Austria	 at	 Rogatec,	 (PCI	 6.26.)	 which	
includes:	

5.	The	Croatia–Slovenia	interconnection	(Lučko–Zabok–Rogatec),	(PCI	6.26.1)	

In	Corridor	X	–	Priority	Thematic	Area	Smart	Grids	Deployment	one	project:	

6.	SINCRO.GRID	(Slovenia,	Croatia,	PCI	10.3)	–	An	innovative	integration	of	synergetic,	mature	
technology-based	solutions	in	order	to	increase	the	security	of	operations	of	the	Slovenian	and	
Croatian	electricity	systems	simultaneously.	

In	comparison,	neighboring	Hungary	has	eight,	and	Slovenia	three	PCI	projects.	

Particularly	 important	to	electricity	 interconnection	 is	PCI	3.9.1	on	Corridor	 III,	which	 includes	
the	construction	of	80	km	of	power	lines	and	a	transformer	station	at	Cirkovce	in	Slovenia	that	
will	connect	to	400	kV	power	lines	between	Žerjavinec	in	Croatia	and	Hévíz	in	Hungary	by	2019.	
In	 accordance	 with	 the	 EU’s	 2014	 request	 that	 EU	member	 states	 have	 a	minimum	 of	 15%	
interconnection	 share	 within	 their	 electricity	 production	 by	 2030,	 Croatia,	 Hungary	 and	
Slovenia	 have	 currently	 set	 targets	 of	 having	 a	 minimum	 of	 10%	 of	 electrical	 power	 to	 be	
transmitted	across	the	border	and	thus	reach	10%	interconnection	capacity.	By	implementing	
the	PCI	projects	and	cross-border	project,	and	with	the	10%	goal	set,	Croatia	has	augmented	its	
interconnection,	and	its	electricity	network	is	connected	with	networks	of	not	just	EU	members	
Hungary	 and	 Slovenia	 but	 also	 with	 Bosnia	 and	 Herzegovina,	 and	 Serbia.	 According	 to	 the	
European	 Commission,	 the	 level	 of	 interconnection	 in	 Croatia	 is	 currently	 52%,	 and	 the	 EC	
estimates	this	level	will	grow	to	102%	by	2020.	For	Hungary,	these	levels	are	58%	and	98%,	and	
for	Slovenia,	these	levels	are	84%	and	132%,	respectively.	

The	 Croatia–Slovenia	 gas	 interconnection	 (Lučko–Zabok–Rogatec)	 is	 a	 project	 of	 significant	
importance	 for	upgrading	 the	 interconnection	 in	 the	EU	market	and	 increasing	of	 security	of	
supply.	PCI	6.26.1	has	been	on	the	PCI	list	since	2013,	and	from	2015	has	been	integrated	with	
the	Croatia–Slovenia–Austria	cluster.	The	project	includes	expansion	and	modernization	of	the	
pipeline	between	Bosiljevo,	Karlovac,	Lučko	and	Zabok	in	Croatia,	and	Rogatec	in	Slovenia	on	
the	border	with	Croatia,	plus	the	construction	of	a	compression	station	on	the	Croatian	side	of	
the	border.	
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SINCRO.GRID	and	the	LNG	terminal	on	the	 island	of	Krk,	with	 its	connecting	and	evacuation	
pipelines,	 are	 two	 projects	 on	 the	 PCI	 list	 that	 have	 received	 funding	 from	 the	 Connecting	
Europe	Facility	 (CEF).	 In	Croatia,	gas	projects	are	 co-financed	by	 the	CEF	 (70%),	while	 in	 the	
rest	of	the	EU	electricity	receives	78%	co-financing,	so	it	can	be	concluded	that	the	co-financing	
scheme	in	Croatia	is	quite	unique	among	EU	member	states.	

SINCRO.GRID	has	been	on	 the	PCI	 list	 since	2015,	and	 the	project	was	allocated	40.5	million	
euros	 by	 the	 CEF	 in	 2017,	 which	 represents	 51%	 of	 the	 project’s	 value.	 The	 project	 aims	 to	
increase	 the	 security	 of	 supply	 and	 tackle	 the	 problem	 of	 voltage	 in	 the	 220kV	 and	 400kV	
electricity	grids	in	transmission	systems	in	Croatia	and	Slovenia,	and	with	transit	flows	in	both	
countries,	 this	 problem	 cannot	 be	 approached	 individually	 without	 the	 cooperation	 of	 both	
countries.	

The	LNG	terminal	on	Krk	has	been	on	the	PCI	list	since	2013	and	on	Croatia’s	list	of	projects	of	
strategic	 investment	 since	 2015.	 However,	 the	 PCI	 application	 made	 by	 Croatia	 and	 the	
Croatian	government’s	budgeting	for	the	terminal	are	not	in	line.	In	the	PCI	application	Croatia	
stated	1.1	billion	euros	total	budget,	with	360	million	euros	needed	for	the	first	phase.	On	the	
other	hand,	the	decision	of	the	Croatian	government	from	2015	does	not	include	the	Floating	
Storage	 and	 Regasification	 Unit	 (FSRU)	 terminal,	 and	 the	 total	 budget	 is	 much	 lower	 at	
between	400	and	640	million	euros.	The	project	was	allocated	102.4	million	euros	from	the	CEF	
in	2017,	with	101.4	million	euros	allocated	for	conduction	and	the	rest	for	project	study.	

In	the	meantime,	Croatia	has	decided	to	contract	the	FSRU	terminal	on	Krk	before	construction	
of	 a	 full-capacity	 onshore	 terminal,	which	 still	 does	 not	 have	 a	 clear	 timetable.	 Part	 I	 of	 the	
FSRU	 terminal’s	 total	 investment	 costs	 is	 estimated,	 excluding	 capitalized	 interest	 and	 fees	
during	 construction,	 at	 230	million	euros,	which	 includes	an	FSRU	vessel	 procurement	worth	
160	million	euros,	EPC	onshore	construction	of	60	million	euros	and	land	conduction	works	of	
10	million	euros.	

For	the	financing	structure	it	includes	the	EU	grant	from	the	CEF,	which	is	envisaged	currently	
to	be	27.92%	of	allowable	capital	expenditure,	which	is	limited	to	101.4	million	euros,	with	the	
equity/debt	share	currently	assumed	at	30:70.	The	Final	equity/debt	share	will	be	determined	
during	 negotiations	 of	 shareholders	 with	 potential	 lenders.	 Debt	 will	 be	 obtained	 by	 an	
institutional	 investor,	 and	 a	 17-year	 loan	 is	 currently	 being	 assumed,	 including	 two	 years	 of	
construction	 plus	 a	 one-year	 grace	 period	 (principal-only	 interest	 to	 be	 paid),	 plus	 14-year	
repayment	(semi-annual	repayments,	equal	principal	annuities).	

The	FSRU	terminal	on	Krk	is	currently	Part	I,	and	Part	II	of	the	project	includes	the	construction	
of	a	gas	pipeline	form	Omišalj	on	Krk	to	Bosiljevo.	The	total	cost	of	Part	II	is	currently	estimated	
at	 35	million	 euros,	 with	 50%	 of	 the	 total	 budget	 granted	 by	 the	 CEF	 and	 50%	 covered	 by	
Croatia’s	own	resources.	
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In	July	2018,	EIB,	EBRD	and	the	European	Commission	signed	four	agreements	with	Croatian	
energy	company	HEP	with	loans	worth	130	million	euros	that	will	 finance	investments	 in	new	
electricity	and	heat	cogeneration	units	in	an	Elektrana–Toplana	combined	heat	and	power	(EL	
TO	CHP)	plant	close	to	the	center	of	Zagreb.	The	new	plant	will	replace	the	obsolete	oil-	and	
gas-fired	turbines	and	boilers.	The	capacity	of	the	new	combined-cycle	gas	turbine	units	will	be	
150	MW	 of	 electrical	 energy	 and	 114	MW	 of	 thermal	 energy,	 with	 lower	 greenhouse	 gas	
emissions.	The	loan	financing	structure	is	divided	between	the	EBRD	(87	million	euros)	and	EIB	
with	 (43	 million	 euros).	 The	 loan	 will	 be	 guaranteed	 by	 the	 European	 Fund	 for	 Strategic	
Investments	(EFSI),	which	is	the	central	pillar	of	the	Investment	Plan	for	Europe.	

Security	of	supply	

Regional	 cooperation	 in	 the	domain	of	gas	 (regional	 chapters	 in	Preventive	Action	Plans	and	
Emergency	 Plans,	 regional	 n-1	 standards,	 common	 risk	 assessment	 within	 regional	 groups,	
etc.).	 Regional	 cooperation	 in	 the	 domain	 of	 electricity	 (i.e.	 Regional	 Security	 Coordination	
initiatives).	

According	 to	 the	European	Commission’s	Opinion	 from	February	2018	on	 the	assessment	of	
the	 Preventive	 Action	 Plan	 and	 Emergency	 Plan	 submitted	 by	 the	 Croatian	 Ministry	 of	
Environment	and	Energy,	the	Commission	considers	that	Croatia	has	shortcomings	in	both	its	
Preventive	Action	Plan	and	Emergency	Plan,	as	well	as	 in	 the	 field	of	cooperation	with	other	
member	 states.	 The	 Commission	 also	 expressed	 its	 concerns	 and	 asked	 the	 Ministry	 of	
Environment	and	Energy	of	Croatia	to	take	these	concerns	 into	consideration	and	to	conduct	
amendments	to	its	Preventive	Action	Plan	and	Emergency	Plan	accordingly.	

The	Croatian	Ministry	notified	the	Commission	that	it	had	updated	its	Preventive	Action	Plan	in	
January	2017	and	its	Emergency	Plan	in	November	2017.	The	Ministry	consulted	Hungary	and	
Slovenia	for	its	Preventive	Action	Plan,	and	Hungary,	Italy	and	Slovenia	for	its	Emergency	Plan.	

However,	the	Commission	deems	that	Croatia’s	Preventive	Action	Plan	needs	be	amended	in	
order	to	clarify	the	calculation	of	the	supply	standard	and	its	compliance	with	the	requirements	
of	Article	8	of	EU	Regulation	No	2017/1938,	and	states	that	any	increased	supply	standard	must	
comply	 with	 the	 conditions	 set	 out	 in	 Article	 8	 of	 the	 Regulation	 and	 be	 described	 in	 the	
Preventive	Action	Plan.	The	EC	also	 states	 in	 its	Opinion	 that	 the	Croatian	Plan	did	not	 take	
into	 account	 the	 consumption	 of	 the	 “institutions”	 as	 an	 additional	 group	 of	 consumers	
considered	as	protected	 in	Croatia,	while	 the	Commission	perceives	 that	 the	consumption	of	
these	institutions	should	be	included	in	the	calculations	for	the	20%	threshold	requirement.	

The	EC	also	considers	that	the	Croatian	Emergency	Plan	should	be	amended	in	order	to	clearly	
determine	the	scope	and	status	of	the	measures	in	the	Plan,	and	reminds	Croatia	that	if	these	
measures	were	non-market-based	measures,	 their	adoption	 in	phases	prior	 to	an	emergency	
would	be	in	contradiction	to	the	definition	of	an	"alert	level"	and	"early	warning"	in	Article	10(3)	
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of	EU	Regulations.	The	Commission	also	 considers	 that	 the	Emergency	Plan	 should	describe	
the	mechanisms	used	to	cooperate	with	other	Member	States	for	each	crises	 level.	Croatia	 is	
reminded	to	amend	its	Plan	in	order	to	include	a	description	of	the	mechanisms	per	crisis	level	
used	in	the	context	of	cooperation	with	other	Member	States,	as	it	seems	that	Croatia	has	not	
agreed	on	these	measures	with	other	Member	States.	

Within	the	Regional	Network	Security	Coordination	initiatives	(RSCI),	the	Croatian	TSO	HOPS	
became	 a	 full	 member	 of	 the	 Transmission	 System	Operator	 Security	 Cooperation	 (TSC)	 in	
December	2012,	and	Croatian	membership	in	the	TSC	marked	a	big	step	toward	upgrading	the	
level	of	security	of	the	electricity	network	in	Central	Europe,	from	the	Baltic	Sea	to	the	Adriatic.	

In	 its	 2017–2026	 Plan	 for	 the	 Development	 of	 Transmission	 System	 published	 in	 December	
2017,	HOPS	set	out	 its	goals	for	the	10-year	period,	 including	upgrading	of	the	Common	tool	
for	 data	 exchange	 and	 n-1	 security	 assessment	 (CTDS)	within	 the	 TSC,	 implementation	 of	 a	
common	 data	 model	 (CDM),	 and	 implementation	 of	 a	 common	 Grid	 Model	 Exchange	
Specification	(CGMES)	in	 the	National	Dispatch	Center	 (NDC).	Further	 to	 this,	HOPS	plans	 to	
upgrade	and	broaden	the	system	for	management	of	the	network	and	security	for	processing	
system,	and	to	upgrade	and	widen	the	electrical	energy	storage	(EES)	in	Wide	area	monitoring	
systems	 (WAMS),	 and	 subsequently	 the	 transfer	 toward	 smart	 grid	 technology	 and	
applications.	

Research,	innovation	and	competitiveness	

Common	R&D	projects	or	demonstration	projects	(for	example	SincoGrid).	

The	 SINCRO.GRID	 smart	 grid	 project	 was	 launched	 in	 February	 2015	 and	 is	 a	 collaboration	
between	Croatian	Transmission	System	Operator	Ltd.	 (Hrvatski	operator	prijenosnog	sustava	
d.o.o.	–HOPS)	and	Slovenian	Electricity	Transmission	System	Operator	Ltd.	(ELES	d.o.o.,	until	
2014	under	the	name	Elektro-Slovenija).	The	project	was	established	 in	order	to	regulate	the	
electricity	system,	due	to	increasing	integration	of	decentralized	renewable	energy	sources	in	
both	Slovenia	and	Croatia.	The	SINCRO.GRID	project	consists	of	an	advanced	dynamic	thermal	
rating	system,	a	battery	electricity	storage	system,	deployment	of	compensation	devices	and	a	
virtual	cross-border	control	center.	

Croatia	and	Slovenia	presented	SINCRO.GRID	as	a	project	of	 international	cooperation	 in	the	
field	of	smart	grids	to	the	European	Commission,	and	in	2015	the	project	was	added	to	the	PCI	
list.	 In	 2016	 SINCRO.GRID	 applied	 for	 CEF	 funding	 and	 subsequently	 opened	 tendering	
procedures.	 In	 May	 2017	 a	 contract	 was	 signed	 with	 the	 Commission	 for	 co-financing	 the	
SINCRO.GRID	 project.	 Currently,	 the	 grid’s	 infrastructure	 is	 being	 upgraded,	 and	 in	 2020	
advanced	 tools	 in	 system	 operation	 will	 be	 implemented.	 The	 project	 will	 be	 active	 until	
November	2021,	and	by	that	date	all	systems	should	have	been	tested	and	optimized.	
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Development	of	regional	consortiums	(e.g.	within	the	Horizon	2020	Program)	

“CROSSBOW	–	CROSS	BOrder	management	of	variable	renewable	energies	and	storage	units	
enabling	a	 transnational	Wholesale	market”	 is	a	project	within	 the	 framework	of	 the	Horizon	
2020	 program.	 CROSSBOW	 is	 a	multi-partner	 project	 implemented	 by	 transmission	 system	
operators	 (TSOs)	 and	 its	 consortium	 involves	 24	 academic,	 commercial	 and	 non-profit	
partners.	 The	 participants	 in	 the	 CROSSBOW	 project	 are	 from	 Austria,	 Bosnia	 and	
Herzegovina,	Bulgaria,	Croatia,	Germany,	Greece,	Macedonia,	Montenegro,	Romania,	Serbia,	
Slovenia,	 Spain,	 and	 Ukraine,	 and	 TSOs	 represent	 eight	 countries	 located	 in	 South	 Eastern	
Europe.	The	duration	of	the	project	is	48	months	from	November	2017	until	October	2021,	and	
its	budget	is	22	million	euros,	with	a	European	Commission	contribution	of	17.2	million	euros.	
At	 this	moment,	 CROSSBOW	 is	 one	 of	 the	most	 relevant	 innovation	 projects	 in	 the	 field	 of	
smart	grids	 in	 the	EU.	The	project	 is	divided	 into	 six	 subprojects	 and	19	work	packages.	The	
Croatian	TSO	HOPS,	presides	over	subproject	6,	“Integration	and	demonstration”,	and	working	
package	13,	“Large	scale	demonstration	activities	of	the	integrated	CROSSBOW	ecosystem.”	

CROSSBOW	 has	 two	 long-term	 goals,	 one	 of	 which	 is	 the	 development	 of	 a	 set	 of	
technological	 solutions	 in	 the	 market	 for	 strengthening	 transmission	 networks	 and	 cross-
border	management	of	variable	renewable	energies	and	storage	units,	and	these	solutions	are	
created	for	enabling	and	increasing	the	shared	use	of	resources.	As	a	result,	a	higher	share	of	
renewables	will	be	 integrated	 into	 the	energy	system,	allowing	a	higher	penetration	of	clean	
energies	 while	 reducing	 network	 operational	 costs.	 These	 solutions	 should	 be	 implemented	
within	two	years	of	the	project	ending.	The	second	aim	of	CROSSBOW	is	to	have	an	impact	on	
the	commercial	operation	and	innovation	activities	of	the	consortium.	The	project	also	hopes	
to	see	a	return	on	investment	within	three	years	of	the	full	deployment	and	commercialization	
of	 products	 and	 services	 developed	 therein.	 CROSSBOW	 aims	 to	 enable	 access	 to	 better-
quality	energy	services	for	millions	of	citizens	in	the	region	and	to	create	thousands	of	jobs,	and	
also	a	10%	increase	(15.2	TWh)	of	the	share	of	renewable	energy	sources	in	the	energy	mix	and	
a	reduction	of	3	million	tons	of	greenhouse	gas	emissions.	The	CROSSBOW	project	also	aims	to	
enable	better	control	of	cross-border	balancing	energy	at	interconnection	points,	new	storage	
solutions	(both	distributed	and	centralized)	offering	ancillary	services	to	operate	virtual	storage	
plants	 (VSPs);	better	 information	and	communication	 technology	 (ICT)	and	communications,	
including	better	network	observability,	or	flexible	generation	and	demand-response	schemas;	
the	 definition	 of	 a	 trans-national	 wholesale	 market,	 proposing	 fair	 and	 sustainable	
remuneration	for	clean	energy	through	the	definition	of	new	business	models.	

The	results	of	CROSSBOW	will	be	evaluated	over	18	months	by	one	of	the	European	Regional	
Security	 Coordinator	 (RSC)	 and	 eight	 TSOs	 in	 South	 Eastern	 Europe,	 grouped	 to	 form	 nine	
demo	 clusters,	 manifesting	 the	 individual	 challenges	 that	 each	 country	 participating	 in	 the	
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project	faces,	and	indicating	how	the	project	deals	with	the	regional	challenges	faced	by	these	
TSOs.	

Lessons	learned	and	recommendations	

Identify	the	main	challenges,	define	priority	areas	for	future	cooperation	and	prepare	a	set	of	
recommendations	to	improve	it.	

In	 order	 to	 fully	 integrate	 into	 the	 regional	 energy	 market,	 use	 all	 potential	 for	 regional	
cooperation	 and	 meet	 the	 goals	 of	 the	 EU’s	 Energy	 Union,	 Croatia	 should	 implement	 the	
following:	

• Reform	the	public	administration,	enhance	the	business	environment,	decrease	the	role	
of	 the	 state,	 and	 amend	 laws	 and	 regulation	 that	 block	 or	 delay	 key	 infrastructure	
projects;	

• Adopt	 energy	 investment	 decisions	 according	 to	 sustainability	 and	 the	 goals	 of	 the	
projects,	upgrade	capacities	for	project	preparation	and	implementation,	and	make	the	
regulatory	framework	transparent,	flexible	and	stable;	

• Increase	 energy	 security	 and	 security	 of	 supply	 through	 new	 supply	 routes	 and	
intensified	regional	cooperation	and	connectivity;	

• Asses	the	security	of	supply,	market	competition	and	market	sales,	and	position	within	
European	gas	networks	of	the	LNG	terminal	on	Krk;	

• Synchronize	the	regulatory	framework	fully	with	EU	regulations	and	recommendations	
of	the	European	Commission’s	2017	Reform	Program	for	Croatia;	

• Develop	the	requirements	of	the	Energy	Union	and	Energy	Climate	Plan	for	2021–2030,	
including	 regional	 market	 integration,	 energy	 efficiency,	 upgrading	 the	 energy	
transition	and	further	decreasing	the	ratio	of	carbon-based	fuels	in	overall	consumption	
in	line	with	the	Low	Carbon	Development	Strategy;	

• Continue	 to	 increase	 the	 space	 for	 integration,	 development	 and	 increased	 share	 of	
renewables,	regardless	of	the	fact	that	requirements	set	for	renewables’	share	of	overall	
consumption	have	been	met;	

• Conduct	 the	 introduction	 of	 new	 technologies	 and	 implement	 market	 reforms	
constantly;	
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Introduction 

The national and regional energy security of South Eastern European (SEE) countries has 
become a hot topic of discussion in the EU in the past five years, focusing the attention of 
experts, policymakers and the general public on ongoing and future energy projects but also on 
the features of energy governance in these countries. The interruption of gas supplies to Europe 
as a result of the Russian–Ukrainian pricing dispute in 2009, the continuing Russian–Ukrainian 
crisis after the annexation of Crimea, and the EU–Russia controversies regarding the Nord and 
Turkish Stream pipeline have activated the EU into jumpstarting the development of key gas 
supply security projects in the region. As an area of immense geostrategic importance, the region 
has become vital for completing the integration of the European gas market on the one hand, and 
for transiting the alternative gas supply coming from the energy-rich Caspian Sea and the Middle 
East on the other. Meanwhile, Russia has stepped up efforts to promote its own version of 
diversification, this time of transit routes circumventing Ukraine and capturing an even larger 
market share in SEE. 

Russia has exploited its dominant position in the energy market and its long-term links with 
certain political and economic groups to shape political decisions across the region according to 
its own interests but often to the detriment of the home-country consumers. Energy has also been 
the main channel for the growing Russian economic and political influence in SEE. The most 
visible manifestation has been the gradual takeover of the energy sector by Russian companies. 
With the exception of Greece and the Republic of Northern Macedonia (RNM), Russian firms 
directly or indirectly control the region’s biggest refineries, wholesale fuel distribution networks, 
and underground gas storage facilities and gas pipelines. Its investments in the energy sector have 
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been specifically designed to reduce competition and reinforce Russia’s position by locking in 
supply. Such investments are designed not only to protect Russia’s economic and political 
interests but also to promote interdependence among countries that prioritize Russia in their 
relations. Long-term, oil-indexed gas supply contracts have kept prices higher than the European 
average, while Russia-linked intermediaries have captured energy policymaking institutions to 
prevent the development of alternative routes, the connection of gas systems, and the building of 
outlets for the import of LNG from the global market. Natural gas transmission operators and 
regulators have been dragging their feet for more than a decade now on reaching a functioning 
agreement on liberalizing cross-border trade aligned with EU rules. The 2016 agreement between 
Greece, Bulgaria and Romania, and with the tacit support of the EU and Gazprom, has yet to 
produce a major change in the regional gas markets, which remain more or less isolated islands. 

A glimmer of hope is, nonetheless, visible at the end of the tunnel. The EU–Gazprom agreement 
on the anti-trust case related to monopoly pricing and the abuse of Gazprom’s dominant position 
in several CEE and SEE countries has provided an opportunity for governments to approach 
Gazprom and request new contract terms based on spot gas trading and flexible volumes. The 
abolishment of destination clauses in such revised supply agreements could also open the way for 
an increase in gas trading, in turn expanding competition and lowering prices for consumers. 

There are also concrete efforts, albeit delayed, to move forward on source diversification. The 
Interconnector Greece–Bulgaria (IGB) has entered its decisive construction phase, having been 
exempted from the EU Third Energy Package and having found shippers to book slightly more 
than half of the pipeline. Hence, by early 2021, when the Trans-Adriatic Pipeline (TAP) passing 
through Greece, Albania and terminating in Italy is completed, Bulgaria should start receiving 1 
billion cubic metres (bcm) per year from the Shah Deniz II giant gas field in the Caspian Sea. 
New LNG terminals on the Adriatic and the Aegean are also in the making, while new gas 
discoveries in the Romanian Black Sea could usher a gas transformation in the SEE region in the 
next decade. 

Breaking the Status Quo 

The SEE countries were among the hardest hit countries in 2009 following the gas supply 
disruptions in Ukraine. Almost a decade later, regional governments have done little to improve 
their energy security. Efforts to diversify the gas supply by building regional interconnectors with 
Greece–Bulgaria, Turkey–Bulgaria, Bulgaria–Romania, Bulgaria–Serbia, Croatia–Bosnia and 
Herzegovina, Greece–RNM and Croatia–Hungary have stalled in spite of external financing and 
due to lack of administrative capacity and state capture from domestic and foreign interests. 
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The result has been that countries in the region have consistently depended on Russia for between 
70% and 100% of their gas consumption1. Bulgaria, the RNM, and Bosnia and Herzegovina are 
the most vulnerable, as they do not have any domestic gas resources and are currently locked out 
of potential alternative gas supplies. Serbia has some small domestic production, but its inflexible 
contract with Gazprom and the strong Russian influence over the government in Belgrade have 
prevented the country from seeking alternatives. Because of their energy dependence on Russia 
and insufficient integration into EU markets, over the past decade Bulgaria, Serbia, the RNM and 
Bosnia have, on average, paid between 10% and 30% more for their Russian natural gas imports 
than Germany. In 2013, RNM and Bosnia and Herzegovina paid the highest and second-highest 
import prices in Europe, respectively2. 

 By contrast, the price German suppliers pay is close to 3.4% below the average Gazprom price 
charged to European clients. It seems that price differentials are largely determined not by market 
conditions but by other factors, such as the level of the natural gas dependence of an economy, 
whether a country has operational interconnections with neighbouring gas markets, and to what 
extent each country is able to influence the gas contract terms in bilateral negotiations with 
Russia.  

The justification given in price disputes for the lower price Germany pays for Russian gas as a 
“quantity discount” appears implausible when the volume-adjusted prices in Ukraine and Turkey 
are compared. Ukraine and Turkey are paying some of the highest gas import prices in Europe 
despite the fact that they purchase equally high volumes of Russian gas.	 Current long-term 
contracts between the national gas companies in CEE and Gazprom will last until the early 
2020s, incurring huge losses for their gas customers. The Bulgarian state-owned gas company, 
for example, will overpay Gazprom around EUR 1.1 billion during that period, an amount equal 
to one-third of the average annual EU development aid for Bulgaria until 2020. 

 

 

 

 

 
                                                
1 Shentov, Ognian, Stefanov, Ruslan and Vladimirov, Martin. (2019 upc.). Russian Economic Grip on 
Central and Eastern Europe. Routledge: New York, 2019. 
2 Radio Free Europe. 2014. “Gazprom’s Grip: Russia’s Leverage Over Europe: Infographics on the Russian Gas 
Dependence in Europe by Country.” www.rferl.org/a/gazprom-russia-gas-leverage-europe/25441983.html. 
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Figure 1 Average Natural Gas Import Prices in Selected CEE Countries 

	

Source: Shentov, Ognian, Stefanov, Ruslan and Vladimirov, Martin. (2019 upc.). Russian Economic Grip on 
Central and Eastern Europe. Routledge: New York, 2019. 

In better shape are Romania, Croatia and Greece. Romania satisfies between 75% and 80% of its 
gas needs by local production, and is working proactively on developing its natural gas potential 
in the Black Sea, which is estimated at 200 bcm of recoverable gas reserves located in blocs 
under concession given to Exxon, Petrom and Lukoil, which could be extracted for 20 years at a 
rate of 9–10 bcm/yr3. Croatia, which satisfies half of its consumption with domestic production, 
is planning to commission a 2.6 bcm/yr LNG receiving terminal on the island of Krk by early 
2020. The project has received more than EUR 100 million financing from the Connecting 
Europe Facility (CEF) of the European Commission, which funds strategic energy projects in 
CEE. Greece has a relatively diversified gas supply portfolio with around two-thirds of its gas 
needs coming from Russia via the Trans-Balkan pipeline, and one-third from LNG and by 
pipeline from Turkey. Growing gas consumption amid the closing of coal-fired power plants and 
the drive towards renewables is likely to push the country’s dependence on Russia higher. 

                                                
3 Agerpres 2018, “ANRM: Marea Neagra romaneasca are reserve de 200 miliarde metri cubi de gaze”, 
https://www.agerpres.ro/economic/2018/02/20/anrm-marea-neagra-romaneasca-are-rezerve-de-200-de-miliarde-de-
metri-cubi-de-gaze--58733 
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However, DEPA’s contract for purchasing 1 bcm/yr of gas from Shah Deniz, and the plans for 
building a floating regasification terminal near Alexandroupolis could make Greece a potential 
hub for global gas entering the SEE region. 

Paradoxically, with the exception of Greece, most of the countries in the region have faced either 
stagnating or even falling gas consumption over the last decade. The reasons are the relatively 
low levels of household gasification, shrinking industrial output following the collapse of the 
communist regime, and improving energy efficiency in residential buildings. The rising share of 
electricity from renewables could potentially expand the share of natural gas as a balancing fuel 
in the next two to three decades, but the strict CO2 emission reduction requirements in the EU 
and the European Energy Community would likely suppress a major transition to gas. 

Despite the low consumption, Russia has translated its market share into political influence 
through the pricing of the gas. As a key input for industrial producers and central district heating 
utilities, natural gas is still perceived as a strategic commodity by governments in the region. At 
the end of 2012, the Bulgarian government traded its active participation in the then-alive South 
Stream project for a gas price cut of 20% but still continued to pay one of the highest gas prices 
in the EU. This agreement was one of the main triggers for the European Commission’s 
investigation into Gazprom’s policy in CEE. The gas instrument has also been particularly active 
in Serbia, which has been receptive to and active in courting this investment in order to buoy its 
flailing economy. In Bosnia and Herzegovina, the natural gas issue has been leveraged to sow 
discord between the different entities in the country, causing political instability and distracting 
policymakers from critical energy governance reforms. In the RNM, gas dependence was closely 
associated with the Russian support for the government of Former Prime Minister Gruevski. It 
embraced the continuation of the Gazprom-led Turkish Stream, namely the Tesla pipeline 
passing through the Western Balkans, and worked closely with a Russian gas construction 
company, Stroytransgaz, to extend the domestic natural gas pipeline network. Stroytransgaz is 
owned by US- and EU-sanctioned Gennady Timchenko. 

Hub Dreams or Reality? 

Instead of focusing on the improvement of energy security, an essential element of the energy 
policy of many SEE countries is to transform into energy hubs no matter whether or not 
economic logic justifies it. This has been most visible in Bulgaria’s drive to form the so-called 
Balkan Gas Hub following the cancellation of the South Stream gas pipeline at the end of 2014. 
The failure of the Russian project was a great disappointment to the Bulgarian government, 
which had presented the project as a driver of economic growth. More realistically, the project 
served the interest of a clique of pro-Russian businessmen and politicians in the country, who 
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would have benefitted from 50% of the construction costs, worth EUR 1.9 billion (total costs for 
the Bulgarian section were around EUR 3.8 billion). 

The current Balkan Gas Hub concept envisions a trading point for Russian (via a South Stream 
light pipeline through the Black Sea), Azeri and LNG gas (via TAP and the Greece–Bulgaria 
interconnector), as well as potential domestic production from Black Sea offshore reserves. Most 
of the associated projects are related to the expansion and modernization of existing gas 
transmission infrastructure,	 allegedly in preparation for major gas exports from Bulgaria to 
Central Europe via Serbia. Cost estimates vary between EUR 1.8 billion and EUR 2.1 billion, 
coincidentally equalling the Bulgarian stake in the former South Stream project on Bulgarian 
territory. Meanwhile, efforts to diversify the gas supply by building the Interconnector Greece–
Bulgaria (IGB) have moved painfully slowly despite external financing and existing contractual 
obligations with the Shah Deniz consortium, and due to lack of administrative capacity and state 
capture from domestic and foreign interests. The government has placed IGB as part of the 
Balkan Gas Hub but has not prioritized the project despite the fact that only IGB could actually 
bring a new gas supply source to the region. 

Instead, to justify the Hub project, the Bulgarian government is gearing up to win the competition 
for the exit route on the planned 15.75 bcm/yr TurkStream 2 pipeline4. The Bulgarian 
transmission system operator, Bulgartransgaz, has begun work on short pipeline links from the 
Turkish–Bulgarian border to the transit network and has announced a market test for the possible 
construction of a new pipeline from the entry point of the existing gas transit pipeline near the 
Romanian border to the border with Serbia. If this plan materialises, the new Russia-led Balkan 
project would mirror the route of the now-defunct South Stream5. It is not surprising that 
Bulgarian Prime Minister Borissov has allegedly asked Putin for TurkStream to pass through 
Bulgaria rather than Greece. A final decision is not likely before the end of 2018. 

Romania has also been keen on the idea of becoming a natural gas hub, considering its vast 
natural gas reserves and strategic geographic position. However, concrete actions have not 
matched political rhetoric. The Romanian government has yet to begin concrete steps to liberalize 
natural gas exports, a policy heavily lobbied by domestic industry. Meanwhile, domestic gas 
producers are pushing for exports, because the Romanian market cannot sustain the current levels 
of production. Despite this push, things have moved slowly. The Trans-Balkan gas pipeline is 
                                                
4 Vladimirov, Martin. (2018). “Can Russia Use Energy to Renew Its Grip on Bulgaria?”. BalkanInsight. 1 June 2018 
5 Bulgartransgaz said that five companies had expressed interest in booking up to 54.6mn m³/day at the Bulgaria–
Turkey border, while only 34.4 mn m³/d would reach the Serbian border. The TSO puts the price tag of the new 
“Bulgarian Stream” at EUR 1.5 billion, but it is hard to imagine that such a pipeline could be built in less than 24 
months. 
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still not accessible to Romanian exports of gas to Bulgaria, and the status of the available 
capacity on the transit pipeline and its use are unclear, while BRUA (Bulgaria–Romania–
Hungary–Austria pipeline and Transgaz’ flagship interconnection project) has been blocked in 
Hungary6. In addition, BRUA can be used to its full capacity only when the Black Sea deposits 
can be developed to supply Western European markets. The development of this enormous gas 
potential has been delayed on a number of occasions by inconsistent tax and other regulations 
blocking the work of international investors.7 Romania has also done little to advance regional 
interconnector pipelines with neighbouring pipelines. The Bulgarian–Romanian link has yet to 
become reversible despite a fairly small investment being required on the side of the country’s 
gas transmission operator. The connection with Serbia is a distant reality, though officials from 
both countries mention a future memorandum to connect Serbia to BRUA near Arad. The project 
would cost about EUR 43 million and could be built after BRUA’s second stage; that is, to 
become operational in 2026 at the soonest8. The Romanian government has also pledged to begin 
exporting 1.75 bcm/yr of gas to Hungary after constructing several compressor stations. 
Currently, there is technical feasibility for gas imports from Hungary, but the de-facto Romanian 
gas market remains closed from outside competition. 

Serbia has also tried to position itself as a potential future regional gas hub. Its claims for a 
Balkan gas centre are similar to those of Bulgaria and are based entirely on redistributing Russian 
gas. Gazprom revived the joint Russian–Serbian South Stream project company in early 2018 by 
renaming it Gastrans and giving it a new mandate to build a 12 bcm/yr pipeline to ship Russian 
gas from the second line of Turkish Stream from the border with Bulgaria to that of Hungary 
(Turkish Stream’s second line would have a total capacity of 15.75 bcm/yr, with 3.75 bcm 

                                                
6 In late June 2018, the Hungarian TSO FGSZ stated clearly that it would not build the interconnection with Austria 
in the BRUA pipeline but would rather focus on expanding the interconnector with Slovakia, arguing that the 
investment in a direct pipeline from Hungary to Austria would be too expensive. At the same time, the Hungarian 
minister of foreign affairs asked for international pressures on the Romanian government to accelerate the 
developments in the Black Sea. These developments are gradually framed in a nationalistic tone by various 
Romanian commentators, from the mild to the extreme. The effect of such messages could be that Romania rethinks 
its exports of gas to Hungary, with possible effects on postponing the final adoption of the offshore law. 
7 Several oil majors have committed large investments in exploration, including Exxon Mobil and OMV Petrom – 
USD 2 billion, Lukoil – USD 0.5 billion, Black Sea Oil and Gas – USD 0.2 billion. Exxon has announced that it 
could be ready to start investing in production by the end of 2018, which means that most likely the gas could enter 
the market in 2021 or 2022. However, there are multiple legal and regulatory uncertainties which could postpone the 
development of the fields and delay future exports, particularly the protracted approval of a new legislation for 
offshore developments 
8 Alina Oprea, News.ro, November 2017, “O conductă de gaze între România şi Serbia, pe relaţia Arad - Mokrin, ar 
putea fi finalizată în 2026, investiţie de 43 milioane euro”, https://www.news.ro/economic/o-conducta-de-gaze-intre-
romania-si-serbia-pe-relatia-arad-mokrin-ar-putea-fi-finalizata-in-2026-investitie-de-43-milioane-euro-
1922404926362017111217413038 
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directed to the Bulgarian domestic market). Since its announcement in 2015, Serbia has 
supported the continuation of Turkish Stream through the Western Balkans, but it is unclear how 
the pipeline would be financed and to what extent the preparatory works for the South Stream 
could be used for this purpose9. Related to this, in 2016, Gazprom also doubled the capacity of 
the Banatski Dvor underground gas storage facility to 1 bcm, which would play a critical role in 
facilitating the transit of large quantities of gas through the country. The regional effect of the 
Banatski Dvor facility remains limited as a source of short-term gas security as long as Serbia is 
fully dependent on one source and one route for the supply. 

Despite this entrenched dependence status, Serbia has done little to increase its options. The 
government delayed and blocked the construction of alternative gas supply routes, including the 
EU-backed Bulgaria–Serbia interconnector, which would have allowed Serbia to tap into Azeri 
gas through the Trans-Adriatic Pipeline and potentially liquefied natural gas (LNG) reaching 
Bulgaria via the gas interconnector with Greece. The interconnector could be important even for 
the future supply of Russian gas after 2019, when the pipeline across Ukraine will stop being 
operational. Since 2012, the EU has constantly expressed an interest in financing the 
interconnector through the European Bank for Reconstruction and Development (EBRD). 
However, due to opposition from Srbijagas to the EU financing conditions, which include a 
demand for the unbundling of Srbijagas and liberalization of the domestic market, the project has 
stalled despite a number of bilateral government agreements with Bulgaria and official statements 
that construction is coming in 2018. 

In comparison to the other three case studies, Greece is much better prepared to become a 
regional gas hub. The country satisfies the informal rule that for a virtual gas trading hub to 
develop, there is a need for at least three gas sources. These include the Russian gas supplies 
from Ukraine, the Azeri gas deliveries from the upcoming TAP pipeline and the LNG supply 
through the Revithoussa terminal near Athens. Greece has also been vying to host the second line 
of the Turkish Stream project, which could potentially double the amount of gas transiting the 
country. Greece would not only replace Bulgaria as the main transit country for Russian gas in 
SEE but would also transform into a gas distribution centre for the Western Balkans. The latter 
would depend on the construction of the 516 km, 5 bcm/yr Ionian Adriatic Pipeline (IAP) that 
would connect the Croatian gas transmission system at Split with the Albanian section of TAP. 
The Azeri gas could be then shipped north to Hungary and Central Europe. The state-owned 
Azeri company, SOCAR, has announced the development of a special project company to 
manage the pipeline project after the governments of Albania, Montenegro, Bosnia, and 
Herzegovina and Croatia signed an MoU in 2016 committing to the pipeline. 
                                                
9 Center for the Study of Democracy. “Assessing Russia’s Economic Footprint in Serbia,” 
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The project, however, does not seem to have been taken up. Its cost of over EUR 120 million 
cannot be financed by local governments, and despite being recognized as strategic by the 
European Commission, it has yet to receive significant funding10. Its economic viability is also 
questionable considering the limited gas consumption in the region and the low expected 
throughput of the pipeline. The IAP could potentially function only as a regulated pipeline so that 
it can apply for an EU grant and does not require a high rate of return to justify private 
investment. The second problem facing IAP is that at the moment Azerbaijan simply does not 
have enough gas to fill all the pipeline projects in the region. Facing domestic demand 
constraints, lower international oil prices and delayed gas exploration in the Caspian, the country 
is unlikely to be able to send more than the 16 bcm/yr it had already pledged for Turkey 
(TANAP), Greece, Bulgaria and Italy (TAP-IGB). 

Following the agreement of Prespa on the name status, there also seems to be a momentum for 
reviving work on a gas interconnector between the RNM and Greece. This also seems to be the 
cheaper option for linking the RNM gas system with Azeri gas flowing through TAP11. However, 
the latter option for diversification of gas supply has been largely ignored by consecutive 
governments, which have decided, instead, to put all of their eggs in one basket and entangle 
themselves in a long-term gas contract and unrealistic pipeline projects managed by Gazprom. In 
fact, the interconnector could potentially be used to ship Russian gas from the Greek gas 
distribution system that enters via Turkish Stream. Such an option was implied during a 
September 2018 meeting between the RNM and Greek energy ministers to discuss a pipeline 
from Thessaloniki to Skopje along the already-existing oil pipeline shipping crude oil to the 
Hellenic Petroleum-owned refinery Okta near the RNM capital. 

Finally, Greece has launched efforts to build a Floating Storage Regasification Unit (FSRU) off 
the Aegean coast near Alexandroupolis with an offloading capacity of 6.1 bcm/yr. Dubbed the 
Alexandroupolis Independent Natural Gas System (INGS), it would aim to attract LNG 
shipments from the global market, anticipating the expected gas glut after the arrival of new LNG 
from Australia, Canada and the US The project is driven by the private Greek gas supplier 
Gastrade, which is owned by the Copelouzos family, and which also has a majority share. In 
2017, the LNG tanker company GasLog also took a 20% stake in the project, and it is expected 
that both the Greek DEPA and the Bulgarian BEH, both shareholders in the IGB, would take a 
further 25% interest in the project. The FSRU was planned to be commissioned by 2019, but the 
timeframe is likely to be delayed. 

                                                
10 South East Europe Gas Power Consortium. (2018). Final Report Task 2 – IAP Feasibility (Report commissioned 
by the European Energy Community. Economic Consulting Associates. February, 2018 
11 Balkan Energy. 2016. “MER and DESFA Signed MoU on Gas Pipeline Construction,” October 14. 
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However, the project could be seen as a natural addition to the IGB, as it could deliver LNG 
directly to the SEE region, hence solving the issue of the lack of enough pipeline gas from the 
Caspian Sea. Nonetheless, similar to the IAP, the FSRU is unlikely to be economically viable in 
the current market conditions. Despite rising natural gas prices, Gazprom can still undercut LNG 
imported to the region, due to the still prohibitively high transport and transmission costs. Since 
the SEE gas market is small and does not show much future potential, few gas trading companies 
are interested in booking LNG volumes, while gas producers are unwilling to provide price 
discounts for the small volumes required for SEE. 

The proliferation of MoUs on pipeline projects in the region and the renewed energy cooperation 
along the High Level Group of Central and South Eastern Europe Connectivity (CESEC), 
especially on gas interconnectors, is a positive sign after years of self-centred energy policy, but 
this political activism has yet to transcend economics. The same logic applies to natural gas hubs 
as a whole: they are not created but develop naturally on the back of liquid, diverse and 
competitive markets. The successful gas trading hub should have two fundamental aspects: 
firstly, it must have the ability to import and export gas to the market; and secondly, there must 
be a mature consumption centre, either through domestic demand or through the existence of 
markets easily reached from the hub12. The SEE region faces difficulties at both ends. It does not 
have the ability to seamlessly import and export natural gas to outside markets, due to regulatory 
inconsistencies, bad governance of strategic interconnectors and limited financing. SEE 
countries, with the partial exception of Greece, are not mature gas markets and are still largely 
isolated from the liquid and much more competitive markets in Central Europe. Although 60% of 
natural gas is already traded on spot markets there, the share of the market-based pricing in the 
SEE region is still at around 5%. To change the status quo, energy regulators, transmission 
operators and governments have to work concertedly to synchronize network codes, abolish 
prohibitively high tariffs and develop a functioning auction platforms to allow cross-border 
trading. If these prerequisites do not exist, no matter what infrastructure is built and how much 
new gas comes to the region, a functioning gas market is not likely to develop. 

Conclusions and Policy Recommendations 

The European Commission’s efforts to integrate the SEE region into the EU internal market and 
diversify its gas supply away from a single supplier along the Central European model have 
started to pay off. The liberalization of the cross-border capacities along the Trans-Balkan 

                                                
12 Vladimirov, Martin and Özenc, Bengisu. (2017). Towards a Stronger EU-Turkey Energy Dialogue Energy 
Security Perspectives & Risks. Center for the Study of Democracy and Economic Policy Research Foundation of 
Turkey, April, 2017. 
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pipeline, previously fully reserved by Gazprom, is now open for competitive bidding. Yet risks 
lie ahead, and it would be naive to think that Gazprom would not try to prevent liberalization. By 
making Russian gas more competitive, Gazprom could weaken the general argument among 
energy policymakers that the alternative gas could be cheaper and that diversification investment 
pays off. Many energy policymakers in the region share this opinion. However, Gazprom’s 
decision to cut prices in the face of potential competition shows nervousness about the prospect 
of new gas arriving in the regional market. Hence, instead of delaying further liberalization 
efforts, now is the time to actually step up regional cooperation between regulators and national 
gas companies. This would further improve the region’s bargaining position vis-à-vis Russia 
ahead of talks for new long-term contracts in the early 2020s. In this context, the recent example 
of Lithuania cannot be stressed further. By completing its floating LNG terminal near Klaipeda, 
the Lithuanian government secured a nearly 25% cut in the price Gazprom charged its national 
gas supplier. With global gas supply competition rising, there has never been a better moment for 
SEE to try to tap into the world market and connect the archipelago of energy islands to the 
mainland. 

Improving the energy security in the region, including the liberalization and diversification of the 
national and regional gas supply, requires the following actions: 

• SEE governments should introduce decision-making procedures for prioritization and 
selection of large investment projects based on clear and transparent criteria and fact-
based analyses, synchronized with the EU and CEE regional priorities. Otherwise, the 
largest gas infrastructure projects would be vulnerable to serious corruption risks. Hence, 
the government should not focus its natural gas security strategy on the creation of a 
natural gas distribution hub near Varna without first presenting any feasibility study or 
assessment of the existing and future gas demand, and of the possible sources of new 
supply. 

• Lower the administrative, regulatory and political burdens at national level to speed up 
those energy infrastructure projects, which may have regional and European effects, such 
as the gas interconnectors between Bulgaria, Romania and Greece as part of the Southern 
Gas Corridor. 

• Fully transpose and implement the EU energy acquis to ensure an unbundling of the 
transmission and supply of natural gas and electricity, thus promoting the full 
liberalization of energy markets. 
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• Ensure that strategic projects are not treated by the EU and other international financial 
institutions (IFIs) as commercial enterprises, so that they receive full backing on energy 
security and geopolitical grounds. 

• Establish that all infrastructure projects are consistent with national regulations for 
transparency and competitive tendering procedures and subject to independent cost-
benefit analysis. 

• Bring together regional governments to accelerate market coupling and joint project 
implementation based on a common energy security framework for the region that aims to 
integrate SEE in the larger European energy market. 

• Counter corruption and state capture risks in the energy sectors of the countries in the 
region through cancelling market-distorting energy subsidies, separating political parties 
from the management of state-owned companies and improving the staffing procedures in 
order to professionalize the management of the energy sector. 

• Achieve better regulatory quality and economic governance through continuous US and 
EU engagement, assistance and investment. Alone, no single SEE country is a match for 
large Russian companies, especially those backed by the Kremlin. 
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Introduction	

One	of	the	main	lessons	Slovakia	has	learned	from	the	2009	natural	gas	crisis	was	the	need	to	
improve	country’s	interconnectivity	with	its	neighbouring	countries	as	a	measure	for	increasing	
energy	security	and	preventing	repetition	of	the	crisis,	which	had	severe	consequences	for	 its	
economy1.	 The	 country	 thus	 started	 to	 look	 for	 options	 on	 how	 to	 strengthen	 its	 regional	
interconnectivity	 not	 only	 in	 natural	 gas,	 but	 also	 in	 electricity	 (and	 partially	 also	 in	 oil).	 A	
crucial	 position	 in	 this	 process	 have	 had	 the	 financial	 instruments	 of	 the	 European	 Union,	
namely	 the	 European	 Energy	 Programme	 for	 Recovery	 (EEPR)	 and	 the	 Connecting	 Europe	
Facility	(CEF)	that	is	guided	by	Projects	of	Common	Interest	(PCI)	lists.		

This	paper	examines	the	principal	characteristics	of	Slovak	regional	cooperation	in	the	energy	
area	 and	 analyses	 the	 main	 diversification	 projects	 that	 aim	 at	 improving	 country’s	 energy	
security	 and	 supporting	 internal	 market	 development.	 The	 main	 focus	 is	 on	 diversification	
projects;	however,	the	text	also	discusses	different	forms	of	regional	cooperation	and	presents	
lessons	that	have	been	learned.	

	
	

	

                                                
1	Slovakia	experiences	full	cut-off	of	natural	gas	supplies	during	the	crisis	what	had	negative	consequences	on	its	
economy	as	a	big	share	of	industry	had	to	suspend	activities	due	to	unavailability	of	natural	gas.		
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Institutional	cooperation		

When	 it	comes	to	 institutional	cooperation	 in	 the	energy	area,	Slovakia	 is	 involved	 in	several	
regional	 groupings.	 Such	 platforms	 are	 important	 for	 discussing	 and	 successfully	 facing	
regional	challenges	in	the	energy	area.	Slovakia	is	a	member	of	the	Central	and	South-Eastern	
European	Energy	Connectivity	(CESEC)	group,	which	aims	to	accelerate	the	integration	of	gas	
markets,	diversify	gas	supplies	and	to	cooperate	in	other	key	areas,	such	as:	electricity	trading	
and	market	coupling,	the	coordinated	planning	and	development	of	power	grid	infrastructures;	
renewable	 energy,	 and	 energy	 efficiency2.	 The	 country	 is	 also	 involved	 in	 The	 Three	 Seas	
Initiative	 (3SI)	 that	 seeks	 to	 contribute	 to	 the	 economic	 development	 of	 the	 Central	 and	
Eastern	Europe	through	infrastructure	connectivity	in	three	areas:	energy,	transport	and	digital	
technology3.		

The	 longest,	 but	 also	 the	most	 developed	 and	 important	 regional	 cooperation	 is	 within	 the	
Visegrad	group.	Energy	has	been,	 for	 a	 long	 time,	 an	 important	 cross-sectional	 topic	 for	 the	
Czech	 Republic,	 Hungary,	 Poland	 and	 Slovakia,	with	 the	North–South	 energy	 corridor	 being	
one	of	the	main	priorities	of	the	group	not	only	in	the	energy	area,	but	also	in	a	more	general	
context.	Energy	security	(and	diversification	that	is	its	crucial	component)	is	considered	to	be	a	
long-term	 priority	 of	 Slovakia	 within	 the	 group.	 The	 programme	 of	 the	 current	 Slovak	 V4	
presidency	for	2018	–	2019	defines	energy	security	as	one	of	the	strategic	priorities	of	the	V4	
countries	with	regard	to	their	common	high	dependence	on	the	import	of	energy	raw	materials	
from	third	countries4.		

The	cooperation	of	 the	 four	Visegrad	countries	 touches	upon	various	areas	 related	to	energy	
policy	 and	 engages	 also	 in	 developing	 a	 common	 approach	 towards	 the	 EU	 legislation	
proposals.	 The	 programme	 of	 the	 current	 Slovak	 V4	 presidency,	 for	 example,	 calls	 for	 the	
promotion	 of	 projects	 strengthening	 energy	 security	 and	 a	 closer	 cooperation	 in	 renewables	
sector,	 and	 stresses	 the	 importance	 of	 the	 North-South	 energy	 corridor	 completion	 in	 the	
natural	 gas	 sector.	 The	 programme	 also	 defines	 electricity	 loop	 (transit)	 flows	 as	 the	 main	
obstacle	 in	 further	development	of	 the	electricity	market	 in	 the	Central	 and	Eastern	Europe,	
and	 identifies	nuclear	energy	as	 the	crucial	 tool	 for	achieving	EU’s	greenhouse	gas	emissions	
goals5.	 The	 Visegrad	 countries	 share	 common	 views	 on	 nuclear	 energy,	 which	 makes	 them	
unique	 not	 only	 within	 the	 EU,	 but	 also	 in	 global	 settings.	 The	 cooperation	 of	 the	 Visegrad	
countries	encompasses	regular	coordination	negotiations	before	formal	and	informal	Councils	
(i.e.	Council	of	the	EU)	at	the	level	of	ministers	or	state	secretaries,	energy	working	groups	or	
workshops	at	expert	level.	

                                                
2	https://ec.europa.eu/energy/sites/ener/files/documents/brochure_easme_04_web.pdf		
3	http://three-seas.eu/about/		
4	http://www.visegradgroup.eu/documents/presidency-programs		
5	http://www.visegradgroup.eu/documents/presidency-programs		
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Internal	energy	market		

In	 order	 to	 achieve	 the	 overall	 EU	 target	 of	 a	 harmonised	 European	 day-ahead	 electricity	
market,	Slovakia	 implemented	the	Price	Coupling	of	Regions	(PCR)	solution,	which	 is	used	to	
connect	the	power	markets	across	Europe.	The	creation	of	the	European	Internal	power	market	
has	moved	forward	on	November	2014	thanks	to	the	4M	Market	Coupling	(4M	MC),	which	has	
integrated	 the	 markets	 of	 four	 Central	 and	 Eastern	 European	 countries:	 OTE	 in	 the	 Czech	
Republic,	HUPX	in	Hungary,	OPCOM	in	Romania	and	OKTE	in	Slovakia6.		

The	 4M	MC	 solution	 of	 the	 Central	 Eastern	 European	 region	 has	 been	 considered	 as	 a	 step	
towards	 the	 single	 European	 power	market	 and	 an	 intermediate	 step	 of	 the	 ”core”	 regional	
market	coupling	solution.7.	4M	MC	is	an	ATC	based	day-ahead	auction	with	implicit	allocation,	
aiming	to	be	compatible	with	the	EU	target	model	to	the	highest	possible	standard.		

	
Infrastructure	development		

Slovakia	 is	 involved	 in	several	new	 infrastructural	projects	 that	are	currently	being	developed	
and/or	built.	Diversification	projects	are	supported	by	the	Slovak	government	on	the	political	
level	 (an	 example	 is	 the	 Slovak-Hungary	 gas	 interconnector8)	 and	 by	 the	 European	 Union	
through	its	funds.	While	the	diversification	projects	developed	immediately	after	the	2009	gas	
crisis	 were	 supported	 by	 EEPR,	 currently,	 it	 is	 CEF	 that	 is	 crucial	 for	 energy	 infrastructure	
development.	The	key	position	in	the	process	of	project	prioritization	is	played	by	the	PCI	list;	a	
catalogue	 of	 the	 key	 infrastructure	 projects	 aiming	 to	 help	 achieve	 EU’s	 energy	 and	 climate	
objectives9.	Cross-border	 electricity	 interconnections	have	 to	be	 improved	 in	order	 to	 secure	
electricity	supply	and	enable	EU	member	countries	to	import	electricity	from	the	neighbouring	
countries10.	Similarly,	natural	gas	and	oil	interconnectors’	objective	is	to	improve	diversification	
–	and,	thus,	also	energy	security	and	competitiveness	–	in	these	sectors.	Other	PCI	projects	aim	
to	contribute	to	EU’s	climate	goals11.		

Slovak	projects	have	been	included	in	all	three	PCI	lists	published	in	2013,	2015	and	2017.	The	
projects	 fall	 within	 the	 Priority	 corridor	 North-South	 electricity	 interconnections	 in	 Central	
Eastern	 and	 South	 Eastern	 Europe	 (“NSI	 East	 Electricity”),	 the	 Priority	 corridor	North-South	
                                                
6	http://www.ote-cr.cz/o-spolecnosti/files-novinky/pcr-pr-4m-mc-launch.pdf		
7	https://hupx.hu/en/market-coupling/dam		
8	Orbán	a	Radičová	podpísali	dohodu	o	plynovodnom	prepojení.	Available	at:	https://www.webnoviny.sk/orban-a-
radicova-podpisali-dohodu-o-plynovodnom-prepojeni/	
9	https://ec.europa.eu/energy/en/topics/infrastructure/projects-common-interest		
10	https://ec.europa.eu/energy/en/topics/infrastructure/projects-common-interest/electricity-interconnection-
targets		
11	https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/PDF/?uri=CELEX:32018R0540&from=EN	
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gas	interconnections	in	Central	Eastern	and	South	Eastern	Europe	(“NSI	East	Gas”),	the	Priority	
corridor	 Oil	 Supply	 Connections	 in	 Central	 Eastern	 Europe	 (OSC)	 and	 the	 Priority	 Thematic	
Area	Smart	Grids	Deployment.		

When	it	comes	to	the	electricity	sector,	there	is	still	a	lack	of	available	transmission	capacity	on	
the	Slovak–Hungarian	border.	Therefore,	two	new	interconnectors	have	been	included	among	
PCI:	project	3.16.1	"Interconnection	between	Gabčíkovo	(SK),	Gönyü	(HU)	and	Veľký	Ďur	(SK),	
and	project	3.17	“Interconnection	between	Sajoivánka	(HU)	and	Rimavská	Sobota	(SK)”.	Both	
projects	have	been	supported	by	CEF12.	The	new	interconnectors	aim	to	strengthen	the	cross-
border	 interconnectivity	 and	 support	 existing	market	 coupling	 between	 the	 Czech	 Republic,	
Slovakia,	Hungary	and	Romania13.	Construction	of	the	cross-border	lines	2x400	kV	(Gabčíkovo	-	
Gönyű	 -	Veľký	Ďur)	and	2x400	kV	 (Sajóivánka	–	Rimavská	Sobota)	got	 important	 impetus	on	
March	 1,	 2017,	 when	 TSOs	 from	 both	 countries	 signed	 a	 contract	 on	 construction	 of	 these	
lines14.	 The	 latter	 consists	 of	 approximately	 49	 km	 of	 400	 kV	 AC	 double	 line	 with	 GTC	
contribution	of	800	MW.	The	line	is	a	double	line	with	two	circuits	on	the	Slovak	territory	and	
preliminary	equipped	with	one	circuit	on	the	Hungarian	territory15.	One	project	 (3.18	“Cluster	
Hungary	–	Slovakia	between	Kisvárda	area	and	Velké	Kapušany”)	has	been	withdrawn	from	the	
list.		

These	projects	will	strengthen	Slovak	transmission	capacity	that	is	currently	being	challenged	
by	the	so-called	transit	flows	from	Germany	and	will	allow	for	future	expansion	of	the	market,	
as	well	as	pave	way	for	export	of	Slovak	electricity	once	Mochovce	3	and	4	nuclear	power	plants	
(NPP)	 will	 be	 finished.	 However,	 after	 Paks	 II	 NPP	 will	 be	 built	 in	 Hungary,	 there	 will	 be	 a	
significant	 surplus	 of	 electricity	 in	 both	 countries	 that	 will	 have	 to	 search	 for	 new	 markets	
elsewhere	(probably	in	the	Balkans).	

When	it	comes	to	PCI	within	“NSI	East	Gas”,	the	listed	projects	aim	to	increase	diversification	
and	gas	 supply	within	 the	CEE	 region.	One	project	 foresees	connecting	 the	Świnoujście	LNG	
terminal	 in	the	Baltic	Sea	with	the	terminal	on	the	Krk	Island	with	the	political	support	of	the	
Three	 Seas	 Initiative.16	 Project	 6.2.1	 Poland-Slovakia	 interconnector	 aims	 to	 connect	 the	
natural	gas	transmission	networks	of	these	two	countries.	The	main	goal	of	this	PCI	project	is	to	
construct	Slovak	and	Polish	 sections	of	 the	pipeline	and	 install	 the	auxiliary	 infrastructure	on	
both	 sides.	On	 the	Slovak	 side,	 the	project	 includes	 also	 the	modification	of	 the	 compressor	
station	 in	Veľké	Kapušany	 (the	biggest	 compression	 station	 in	 the	 region).	Slovak	and	Polish	
transmission	 system	 operators	 (TSO)	 Eustream	 and	 GAZ-SYSTEM	 S.A.	 signed	 the	 “Grant	
Agreement	 for	 the	construction	works	 for	 the	planned	Poland-Slovakia	Gas	 Interconnection”	

                                                
12	https://ec.europa.eu/inea/en/connecting-europe-facility/cef-energy/projects-by-country/slovakia		
13	https://www.sepsas.sk/informacia2014_02_18_en.asp?Kod=125	
14	https://www.sepsas.sk/Dokumenty/Vyrocnespravy/2018/SEPS_VS2017.pdf		
15	https://ec.europa.eu/inea/en/connecting-europe-facility/cef-energy/3.17-0032-sk-s-m-15		
16	https://www.ceep.be/flagship-projects-of-the-three-seas-initiative-in-the-field-of-energy/		
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on	December	2017.	Approximately	59	km	of	the	transmission	pipeline	is	located	in	Poland	and	
106	km	in	Slovakia17.	The	project	is	expected	to	be	finished	by	the	end	of	202118.	The	main	aim	
of	the	pipeline	is	to	enhance	diversification	and	security	of	gas	supply	of	both	countries19	and	
the	EU	supports	this	project	through	CEF	in	the	amount	of	€107.7	million20.		

This	 interconnection	 will	 complete	 the	 missing	 links	 in	 regional	 infrastructure	 and	 thus	
contribute	 to	 the	 regional	 supply	 security.	 Moreover,	 it	 will	 connect	 Slovakia	 to	 the	 LNG	
terminal	in	Świnoujście	(Poland)	that	diversifies	also	the	sources	of	gas	for	Central	Europe.	

The	second	project	that	aims	to	enhance	gas	diversification	within	CEE	region	was	added	to	PCI	
list	 in	2015:	6.25.1	Pipeline	system	from	Bulgaria	to	Slovakia.	The	project’s	objective	–	that	 is	
known	 also	 as	 “Eastring”	 –	 is	 to	 bring	 new	 gas	 to	 the	 Central	 and	 South-Eastern	 European	
region	and	in	this	way	support	diversification21.	The	feasibility	study	for	the	Eastring	project	has	
been	 supported	 by	 CEF22	 and	 introduced	 on	 September	 20,	 2018	 by	 the	 Commission	 Vice-
President	 for	 Energy	 Union	 Maros	 Sefcovic23.	 The	 Eastring	 project	 is	 a	 bi-directional	 gas	
interconnector	with	an	annual	capacity	between	208	000	GWh	and	416	000	GWh,	connecting	
Slovakia	with	Bulgaria	through	Hungary	and	Romania.	Eastring	will	be	open	not	only	for	natural	
gas	 from	well-established	 sources,	 but	 also	 from	alternative	 sources.	 It	 is	 estimated	 that	 the	
capacity	will	be	available	to	any	shipper	or	supplier24.	Similarly	to	the	electricity	section,	among	
gas	 projects	 one	 Slovak	 interconnector	 was	 not	 included	 into	 the	 latest	 (2017)	 PCI	 list:	 6.3.	
Slovakia	–	Hungary	Gas	Interconnection	between	Veľké	Zlievce	(SK)	–	Balassagyarmat	border	
(SK/HU)	–	Vecsés	(HU).		

Slovak	infrastructural	project	is	included	also	in	the	priority	corridor	“Oil	Supply	Connections	in	
Central	 Eastern	 Europe”.	 This	 is	 the	 project	 9.2	 Bratislava-Schwechat	 Pipeline	 that	 connects	
Slovak	 and	 Austrian	 oil	 infrastructure.	 The	 contracting	 parties	 haven’t	 reached	 the	 final	
agreement	on	routing	 in	spite	of	overall	political	support	for	the	project25.	The	 importance	of	
the	proposed	oil	pipeline	lies	in	the	ability	of	the	pipeline	to	connect	the	Slovak	pipeline	system	
to	 the	 western	 European	 one26.	 The	 third	 PCI	 list	 added	 also	 a	 project	 between	 the	 Czech	
Republic	and	Slovakia.	The	project	ACON	 (Again	COnnected	Networks)	has	been	 introduced	
within	the	thematic	area	“Smart	Grids	Deployment”	(see	Section	6).	

                                                
17	http://en.gaz-system.pl/press-centre/news/information-for-the-media/artykul/202643/		
18	https://www.mhsr.sk/uploads/files/UiknENpe.pdf		
19	https://ec.europa.eu/energy/en/topics/infrastructure/trans-european-networks-energy		
20	https://ec.europa.eu/inea/en/connecting-europe-facility/cef-energy/6.2.1-0019-skpl-w-m-16		
21	Mišík,	M.	and	Nosko,	A.	(2017)	Eastring	gas	pipeline	in	the	context	of	Central	and	Eastern	European	gas	supply	
challenge.	Nature	Energy.	Vol.	2,	No.	11,	pp.	844-848	
22	https://ec.europa.eu/inea/en/connecting-europe-facility/cef-energy/6.25.1-0010-skhu-s-m-16		
23	https://www.ta3.com/clanok/1136666/tb-m-sefcovica-p-zigu-a-eustreamu-o-plynovode-eastring.html		
24	http://www.eastring.eu/downloads/eastring_booklet_2018.pdf		
25	https://spravy.pravda.sk/ekonomika/clanok/480355-pre-ropovod-bratislava-schwechat-sa-trasa-este-nenasla/		
26	http://www.transpetrol.sk/en/planned-projects/		
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In	the	past,	EEPR	supported	projects	aiming	to	diversify	routes	and	sources	of	gas	supplies.	The	
programme	 financed	 a	 bi-directional	 interconnector	 between	 Veľké	 Zlievce	 (SK)	 and	 Vecsés	
(HU).	 94	 km	of	 the	 pipeline	 are	 situated	 in	Hungary	 and	 21	 km	 in	 Slovakia27.	Other	 projects	
were	 aiming	 to	 increase	 the	 capacity	 of	 the	 Underground	 Gas	 Storage28	 and	 to	 ensure	 bi-
directional	 gas	 flow	 between	 Slovakia	 and	 the	 Czech	 Republic,	 and	 between	 Slovakia	 and	
Austria29	as	a	direct	response	to	the	2009	gas	crises.		

	
Security	of	supply		

Slovakia	has	considered	energy	security	to	be	one	of	its	top	priorities	on	the	domestic	as	well	as	
on	the	EU	level	ever	since	the	2009	natural	gas	crisis30.	Diversification	is	viewed	as	the	primary	
tool	to	improve	energy	security	for	at	least	two	reasons.	First,	before	the	gas	crisis,	the	country	
was	dependent	only	on	one	source	of	natural	gas	(Gazprom)	and	one	route	(the	Brotherhood	
pipeline	transiting	gas	in	east-west	direction).	This	lack	of	diversification	was	considered	to	be	
the	main	reason	why	the	2009	gas	crisis	influenced	Slovakia	to	such	a	high	degree	(there	was	
no	access	to	alternative	supplies	during	the	crisis).	Secondly,	transition	is	considered	to	be	an	
important	tool	for	safeguarding	energy	security	as	a	transiting	country	not	only	for	trade,	but	
also	 as	 a	 transition	 partner.	 This	 is	 perceived	 to	 increase	 the	 importance	 of	 Slovakia	 for	 its	
suppliers	(predominantly	Gazprom).		

The	political	support	for	new	diversification	projects	 is	based	on	the	argument	that	these	will	
improve	energy	 security	of	Slovakia.	Such	policy	 is,	however,	not	 typical	only	 for	 the	natural	
gas	 sector;	 similar	 arguments	 are	 used	 also	 in	 other	 energy	 sectors	 like	 electricity	 or	 oil	
(Bratislava-Schwechat	 pipeline	 is	 a	 prime	 example	 in	 the	 oil	 sector,	 while	 Slovak-Hungarian	
grid	interconnector	is	supposed	to	connect	the	electricity	infrastructure	of	these	countries).		

	

Research,	innovation	and	competitiveness		

Slovak	 researchers	are	 involved	 in	 several	Horizon	2020	projects	 related	 to	Secure,	 clear	and	
efficient	 energy	 and	 Climate	 action	 and	 environment.	However,	 the	 cooperation	 of	 Slovakia	
within	 Horizon	 2020	 is	 not	 limited	 to	 the	 regional	 level,	 but	 includes	 projects	 with	 pan-
European	 memberships.	 The	 regional	 projects	 fostering	 research	 and	 development	 in	 the	

                                                
27	http://ec.europa.eu/energy/eepr/projects/files/gas-interconnections-and-reverse-flow/slovakia-hungary-sk-
hu_en.pdf		
28	http://ec.europa.eu/energy/eepr/projects/files/gas-interconnections-and-reverse-flow/reverse-flow-sk-
01_en.pdf		
29	http://ec.europa.eu/energy/eepr/projects/files/gas-interconnections-and-reverse-flow/reverse-flow-sk-
02_en.pdf		
30	Mišík,	M.	(2016)	On	the	way	towards	the	Energy	Union:	Position	of	Austria,	the	Czech	Republic	and	Slovakia	
towards	External	Energy	Security	Integration.	Energy,	vol.111,	pp.	68-81.	
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energy	 area	 are	 connected	 to	 electricity	 (project	 ACON)	 and	 nuclear	 energy	 (reactor	
ALLEGRO).		

The	ACON	(Again	COnnected	Networks)	project	has	been	added	to	the	Third	list	of	Projects	of	
Common	 Interest	within	 the	 “Smart	Grids	Deployment”	priority	area31.	The	main	goal	of	 the	
project	 is	 to	 foster	 the	 integration	 of	 the	 Czech	 and	 the	 Slovak	 electricity	markets	with	 the	
particular	focus	on	smart	technologies	by	integrating	the	behaviour	and	actions	of	grid	users.	
The	 project	 stands	 on	 four	 basic	 pillars	 that	 would	 foster	 the	 electricity	 market:	 economic	
efficiency,	 sustainability	 with	 low	 losses,	 security	 of	 supply	 and	 safety.	 The	 project	 will	
incorporate	smart	technologies	in	order	to	add	new	elements	of	communication	and	intelligent	
load	management	with	automatically	algorithms.	The	usage	of	new	technologies	should	 lead	
to	 a	 higher	 awareness,	 better	 connection	 and	 future	 usability	 of	 distribution	 networks,	
deployment	of	renewable	sources,	but	also	usage	and	access	to	digital	infrastructure32.		

The	second	project	of	the	Visegrad	group	countries	focuses	on	nuclear	energy.	As	this	region	is	
highly	supportive	of	nuclear	energy,	 the	countries	cooperate	also	 in	 the	area	of	 research	and	
development	 in	 this	 sector.	 The	 Slovak	 V4	 Presidency	 stresses	 the	 importance	 to	 ensure	
nuclear	 and	 energy	 safety	 that	 can	 be	 reached	with	 the	 new	 generation	 of	 nuclear	 reactors	
called	ALLEGRO33.	The	project	was	developed	by	the	European	V4G4	Consortium	consisting	of	
the	Visegrad	countries	and	France.	The	project	focused	on	the	creation	of	a	new	generation	of	
reactors	called	ALLEGRO,	which	are	experimental	fast	reactors	cooled	with	Helium.34		

	

Lessons	learned	

To	sum	up	the	main	points,	EU’s	financial	support	in	form	of	CEF	presents	a	crucial	impetus	for	
the	 development	 of	 new	 infrastructure	 in	 Slovakia.	 The	 inclusion	 of	 a	project	 among	 PCI	 is	
a	prerequisite	for	the	successful	implementation	of	a	diversification	project.		

Secondly,	 the	 Slovak-Hungarian	 electricity	 grid	 upgrade	 will	 enable	 the	 export	 of	 surplus	
electricity	after	commencement	of	Mochovce	3	and	4	NPP	in	Slovakia,	which	is	expected	to	be	
put	 in	 operation	 in	 the	 second	 quarter	 of	 201935.	 This	 window	 will,	 however,	 close	 when	
Hungary	will	finish	its	Paks	2	NPP	that	will	become	an	important	electricity	export	competitor	
for	Slovakia.		

                                                
31	https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-
content/EN/TXT/?uri=uriserv:OJ.L_.2018.090.01.0038.01.ENG&toc=OJ:L:2018:090:TOC		
32	https://www.acon-smartgrids.cz/#GeneralInformation		
33	http://www.visegradgroup.eu/documents/presidency-programs		
34	https://indico.kfki.hu/event/764/contributions/1336/attachments/1263/2098/Gado_ALLEGRO_Wigner.pdf		
35	https://www.seas.sk/article/mochovce-npp-unit-3-fuel-loading-expected-in-1st-quarter-of-2019/355		
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Thirdly,	security	of	supply	is	the	main	argument	used	by	the	Slovak	government	(but	also	other	
stakeholders)	to	support	new	infrastructural	projects.	Energy	security	has	been	an	important	
policy,	but	also	discourse	driver	since	the	2009	gas	crisis.		

The	fourth	conclusion	is	that	Slovakia,	alongside	other	countries	from	the	region,	is	actively	
supporting	further	development	of	nuclear	energy.		

The	last	but	not	least	point	is	that	the	Visegrad	group	presents	an	important	platform	for	
discussion	on	energy	policy	among	these	countries.	Although	these	countries	have	divergent	
views	on	many	energy	policy	related	issues,	there	are	also	important	overlaps	(such	as	the	
above	mentioned	diversification	or	the	nuclear	power).		
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